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 III 

ABBREVIATIONS 

The following section explains those abbreviations which occur more than once, but 

are not common or might be unknown to the reader. The list is provided in 

alphabetical order. 

 

ASR  Automatic Speech Recognition 

CV  Consonant-Vowel 

DFT  Discrete Fourier Transformation 

F1  First Formant (F2 Second Formant, and so on) 

FFT  Fast Fourier Transformation 

FUL  Featurally Underspecified Lexicon 

Gmc.  Germanic 

HGmc  High Germanic 

HMM  Hidden Markov Modeling 

LPC  Linear Predictive Coding 

OE  Old English 

OHG  Old High German 

OSL  Open Syllable Lengthening 

VC  Vowel-Consonant 

VOT  Voice onset time 

WGmc. West Germanic 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this thesis is to gain new insights into the acoustic nature of German 

voiceless obstruents taking various aspects into account - from linguistics up to 

speech technology - by developing an innovative new strategy to distinguish these 

sounds automatically. The focus is on the affricates [pf] and [ts]. The fricatives [f] and 

[s] and the stops [p] and [t] were also investigated because they are closest to 

affricates with respect to their acoustic properties. The central points of the present 

work are production and perception experiments, with a special data collection 

designed for the particular needs of this dissertation. The experiments provide insight 

into speech recognition of humans and machines concentrating on the normalization 

of variation in the speech signal. Normalization is important because environmental 

factors, such as background noise or speaker variation, can distort speech recognition. 

The impact of variations in the speech signal is obvious since even if one person utters 

the same word twice, there is still a considerable difference in the resulting speech 

signals. This difference will even grow if another person speaks the same word. One 

way to investigate these variations is to extract the acoustic properties of various 

speakers from the speech signal and to compare them with each other. But which 

properties are the essential ones? The process of producing a message in a way that it 

can be perceived correctly is illustrated by the apt quotation “we speak to be heard in 

order to be understood” (Jacobson, Fant & Halle, 1976, p. 6). Hence, one aim of the 

present investigation is to enhance automatic speech recognition by learning from 

human speech production and perception. 

 

Considering human speech recognition, it is still unclear whether a listener relates to 

static or to dynamic acoustic properties. Static properties relate to one point in time in 

the speech signal, whereas dynamic properties correspond to two different points in 

time in the speech signal, which are correlated with each other. The implication of 

dynamic properties would only be possible if memory processes were involved. 

Supposing that listeners use dynamic information, the question arises whether it is 

also applicable to automatic speech recognition. One might argue that dynamic 

information is not measurable in the speech signal and can therefore never be 
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captured. If the detection of a fricative, for example, requires the correlation of the 

fricative’s peak of energy with the peak of energy of an adjacent vowel to calculate 

the relative amplitude, which are the two points that need to be related with each 

other? These issues will be addressed in the experimental part of this dissertation. 

 

Among the obstruents investigated, affricates have one exceptional member, [pf], 

occurring in German and in two other languages all over the world, only (Ladefoged 

& Maddieson, 1996). In chapter 2, the two affricates are discussed in detail and are 

compared to the respective stops and fricatives. At the beginning of this second 

chapter, the acoustic-phonetic properties of the investigated obstruents are introduced, 

followed by a phonologically motivated overview. The phonological status of 

affricates is of special interest, since various authors discuss controversially whether 

affricates have a monosegmental or bisegmental nature. The next subchapter deals 

with the historical development of the German obstruents, starting from the Indo-

Germanic languages up to date. Due to the second High German consonant shift, the 

development of the German consonantal system continued differently compared to 

other languages that are of Indo-Germanic origin, explaining why German is the only 

language in this group having this outstanding affricate [pf]. The description of the 

historical development of the German obstruents contributes to the interpretation of 

the results gained in experiment on speech production data. The second chapter closes 

with a frequency count on the investigated obstruents. 

 

Chapter 3.1 provides a survey of the scientific literature that had an important impact 

on the experiments of the presented work. Most of the studies described within 

chapter 3.1 were conducted to investigate fricatives and stops. Studies on affricates 

are rather rare. The next section, 3.2, gives a short overview to some theoretical 

models that are touched within the framework of the present investigation. Since the 

potential application of this dissertation does not only concentrate on human linguistic 

processing in terms of speech production data and speech perception, but also on 

speech technology, the third section of chapter 3 focuses on automatic speech 

recognition. Two approaches are introduced, an HMM (Hidden Markov Modeling) 

and a linguistically based speech recognizer. The HMM speech recognizer described 

there is an exemplar one, as it would be found in applications, such as automatic train 
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inquiry systems or wake-up services. The FUL speech recognizer of the University of 

Konstanz (Lahiri & Reetz, 2002) is then portrayed as a representative to the linguistic 

approach of automatic speech recognition. 

 

Chapters 4 and 5 involve the experimental part of this dissertation – the production 

and perception experiments. For the purpose of the production experiment, a speech 

data collection was conducted, since commercially available speech corpora, such as 

the Kiel corpus (IPDS, 1995), provide a limited amount of certain sounds only; 

especially [pf] occurred rather rarely. Another focus on the experiments was to use 

“normal speech”. It is widely known that conversational speech is quite different with 

many respects to laboratory speech, for example, the latter is much more accurately 

pronounced. Thus, the speech data collected for the present experiments contained the 

desired distribution of obstruents and also randomly distributed background noise. 

The production experiment was designed in a way that the speech data of ten speakers 

were investigated with respect to the German obstruents. 

 

In the experiment described in chapter 4, particular acoustic cues are extracted from 

the speech signal to distinguish the respective obstruents in place and manner of 

articulation. The sounds are analyzed in both initial and medial word positions. Three 

methods of acoustic analysis are chosen: (1) temporal measurements to distinguish 

manner of articulation, (2) static spectral characteristics in terms of logarithmic 

distance measure to distinguish place of articulation and (3) amplitudinal analysis of 

discrete frequency bands as a dynamic approach to place distinction. The results of 

the production experiment contribute to the question which properties are robust with 

regard to variation in the speech signal. 

 

The perception experiment in chapter 5 is divided into two sections. The first part 

examines the perception of the relevant obstruents, particularly with respect to their 

confusion regarding manner of articulation. The second part investigates the 

contribution of particular frequency regions to speech perception by testing filtered 

speech stimuli with a limited frequency bandwidth. One of the applied filter 

conditions correlates with a speech signal perceived over a telephone line and gains 

insight of what can be done to enhance speech recognition. In speech perception 
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research, the parameters are rarely set as in natural life, for example, synthetic stimuli 

might unwillingly leave out components, which were not considered for stimuli 

creation, but have a great influence on perception, as context does. For this reason, 

special attention was paid to the stimuli that were cut from the speech data recorded 

within the production experiment. 

 

The last chapter combines the findings of all aspects of this dissertation with respect 

to automatic speech recognition and also offers suggestions for future research. After 

the conclusions, a German summary (Zusammenfassung) is provided. The following 

appendices A and B contain the words that were used in the experiments. Appendix C 

holds a glossary that explains the historical origin of some German words starting or 

containing the affricates [pf] and [ts]. 

 

Sometimes, problems arise by the ambiguous usage of linguistic terminology. Some 

essential terms are explained here. Throughout this investigation, the two different 

affricate components are referred to as closure and frication segments. In the context 

of this investigation, “segment” is understood as a part of a phoneme characterized by 

the structure of the respective portion of the signal. An affricate is therefore composed 

of closure and frication, whereas a stop is characterized to consist of closure and 

release, respectively. Fricatives consist of the frication segment only. 

 

Throughout this dissertation, the term “feature” was used as it is in phonology. 

However, the term “feature vector” is also applied in the context of automatic speech 

recognition and refers to the collection of values of the acoustic properties in different 

dimensions. So, whenever I talk about “features”, I am referring to the phonological 

features, but the term “feature vector” relates to the engineering term as explained 

above. 

 

Concerning the “production experiment”, I want to emphasize that no articulatory 

studies are involved here. In the production experiments, I investigated acoustic data, 

produced by several speakers. 
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

The aim of the present chapter is to provide a comprehensive overview of the 

obstruents investigated with respect to acoustic-phonetic, phonological and 

historical linguistic aspects. The acoustic-phonetic description discusses the 

relationship between articulation and the resulting acoustic properties, found in the 

speech signal. The phonological description is more abstract. It provides an analysis 

of how the German obstruents pattern together away from phonetic details. In the 

following section, affricates are discussed more extensively with respect to 

phonology because they are unique to many controversial discussions, for example, 

their monosegmental versus bisegmental status, some of which will be dealt with in 

the respective chapter. In the next section, affricates are reviewed according to their 

origin and historic development providing a novel perspective in their status within 

the German language and in comparison to other languages and sounds. The last 

section of the present chapter provides a frequency survey of the occurrence of the 

investigated affricates, fricatives and stops.  

2.1 Acoustic and phonetic properties 

From an acoustic-phonetic point of view, obstruents are produced with a 

constriction of the articulators, while the air escapes from the lungs. Obstruents 

include affricates, fricatives and stops. Affricates contain acoustic properties of both 

stops and fricatives. The closure portions of affricates and stops have the same 

acoustic properties (apart from their duration) and the frication portion in affricates 

is configured as that in fricatives by a narrow constriction. The difference between 

fricatives and stops is made up by a narrowing of the articulators that causes some 

turbulence of air within fricatives, whereas stops show a complete closure. 

 

The comparison of stops and fricatives reveals that stops build up an immense 

pressure of air in the vocal tract, which is released. According to Stevens (1998, p. 

348), the release is characterized by a transient, followed by the frication and 

aspiration. In comparison to the release of stops, fricatives have a much weaker 

energy onset causing the amplitude of noise to rise much slower as in a stop. Both 
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the release of stops and the frication of fricatives are sometimes referred to as noise. 

If these noise portions are compared, the duration of the fricative noise is longer 

than the release found in stops. The term “noise” is also used for affricates, since 

their frication is comparable to the noise caused by the release in stop consonant. 

However, the noise in stops is sometimes referred to as frication (Fant, 1973). The 

section about phonology (section 2.2) explains why most scholars consider 

affricates as stops with a prolonged release (or noise). 

 

The acoustic properties of affricates are somewhere in between those of stops and 

fricatives. Thus, affricates could be characterized by the conjunction of a stop, 

followed by a fricative or just by two consonants following one another in a cluster. 

Acoustically, affricates contain the complete constriction of a stop, followed by a 

portion of “frication noise”, regarded as the fricative part. Compared to the portion 

of noise that usually follows a stop (i.e. the release), the frication noise in affricates 

is longer compared to that in stops, but shorter than that of fricatives (cf. Shinn, 

1985). Moreover, their intensity differs. Stops are characterized by an intensive 

burst of energy accompanying the release, whereas the amplitude of fricatives rises 

much slower because of the missing closure. Affricates are again found to be in 

between. Their amplitude rises slower compared to stops, but quicker compared to 

fricatives (cf. Shinn, 1985). These acoustical differences will be extensively 

discussed in chapters 3 and 4, reporting on studies conducted by other authors and 

on the results of the production experiment. 

 

Obstruents can also be described by the dimensions of manner and place of 

articulation. Manner of articulation refers to the way the air stream initializing the 

sound production is obstructed in the vocal tract (i.e. as in a stop, fricative, etc.). 

Place of articulation corresponds to the position where the articulators are closest 

together. In the present work, alveolar and labial (or more precisely, labio-dental 

and bilabial) place of articulation are the relevant ones. Table I presents a 

phonetically oriented view towards the sounds investigated: 
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Table I: The investigated obstruents - listed with regard to their manner and place of articulation 

Manner/Place Labial Alveolar 

Affricate [pf] [ts] 

Fricative [f] [z, s] 

Stop [p] [t] 

 

A more extensive discussion about these sounds is presented in chapter 4.3, dealing 

with the methodology of the production experiments. 

2.2 Phonological representations 

Phonology assumes a system of contrast where phonemes differ in terms of features 

chosen from a universally defined feature set. Some phonologists assume that they 

result in an abstract feature representation in the mental lexicon. Although some 

features may surface at an acoustic level, the phonological representation can be 

underspecified; a one to one correlation is rare (cf. Lahiri & Reetz, 2002). 

Following the theory of Lahiri and Reetz (2002), the phonological features are 

organized in a tree structure, starting with the root node distinguishing whether a 

sound is [OBSTRUENT] or [SONORANT] and [CONSONANTAL] or [VOCALIC]. The 

features are monovalent and split up to further nodes, as the laryngeal and place 

node. The other manner features, such as [NASAL] and [CONTINUANT], are directly 

placed beneath the root node. In general, the complete set of distinctive features is 

valid for all languages in the world, but not every language uses each feature. The 

matrix in Table II gives an overview of the phonological monovalent features of the 

investigated German obstruents in FUL based on Lahiri and Reetz (2002). 
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Table II: Feature matrix of the investigated obstruents (using only those features relevant for German), based 
on Lahiri and Reetz (2002). 

Root [pf] [ts] [p] [t] [f] [s] [z] 
[CONSONANTAL] + + + + + + + 
[OBSTRUENT] + + + + + + + 
     [STRIDENT] + +    + + 
     [CONTINUANT]     + + + 
        
Laryngeal        
[VOICE]       + 
Place        
[LABIAL] +  +  +   
[CORONAL]  +  +  + + 

 

 

Overall, the feature specification of affricates holds potential for more detailed 

discussions. In Table II, affricates are described as monosegmental and the feature 

[STRIDENT] is used to discriminate [pf] from [p] and [ts] from [t]. In other feature 

representations, the feature [STRIDENT] would commonly be used for labiodental, 

but not for bilabial sounds. Next to labiodentals, [STRIDENT] describes sibilants and 

uvulars (cf. Halle & Clements, 1992, p. 7). The difference in place of articulation 

between [ts, t, s] and [pf, p, f] is made up by the features [CORONAL] and [LABIAL], 

although the feature [CORONAL] is not part of the mental lexicon (cf. Lahiri & Reetz, 

2002 and chapter 3.3.2). Although [pf] implies a conjunction of bilabial and 

labiodental place of articulation, this feature is from now on called [LABIAL], since 

there is no phonological contrast between these two places of articulation in 

German. Further, the feature [CONTINUANT] distinguishes fricatives from affricates 

and stops. 

 

In the 1950s, Jacobsen, Fant and Halle (1976) presented the first phonological 

specification of distinctive features, which described affricates as being stops with 

the added feature [+STRIDENT]. This definition had to be refined, after the existence 

of languages with non-strident affricates had been proved. Unlike the strident 

affricates, non-strident affricates are sometimes believed not to contrast with stops. 

Moreover, they have a slightly different place of articulation, as in Aleut, Ket, Lahu, 

Tsez, the voiceless not aspirated [qW] is considered not to contrast with [q] (cf. 

Kehrein, 2002, pp. 21). Kehrein (2002) argues similarly for German [pf] and [p]. 
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Since German [pf] and [p] had both been defined by the feature [LABIAL] (and not a 

bilabial-labiodental conjunction, cf. previous paragraph), the non-strident affricate 

[pf] would then contrast with the stop [p]. Note that Lahiri and Reetz (2002) use the 

feature [STRIDENT] to distinguish affricates from stops, including [pf], because the 

FUL system assumes minimal feature differences. Even if these are phonetically 

non-strident versus strident affricates, affricates in German will be distinguished 

from stops by the feature [STRIDENT]. 

 

In the Sound Pattern of English (SPE, Chomsky & Halle, 1968), affricates are 

described as stops, but with an additional feature [+DELAYED RELEASE]. The latter 

feature refers to sounds that are produced with a complete closure of the vocal tract, 

but differ in their manner of the release. Affricates show a [+DELAYED RELEASE], 

whereas the release of stops is characterized as [INSTANTANEOUS RELEASE] or 

[ABRUPT]. In other representations, the feature [SPREAD GLOTTIS] was used for 

affricates to separate them from fricatives and stops, but since the latter feature goes 

along with aspiration, it is not useful for the German affricates. The feature [SPREAD 

GLOTTIS] is commonly used to separate aspirated stops from the non-aspirated ones.  

 

Kehrein (2002) describes two different classes of affricates. One class contains 

affricates that belong to the phonological category of stops, with the additional 

manner feature [STRIDENT] being added to the original stop manner features [NASAL] 

and [LATERAL]. Such a type of affricate could then contrast with a stop at the same 

place of articulation ([ts] and [t] would be discriminated by the feature [STRIDENT]). 

The other class of affricates, however, would not contrast with stops at the same 

place of articulation. Instead, affrication is described as a kind of phonetic strategy 

that enhances the perception of small place differences. For example, [pf] would 

then be regarded as a stop without an additional manner feature because in the 

opinion of Kehrein (2002), [pf] contains two slightly different places of articulation 

(i.e. labiodental and bilabial) that do not contrast with the place of articulation of 

[p]. Thus, this slight place difference distinguishes [pf] from the original stop [p], 

and therefore no additional manner feature is needed for [pf] (and this is finally why 

[pf] would be considered as belonging to the second class of affricates). This kind of 
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argumentation strategy allows Kehrein (2002) to state that no language contrasts 

bilabial stops and affricates.  

2.3 Affricates 

If a sound is considered as an affricate, the release of the stop and the frication will 

be non-separable events. Both segments, the stop- and fricative-like segment have to 

occur in the same syllable and morpheme. Clusters that are spread over morpheme 

boundaries, as in cats, are generally not considered as affricates because they form 

the morphologically induced plural that does not have a separate entry (in addition 

to the uninflected cat) in the mental lexicon (cf. Lahiri & Reetz, 2002). 

 

Affricates will be regarded as single phonemes if only one articulatory movement is 

needed to produce this conjunction, associated with the fact that both have the same 

place of articulation. When both segments are articulated at the same place, they are 

called homorganic. A consonant cluster with both segments articulated at different 

places is called heterorganic and is not considered as an affricate. The consonant 

cluster [kv], as occurring at the beginning of the German word Quatsch ‘nonsense’, 

combining velar and labiodental place of articulation, is consequently not an 

affricate. Further, the components [k] and [v] differ in voicing. The feature [VOICE] 

is another factor that has to agree to define a consonant cluster as an affricate. 

Conclusively, a consonant combination will be considered as homorganic, if it does 

not consist of a voiced and a voiceless consonant in optional order.  

 

Standard High German contains two affricates that are both voiceless, [pf] and [ts]. 

Affricates that are also considered to belong to the German phoneme inventory are 

the palato-alveolar [tB] and the velar [kx]. However, the velar pendant does not exist 

in Standard High German, only in Swiss German and in some South German 

dialects [kx] is found. The phoneme [kx] could be regarded as missing in the 

phoneme inventory, since the voiceless stops [p, t] contrast with the affricates [pf, 

ts] whereas [k] does not have a contrastive affricate.  
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The other affricate [tB] does not occur in all word-positions. Word-medially, most of 

the occurrences of [tB] have their origin in loan words. It could be considered as a 

variant of [ts] because nearly no minimal pairs of [ts] and [tB] can be found and if 

there are some, the minimal pairs are not pure ones. The rare examples are patschen 

(coll., onomatopoeic for the sound emerging from e.g. a slap in the face) and patzen 

(coll.) ‘to foozle’. Other near minimal pair examples are glitschen ‘to slither’ and 

glitzern ‘to glitter’ (almost a minimal pair), glitschen is a variation of gleiten ‘to 

glide’ and finally putschen ‘to make a putsch’ (Putsch is a Polish loan) and putzen 

‘to clean’. Word-final [tB] is also rare and occurs in loan words only. One important 

exception is of course the word Deutsch ‘German’ (OHG: diutisc, probably derived 

from Germanic: þeudō ‘people’). Since [tB] does not occur word-initially at all and 

rarely word-medially, it was not considered for the present investigation. 

 

In English, [ts] and [tB] can both be considered as homorganic affricates, contrasting 

in all word-positions. Although only one stop is possible, which is articulated either 

in the alveolar or in the palato-alveolar region - thus, no contrast between these two 

places is ever found for stops - the same does not apply for the affricates [ts] and 

[tB]. The stop [t] is the steady entity, and both [s] and [B] give possible affricates. 

So, in English [tB] is commonly considered as an independent affricate that occurs 

in all word positions. Further, English has a voiceless - voice contrast ([tB] vs. [dB]). 

The voiced affricate [dB] also occurs in German, but in loan words only (e.g. 

Journal) and cannot be considered as a part of the original phoneme inventory for 

this reason (cf. section 2.1). 

 

Considering the German affricates of the present examination, alveolar [ts] is then 

denominated as an homorganic affricate, as well as [pf], although the stop and 

fricative components of the latter are not exactly produced at the same place of 

articulation (i.e. bilabial and labiodental). The reason to characterize [pf] just as a 

labial articulated sound is given because labiodental and bilabial places of 

articulation do not form a distinctive contrast in German. 
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From a hypothetical point of view, affricates could also be regarded as two separate 

incidents, since the stops [p] and [t] share the feature [ABRUPT], whereas the 

fricatives [f] and [s] join the feature [CONTINUANT]. At first sight, both features 

imply two different phonological events and a possible conclusion was that they do 

not match with each other. So, should affricates therefore be treated as a sequence of 

a stop and a fricative? Most phonologists assume affricates as single consonants. 

One way to cope with this contradiction is for instance the implementation of a 

special feature for affricates, such as [DELAYED RELEASE] (cf. section ), but also 

other accounts have been published about the phonological represe.ntation of 

affricates, some of which are presented in the following paragraphs. 

 

Trubetzkoy (1967), who was one member of the “Prague Linguists”, formulated the 

following six rules helping to decide whether a complex segment should be 

considered as mono- or bisegmental: 

 

(1) Both segments of an affricate have to occur in the same syllable, they need to be 

tautosyllabic, whereas consonant clusters can also be heterosyllabic. Trubetzkoy 

(1967) gives some examples in his book, though not for German. He states that [ts] 

in Czech, Russian and Polish is always monosegmental, because it occurs in all 

word positions (e.g. Polish: co ‘what’, pla-ce ‘I pay’, ko-nec ‘end’). In Finnish, [ts] 

occurs in word-medial position only, as in it-se ‘self’ and is considered as 

bisegmental (cf. Trubetzkoy, 1967, pp. 50-51). Possible German examples would be 

Schu[p.f]ach ‘drawer’ versus Tu[.pf]er ‘swab’, although Schu[p.f]ach has a 

morpheme boundary between [p] and [f] and would not be considered as an affricate 

at all for this reason. However, the decision how to syllabify affricates, is not always 

an easy one, especially in word-medial position. Dogil and Jessen (1989) report on a 

small experimental session asking students to decide about the syllable boundary in 

the minimal pairs sitzen ‘to sit’ and siezen ‘to address somebody formally’. The 

students decided consistently that in sie.[ts]en, [ts] was in syllable initial position 

(of the second syllable), whereas in si[ts]en, most of the students were unsure 

whether [ts] might spread over two syllables or not. 
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(2) The articulatory movement has to be homogeneous. For example, [kv] has no 

homogeneous articulatory movement because [k] is articulated at velar and [v] at 

labio-dental place of articulation. 

 

(3) The duration of the complex segments is no longer compared to the duration of 

the single phonemes. This means that a consonant cluster will be regarded as 

monosegmental (assuming that the other rules also match) if the duration of this 

cluster (e.g. [pf]) is no longer than the intrinsic duration of the other consonantal 

phonemes of the respective language (e.g. [p]). 

 

(4) The affricate behaves like a single sound in a consonant cluster in the respective 

language. For example, in German [l, r, v] form possible combinations following 

one initial consonant C + [l, r, v], but not two initial consonants CC + [l, r, v]. 

According to that, Pflicht [pflIBt] ‘duty’ is possible because [pf] is counted as one 

consonant, but “krlicht” [krlIBt] would not form a possible beginning of a word 

because [kr] is no single unit. However, Trubetzkoy (1967, p. 53) reports on many 

exceptions, as Splitter ‘splint’, Straße ‘street’ Sprache ‘language’ and others, 

starting with the triple consonant clusters [str, spl, spr]. His examples are related to 

word-initial position only; word-medial phoneme combinations are not discussed at 

all. I will refer to these exceptions later again (in section 2.4, about the historical 

development of affricates).  

 

(5) A cluster should be regarded as monosegmental if some kind of parallelism is 

formed in the phonetic inventory (that means: in a system sorted according to place 

and manner of articulation, no gaps should occur). In Standard High German, the 

velar affricate [kx] is missing, but it still remains in the South German dialects 

giving evidence that [kx] existed in OHG, but finally got lost. 

 

(6) A cluster will be considered as monosegmental only if a constituent part cannot 

be classified as a combinatory variant of any of the phonemes in the respective 

language. The latter rule does not apply to affricates, but to glide vowels in 

combination with [6]. 
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However, the structuralistic approach of Trubetzkoy (1967) does not really clarify 

the question about the segmental status of German affricates. Rule (1) and (2) are 

hard to control, the first one seems to be a matter of intuition, whereas the second 

rule would demand for a phonetic examination, as electromyography. Rule (3) is 

studied within the scope of the production study, as described in chapter 4. Rule (4) 

seems to be unclear at the moment, but is explained by the historical development of 

consonants, as described in the following section. According to rule (5), [ts] and [pf] 

could not be considered as monosegmental affricates because the velar [kx] is 

missing and therefore causes a gap in the phoneme inventory (the three voiceless 

stops [p, t, k] would contrast with [pf, ts] only, although [kx] existed earlier, as 

mentioned above). 

 

Various tests exist to differentiate between single sounds and consonant clusters. 

For example, one cannot epenthesis a vowel within an affricate: 

 

• Primel  ‘primrose’ [prim?l] ->  [parim?l] 

• Pflanze  ‘plant’ [pflants?] ->  [pafalants?] 

 

Vowel lengthening can be observed before single consonants, but not before 

consonant clusters in word-medial position. For instance, [tR] can also be proceeded 

by long vowels, as in quietschen ‘squeal’ [kwi.tR?n], but [pf] and [ts] cannot. In the 

following, some further approaches on the status of affricates are presented. 

 

In linear phonology, the representation of complex segments (i.e. geminates and 

affricates) led to problems, as mentioned above, because affricates contain a 

contradiction between the stop-segment and the continuant fricative-segment, 

consequently it would be easier to represent them as bisegmental (as Vennemann 

(1968) did in some way, see below). Jacobsen, Fant and Halle (1976) and Chomsky 

and Halle (1968) solved this problem by describing affricates as stops with the 

added features [+strident] or [+delayed release]. This monosegmental perspective 

would consider affricates as some kind of variation to stop consonants. This view 

was continued by Ladefoged (2001) stating that “an affricate is simply a sequence 
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of a stop followed by a homorganic fricative” (p. 53). Ladefoged and Maddieson 

(1996) also argued that “affricates are stops in which the release of the constriction 

is modified in such a way as to produce a more prolonged period of frication after 

the release” (p. 90). 

 

Kenstowicz and Pyle (1973) systematically investigated geminates, which are, as 

affricates, considered as complex segments. They formulated two rules to clarify 

whether a cluster should be regarded as mono- or bisegmental. The first rule of 

inseparability implies that geminates will be regarded as monosegmental if no other 

segment can be inserted in between. The second rule concerns inalterability, saying 

that not only one part of the segment would be changed, but if there was a certain 

kind of modification, both parts of the segment would have to be affected. The first 

rule of inseparability leads to the conclusion that word-initial affricates are 

monosegmental because no other consonants could be inserted in between [pf] and 

[ts]. Very few instances, in which a vowel could be inserted within an affricate, can 

be found, for example, Puff ‘push’ or ‘brothel’ (a colloquial expression that seems 

to have an onomatopoeic origin) or Tasse ‘cup’ and Taste ‘key’ (an Italian loan). In 

word-medial position, no valid example exists at all, apart from a few words that 

had a syllable boundary in between, as in Fanta-sie ‘fantasy’. The application of 

this rule implies that German affricates in word-initial and -medial positions must 

be interpreted as monosegmental. The second rule of Kenstowicz and Pyle (1973) 

does not apply for the German affricates [pf] and [ts] because it presumes an 

historical sound change, which the German affricates did not undergo (at least so 

far).  

 

Sagey (1990) explained the nature of affricates by using binary features allowing a 

feature alternation ([-cont] [+cont]). The feature [CONTINUANT] has two values and 

this is why Sagey (1986) determined affricates as contour segments (because they 

consist of a sequence of articulations, but behave like a single segment on the x-

tier): 
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She argued that contour segments are like complex segments, yet unlike consonant 

clusters and have to be regarded as a single unit (i.e. they are monosegmental). A 

criterion to distinguish consonant clusters and contour segments is their relative 

duration “if contour and complex segments are phonologically associated with 

single timing units, then we would expect them to have the phonetic length of single 

consonants rather than the length of consonant clusters, which occupy two timing 

units” (Sagey, 1990, p. 51). In an experiment on the duration of English affricates 

versus the respective stop-fricative clusters, Sagey (1986) found that these affricates 

were significantly shorter in duration than the respective stop-fricative clusters 

being in accordance with Trubetzkoy’s (1967) third rule.  

 

As the last author to be mentioned here, Vennemann (1968) claimed that the 

phonological nature of affricates will be determinable only if the word position of 

the affricate is taken into account. He considered German affricates as bisegmental 

when they are postvocalic (or word-medial position, respectively). I will also argue 

in support of his claim, but will differ with his account of historical development 

concerning the “spirantization” (cf. below in the same paragraph). His explanation 

indicates that affricates commonly occur after short vowels only because they 

developed from geminates. In his dissertation, Vennemann (1968) illustrated that 

affricates developed historically in the following way: initial [pf] and [ts] developed 

from the singletons [p] and [t], whereas word-medial affricates would have 

developed from the geminates [pp] and [tt] that first underwent a “spirant” 

introduction resulting in [ppf] and [tts] and then experienced a second degemination 

(rule 43 vii, p. 59), leading to the affricates of our present sound system. The 

historically motivated sound change and the resulting effects for affricates will be 

extensively discussed in the following section 2.4. 

[-cont][+cont] 

x 
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2.4 Historical development of affricates in Standard High 

German 

To understand the nature of German affricates, their historical development needs to 

be considered. The following section provides a short description about the 

historical sound shift of the Indo-European languages to Standard High German (cf. 

Figure 1).  

 

The first Germanic sound shift, implying the sound change from borrowings of the 

Indo-Germanic languages to Proto-Germanic, was described by Jakob Grimm in 

1822 (Grimm’s law). Grimm’s law illustrates a sound shift of all obstruents (except 

for /s/). The voiceless stops /p, t, k/ changed to voiceless fricatives /f, S, x/, a 

process also known as spirantization (e.g. Latin pater became father in English). 

Further, the voiced stops /b, d, g/ became voiceless /p, t, k/, and finally voiced 

aspirated stops /bh, dh, gh/ lost their aspiration and changed into plain voiced stops 

/b, d, g/ (cf. Table III).  

 

Table III:  First Germanic sound shift - Grimm’s law 

 Indo-European consonants Proto-Germanic 

Stops p   t   k f   S   x  

 b   d   g p   t   k 

 bh   dh   gh b   d   g 

 

 

In 1875, Karl Verner submitted further rules that explained some of the exceptions 

to Grimm’s Law. He described the historical development of consonants in the 

Proto-Germanic language based on stress rules. Hence, his rules mainly stated a 

stress shift, through which /f, S, x/ when immediately following an unstressed 

syllable (in the same word), underwent voicing and became respectively /v, ?, I/. 

The sound /s/ either remained unchanged or it became /z/ and later /r/. Thus, 

Verner’s law explained why /d/ appears when the preceding syllable was originally 

unaccented, and /þ/ occurs when the preceding syllable was originally accented: 
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• Greek: patér, Sanskrit: pitár → fadar‘father’ 

• Greek: phrater, → Gothic broþar ‘brother’.  

 

A third stage of changes implies a stress shift to the initial syllable, which is also 

called West-Germanic gemination. A simplified illustration of the development of 

the Germanic languages, based on Lahiri and Kraehenmann (2004), can be found in 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1:  Simplified family tree of the Germanic languages. The sound changes are marked in italic 
letters. 

 

The Low German dialects, such as Dutch, Flemish and Frisian, as well as English, 

kept the Germanic sounds, whereas the Standard High German consonantal system 

developed by another change. This change is resumed as the “Old High German 

consonant shift” or “second consonant shift”. In historical phonology, the Old High 

German consonant shift is referred to as the process of development of voiceless 

stops to fricatives and affricates (cf. Table IV). 

Indo-European 

Grimm’s Law 

Verner’s Law 

OHG Consonant Shift 

Gemination 

Proto-Germanic I 

Proto-Germanic II 

West-Germanic 

Pre-OHG 

Old English Old Low German 

Dutch English Standard German 

OHG 
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Considering the status of affricates in word-initial position, the singleton voiceless 

stop consonants [p, t, k] became affricates [pf, ts, kx], suggesting that word-initial 

affricates are monosegmental.  

Table IV: Second Germanic consonant shift  

Stops West-Germanic Pre-OHG 

Word-initially p   t   k pf   ts   kx 

Word-medially -p   -t   -k  -ff   -ss   -xx 

 -pp   -tt   -kk -pf   -ts   -kx 

 

In word-medial-position, the decision about the status of affricates is more difficult. 

The singletons [-p, -t, -k] changed to fricatives [-ff, -ss, -xx]. The historical positive 

evidence suggests that the geminates [-pp, -tt, -kk] became affricates [-.pf, -.ts,  

-.kx].1 The historical negative evidence supposes that there was no OSL (open 

syllable lengthening) and affricates developed as heterosyllabic clusters [-p.f, -t.s,  

-k.x]. It is strange that in Standard High German no OSL is found before word-

medial affricates [-pf, -ts] suggesting that the preceding syllable containing the 

vowel is blocked. If word-medial affricates were monosegmental, this blocking 

would not be possible. In some situations, the second consonant shift has not led to 

an initial closed syllable, as in the case of sonorants. The preceding vowel is 

sometimes long, although the original vowel was short and in an open syllable, as 

the following example illustrates.  

 

OHG OE German English 

Zala talu zahlen [a:] pay 

 

A more detailed description of OSL in West Germanic is given in Lahiri and 

Dresher (1999). 

                                                

 
1 The velar affricate [kx] changed to either a stop or a fricative (Lahiri & Kraehenmann, 2004) in 

Standard High German, but it still exists in the South German dialects, as well as in Alemannic. 
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Related to that, the length of the preceding vowel determines whether a voiced or 

unvoiced consonant follows. Long vowels are usually followed by voiced 

consonants, whereas short vowels are followed by unvoiced consonants. 

Consequently, one would not find a long vowel followed by one of the affricates  

[-pf, -ts] (since German has only unvoiced affricates). Rather rarely, a long vowel is 

followed by [-p, -t, -k] because their origin is found among the geminates [-pp, -tt,  

-kk] (e.g. Haken [ha:kn] ‘hook’, Pre-OHG: *häggOn, OE: hOc, OHG: hAcko). It is 

remarkable that after this final sound shift, no voicing contrast remained for stops in 

OHG. Instead, a new contrast of manner came up, which is the contrast between 

stops and affricates (Lahiri & Kraehenmann, 2004). If one of the stops /p, t, k/ was 

preceded by /s/, the latter remained unchanged. This explains why so many 

exceptions were found to Trubetzkoy’s (1967) rule (3) (cf. 2.3). 

 

From the historical development, it is clear that the consonant shift had major 

consequences on the syllable structure. If word-medial [-f, -t] became geminates  

[-ff, -tt], then clearly the resulting initial syllable would be short and no OSL 

applies. 

 

WGmc English German 

wæpnam weapon [e] Waffe 

*water water [a:] Wasser 

 

The old word-medial geminates became affricates: 

 

WGmc English German 

oppron offering Opfer 

*Waitin heat  Hitze 

 

The question remains, what happened to affricates? If they were monosegmental, 

OSL would have applied. If they were bisegmental, OSL would have been blocked 

by the second consonant shift, as in the case of fricatives. Since we do not find any 

long vowels before the German affricates, there is evidence to suggest that affricates 

close the initial syllable. 
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Among others, Vennemann (1985) assumed that the development of the Germanic 

consonant shift might have proceeded differently. He doubts the simple change 

from geminate stops to affricates, arguing that for example, labial affricates occur 

rather rarely (only in German, Beembe and Teke, cf. section 2.1.3). He mentions 

that in 317 different languages, he found not a single one containing labial, alveolar 

(or dental) and velar (or postalveolar) affricates. For instance, Standard High 

German contains labial and alveolar affricates only. Vennemann (1985, pp. 544-

545) questions “[…] assuming that the HGmc. affricates developed from aspirates 

in a Grimmian second sound shift, why haven’t they in any of the remaining Gmc. 

Languages […]. And I mean affrication of the entire series, not just of the alveolar 

which is known to be liable to affrication in a way that labials and velars are not”. 

 

The exact way in which affricates developed does not really affect the purpose of 

this investigation. What is important for the present investigation is that there is a 

contrast between stops and affricates (and fricatives) and that they developed at 

some stage from either geminates or singletons. The resulting claim is that word-

initial affricates have a monosegmental status whereas word-medial affricates are 

bisegmental. I will provide evidence for this claim by the results of the acoustic 

examination (cf. chapter 4).  

 

Assumptions made in the following chapters regarding the historical sound change 

will refer to a development of German affricates, as it is presented in Table III and 

IV.  

2.5 Incidences of affricates in German and other languages 

According to Maddieson (1984), the most frequent affricate is the palato-alveolar 

[tR] occurring in 41,69% of the languages all over the world followed by the dental 

alveolar [ts] that occurs in 13.75% of the languages (46 languages). All other places 
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of articulation are much rarer, as [pf] occurring in 0.67% of the languages only!2 

The other two languages in addition to German containing [pf] are Beembe (or 

Bembe) and Teke, both Niger- Kordofanian languages that belong to the Bantu 

languages and are spoken in Congo. Teke has only two affricates [pf] and [tR] 

contrasting with [p] and [t]. Unlike German and Teke, Beembe has an additional 

voiceless aspirated labial affricate [pfh] that contrasts with the unaspirated [pf] at the 

same place of articulation and additionally, the alveolar affricate [ts] contrasts with 

the aspirated [tsh]. The contrast is completed by the full set of aspirated and non-

aspirated stops [p, t, ph, th]. The velar [k], and also [kx], do not occur, supporting the 

argument of Vennemann (1985) that he did not know any language containing 

labial, alveolar and velar affricates. It would be of great interest to investigate this 

language in more detail because of this rare complete contrast. The only literature 

known so far was submitted by Jaquot in 1962 and 1981.3 

2.6 The frequency of German obstruents 

The frequency of the German affricates [pf] and [ts] was explored using CELEX 

with an HTML interface developed by Reetz (2005).4 It is obvious that not all 

German words containing [pf] occur in the CELEX database, but this effect should 

be the same for [ts]. Thus, a balanced distribution of the investigated sounds can be 

provided to the reader. 

 

                                                

 
2 The percentage count was calculated with an HTML interface from the online UPSID database by 

Reetz, H. (2005), developed at the Fachbereich Sprachwissenschaft of the University of Konstanz. 
3 Jacquot, A. (1962). Notes sur la phonologie du Beembe (Congo). Journal of African Languages 1: 

232-42.  

Jacquot, A. (1981). Etudes Beembes (Congo): I Esquisse linguistique, II Devinettes et proverbes. 

Travaux et Documents de l'ORSTOM. ORSTOM, Paris. 
4 Reetz, H. (2005). HTML interface to the CELEX database. Developed for the Fachbereich 

Sprachwissenschaft of the University of Konstanz. 
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The parameters chosen to search the CELEX database were monomorphemic nouns 

from the lemma database. The parameters were chosen as such because function 

words like zu ‘to’ should not be taken into account for this calculation. The DISC 

notation of CELEX was used as another search parameter, for example, [ts] in 

word-initial position followed by the vowel [I] was represented by /=I/, word-

medially /I=@/. The schwa was added behind the target sound because otherwise 

word endings, such as [st], as in Mist ‘dung’, would have emerged as well. 

Sometimes a word occurred twice in the database, such as Wasser ‘water’, which is 

coded with two different meanings in the CELEX database (probably water to drink 

vs. water in a lake) and both words were taken into account for the overall 

frequency count for the search parameter /as@/. 

 

The following Tables V and VI show the results for word-initial and -medial 

obstruents as they occur in the German CELEX database. The findings are sorted by 

obstruent plus the respective neighbouring vowel, separated for word-initial and -

medial positions. The first number in each cell of the table refers to the number of 

different words found containing the respective obstruent-vowel combination. In 

brackets, the frequency count is enclosed, showing how many times each word 

occurred. 

Table V: Count of the word-initial obstruent occurrences per vowel in the CELEX database, giving the 
number of different word occurrences for each word and in brackets how often each word emerged 
(Frequency) 

 [pf] [ts] [p] [t] [f] [z] 
[¤] 1 (41) 14 (1251) 14 (273) 6 (613) 16 (2248) 14 (2018) 

[”] 3 (329) 7 (351) 18 (1181) 23 (704) 21 (2933)5 16 (261) 

[a] 5 (144) 6 (38) 74 (6137) 37 (1035) 25 (1509) 21 (3167) 

[—] 2 (54) 5 (237) 15 (788) 15 (1113) 7 (5039) 10 (1780) 

[8] 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (12) 0 (0) 0 (0) 

[¦] 1 (298) 3 (108) 13 (1747) 10 (221) 11 (318) 4 (347) 

[¥] 1 (13) 2 (8) 0 (0) 6 (64) 1 (124) 2 (81) 

 

                                                

 
5 Contains also words with the prefix “ver” 
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Table VI: Count of the word-medial obstruent occurrences per vowel in the CELEX database, giving the 
number of different word occurrences for each word and in brackets how often each word emerged 
(Frequency) 

 [pf] [ts] [p] [t] [f] [s] 
[¤] 4 (77) 5 (136) 13 (331) 16 (2796) 2 (3) 6 (237) 
[”] 1 (1) 3 (34) 4 (251) 12 (657) 3 (65) 13 (1163) 
[a] 5 (107) 8 (136) 16 (365) 12 (612) 8 (608) 16 (2765) 
[—] 5 (731) 2 (2) 5 (15) 21 (108) 2 (275) 8 (1568) 
[8] 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (1) 0 (0) 2 (37) 0 (0) 
[¦] 1 (165) 1 (229) 10 (1805) 8 (1397) 2 (2) 0 (0) 
[¥] 0 (0) 3 (99) 2 (64) 2 (166) 1 (1) 2 (24) 

 

Surprisingly, [ts] did not occur in considerably more words compared to [pf], 

although [ts] is the more likely affricate to occur all over the world, whereas [pf] has 

a rather rare existence, but obviously this does not correlate to the number of words 

they occur in German. The only remarkable difference was found comparing word-

initial [pfi] (1 hit) with [tsi] (14 hits). Apart from that, the other affricate-vowel 

combinations do not show a great difference. The frequency of the words is of 

course somehow related to the number of hits found, although words containing [ts] 

are overall more frequent than those containing [pf]. For example, word-medial 

[pfu] and [tsu] exhibited only one word for the respective CV combination, whereas 

the word starting with [ts] had 229 occurrences, but the word with [pf] showed only 

165 occurrences.  

 

Taking all investigated obstruents into account, the highest number of words is 

found in combination with the vowel [a], apart from [ts]. 74 words were found 

starting with [pa] followed by 37 words starting with [ta]. Words beginning with 

fricatives are less frequent ([fa] has 25 hits, [za] has 21 hits). With respect to 

affricates, only 6 words were found containing [ts], and 5 containing [pf] plus 

vowel. Concerning the frequency count, the fricative-vowel combination [f—] 

surprisingly revealed 5039 occurrences, although only 7 words begin with [f—]. The 

word Volk ‘population’ [f—lk] is responsible with 3460 occurrences in the CELEX 

database. Apart from the latter, [pa] has the highest frequency count with 6137 

occurrences. 
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Word-medially, the highest number of words was found in combination with the 

vowel [a], apart from [t] with 21 words occurring in the combination with [—], which 

is also the combination with the highest frequency count. Altogether, most words 

contain the stop [t], followed by the fricative [s]. As in word-initial position, stops 

and fricatives occur in more words compared to affricates and the former also have 

the higher frequency counts.  

 

As a conclusion, the affricates [pf] and [ts] occur rather rarely compared to 

fricatives and stops. And although [pf] was considered to occur in clearly less words 

than [ts], this difference was definitely less remarkable, as it had been supposed to 

be. A list of words containing [ts] and [pf] is given in the appendix, including an 

etymological reference. 
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3 OBSTRUENTS IN SPEECH PRODUCTION 

AND PERCEPTION 

This chapter provides an overview with respect to research on speech production 

and perception of affricates, stops and fricatives that have been carried out to date. 

The related theoretical models are discussed in the following section. The chapter 

closes with the presentations of two automatic speech recognition systems, one 

containing a stochastic, the other a linguistic approach. 

3.1 Studies on speech production and perception 

One of the earliest acoustic studies on affricates was conducted by Gerstman (1957, 

as reported by Howell & Rosen, 1983). In order to distinguish affricates and 

fricatives in manner of articulation, he measured rise time by calculating the time 

interval between the frication onset of a fricative or affricate to its amplitude 

maximum. Gerstman used the average amplitude display of a sound spectrograph 

machine. Howell and Rosen (1983) repeated the investigation of Gerstman because 

they criticized the amplitude resolution capabilities of the spectrograph machine and 

used spectrograms and filters to investigate their data. Overall, the findings of 

Howell and Rosen (1983) and Gerstman (1957) were the same, namely, that the 

mean rise time for affricates was significantly shorter compared to that of fricatives. 

Affricates showed a more rapid increase of frication energy compared to fricatives. 

This finding was independent of whether the affricate/fricative appeared in word-

initial, -medial or -final positions, or whether measured in isolated words or in a 

sentence context. 

 

Shinn (1985) investigated manner and place of articulation for voiced and voiceless 

obstruents in German, Czech and Mandarin. He tested six different acoustic 

parameters, taking account of temporal and energy measures: VOT, rise time, 

energy change, attack (comparing the high-frequency energy at the consonant onset 

to the amount of energy 20 to 70 ms after onset), fall time and noise duration. The 

results of Shinn (1985) supported the findings of Gerstman (1957) and Howell and 
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Rosen (1983), but he applied this metric not only to affricates and fricatives, as the 

other authors did, but also to stops. Rise time appeared to be the most appropriate 

and stable parameter to distinguish affricates, fricatives and stops. Stops had the 

shortest rise time with a mean of only 7.8 ms, followed by affricates, with a mean 

rise time of 49.3 ms, and the average fricatives rise time was 90 ms (Shinn, 1985, p. 

128). Moreover, Shinn (1985) was able to distinguish place of articulation by the 

parameter rise time as well, only the distinction between [ts] and [pf] in German 

was not possible. Apart from rise time, Shinn (1985) investigated the noise duration 

(i.e. the duration of the frication in affricates and fricatives and the part of the signal 

following the closure for stops) and found temporal boundaries within obstruents 

that allowed their classification. The frication noise would be perceived as 

belonging to stops if it was below 75 ms, to affricates if the noise duration was 

between 75 and 130 ms, and to fricatives above 130 ms. 

 

Kluender and Walsh (1992) conducted two perceptual experiments testing the 

importance of the parameters rise time against noise duration to distinguish 

American English voiceless affricates from fricatives. In each experiment, one of 

these variables (i.e. either the duration of the rise time or the duration of the noise 

portion) was manipulated and the effects on the perception of [tB] versus [B] were 

analyzed. They found that rise time alone was not a sufficient parameter to perceive 

the sounds correctly, but that a variation of the frication duration alone was. The 

results of Kluender and Walsh (1992) support the findings of Shinn (1985) that the 

frication or respective noise duration in affricates and fricatives allows a robust 

manner discrimination. 

 

Repp, Liberman, Eccardt and Pesetsky (1978) investigated the perceptual relevance 

of temporal acoustic cues for the affricate – fricative and also stop distinction. They 

varied the noise and silence duration in the stimuli ‘gray chip’ and measured 

whether listeners perceived the fricative [B], as in ‘gray ship’ or an affricate-like 

stop-fricative sequence [tB], as in ‘great ship’. They concluded that silence and noise 

portion are interdependent acoustic cues that need to be related for the appropriate 

percept. With a given silence portion, a shorter noise duration resulted in the 

perception of an affricate (‘gray chip’), whereas a fricative was perceived with a 
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longer noise duration (‘great ship’). The findings of Repp et al. (1978) suggest that 

the closure and frication (or noise respectively) durations of affricates are shorter 

than those of fricatives and stops. They pointed out that the identification of a sound 

as an affricate was not based on a single cue, but on the proportion of closure and 

frication duration of affricates - two acoustic events occurring one after the other. 

From a perceptual point of view, the relative and therefore dynamic processing of 

acoustic events seems to be important for proper speech recognition. In sum, the 

perceptual distinction of manner of articulation based on temporal measurements 

seems to be possible, either on duration alone or on other acoustic cues, like rise 

time as well. 

 

The studies on noise duration and rise time of affricates and fricatives show that the 

individual duration depends on the context. (This does not apply for the relative 

duration because in a given analogous framework, fricatives are always longer 

compared to affricates with respect to their rise time and frication duration). In 

agreement with these findings, Klatt (1976) conveyed that the duration of fricatives 

is highly dependent on the context. A consonant such as [s] can range from 200 ms 

in a phrase final position to less than 50 ms in a consonant cluster. For example, 

each of the consonants [p] or [s] is longer in combination with an adjacent vowel 

than in the consonant cluster [sp]. Considering affricates as simple consonant 

clusters, the components of affricates (i.e. closure and frication duration) should be 

shorter than the corresponding portions in fricatives and stops. Klatt also reported 

that stress patterns have a great influence on duration. Unstressed consonants are 

shorter than those in a stressed syllable. Comparing the consonant duration in 

different word positions, Klatt (1976) surveyed that consonants are longest in word-

initial position, followed by those measured in word-final position being 10-30 ms 

shorter. Word-medial consonants are even shorter compared to the final ones. 

 

Fricatives are easy to confuse with each other in speech perception and this is one 

reason, why they had been subject to several investigations, intending to distinguish 

them in place of articulation. An early method to distinguish fricatives was to define 

the spectral peak, which can be found in the higher frequency regions. Heinz and 

Stevens (1961) investigated the importance of spectral peak location as a static 
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acoustic cue for fricative discrimination. They found that listeners would identify a 

fricative as alveolar [s] if the spectral peak was located between approximately 4.5 

to 6.5 kHz and as labial [f] if the spectral peak was above 6.5 kHz. 

 

But spectral peak location was found to be no consistent discriminator. Instead, 

relative amplitude proved to be a reliable metric to differentiate place of articulation 

in fricatives. This function measures the amplitude in a particular frequency region 

at the vowel center relative to the obstruent center. For example, Stevens (1985) 

found in several perceptual experiments that amplitude alone is not a reliable 

indicator to discriminate different types of fricatives. Instead, the spectrum 

amplitude in relation to the neighbouring vowel determined the correct perception. 

Stevens’ findings were supported by Gurlekian (1981), who detected the same 

coherence for the perception of Spanish fricatives. 

 

Hedrick and Ohde (1993) investigated the importance of relative amplitude in the 

perception of place of articulation in fricatives and compared it to the perceptual 

influence of spectral cues and the duration of frication. They contrasted the 

synthetic fricatives [s] and [B] and [s] and [>] followed by a vowel that were 

generated by a Klatt Formant Synthesizer. To test the influence of static or dynamic 

information on perception, they manipulated the F3 and F5 frequency regions and 

introduced different test cases: (1) varying the frication duration, (2) using three 

different vowels [a, ¤, ¦], (3) creating a conflicting situation between the formant 

transitions and relative amplitude, (4) varying the formant transitions while relative 

amplitude was kept constant. Further, they presented (a) the fricative in isolation 

and (b) inserted a gap of silence between the frication and the vowel. From the first 

part of their experiments, they concluded that relative amplitude is a robust cue to 

perceive the respective place of articulation, especially when spectral peak 

information and formant transitions vary. From the latter two experiments, Hedrick 

and Ohde (1993) concluded that both long and short-time-memory processes play a 

role in the relative amplitude comparison, but assumed that the short-time memory 

process is the more dominant. They concluded that the spectral peak in frication is a 

primary cue, whereas the comparison between the spectral frication peak and vowel 

peak serves as a secondary cue. This implies that both types of “information” need 
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to be extracted from the speech signal. The spectral peak as an invariant cue needs 

to be defined and contributes to the correct place identification in fricatives, as well 

as relative amplitude, as the secondary, dynamic cue. 

 

One of the most comprehensive studies on fricatives was conducted by Jongman, 

Wayland and Wong (2000b). They tested several methods of analysis to distinguish 

place of articulation for American English fricatives, carrying out spectral, 

amplitudinal and temporal measurements. They tested spectral peak location by 

calculating FFT and LPC spectra with a 40 ms Hamming window in the middle of 

the frication portion. The spectral peak (data sampled at 22 kHz) was defined as 

highest amplitude point of the FFT spectrum. Furthermore, they calculated spectral 

moments, performing FFTs with a 40 ms Hamming window at four different 

locations in the fricative (onset, middle, end and center of fricative offset). The 

moments (mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis) were calculated on Bark and 

linear scales. The authors reported no difference between the two types of scales and 

therefore used only the linearly transformed data. They found spectral peak location 

and spectral moments to distinguish all four investigated places of articulation. The 

best results, were achieved by computing the normalized and relative amplitude. 

Normalized amplitude refers to the difference between the fricative and vowel 

amplitude. To measure relative amplitude, a DFT at the vowel onset was taken and 

its amplitude of the F3 and F5 region was compared to the respective region in the 

fricative by subtracting both values. With respect to the results of Hedrick and Ohde 

(1993), the findings of Jongman et al. (2000b) suggest that relative amplitude is 

definitely an appropriate dynamic metric to identify place of articulation in 

fricatives. But the results of Jongman et al. (2000b) also suggest that relative 

amplitude is not the only metric that successfully discriminates place of articulation, 

also normalized amplitude, spectral peak location and spectral moments are 

appropriate metrics. 

 

As mentioned above, static metrics were found to have an enormous potential 

discriminating vowels and also consonants. The difference between dynamic and 

static metrics is made up by the factor time. The dynamic approach relates two 

points on a time scale with each other, for example, a particular point measured in 
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the vowel and related to another one, measured in a fricative. The static approach 

also employs two points from the signal, but both points are taken from the same 

time slot, for example, the relation between F2 and F1 at a point tx. 

 

Miller (1989) proposed an auditory-perceptual approach correlating spectral 

prominences to defined locations in an auditory perceptual space for vowels. The 

origin of his approach can be found in the formant-ratio theory. The beginnings of 

formulating rules about formants were in the late 1900s; among others by Lloyd (as 

cited by Miller, 1989), who stated that the vowel quality depends on the intervals 

between the formants. Later, researchers started to plot F2 against F1 values on 

different kinds of scales, for example, Peterson and Barney (1952) on Koenig scale. 

In general, it can be stated that the F1 value depends on the length of the tube, 

therefore high vowels have a low F1, whereas low vowels have a high F1 value. F2 

corresponds to the backness of the tongue; back vowels show a low F2 and front 

vowels have a high F2 value. 

 

Miller (1989) located three sensory formants, SF1, SF2, and SF3 (representing the 

center frequencies of the first three significant prominences of a short term 

spectrum, briefly, referring to F1, F2 and F3) and a sensory reference (SR), serving 

as a normalizing factor (155 Hz for male and 185 Hz for female speakers, cf. Miller, 

1989). He successfully described the speech sounds in a three-dimensional 

perceptual space that was composed of the logarithmic distances log(F1/SR), 

log(F2/F1) and log(F3/F2).  

 

A similar procedure was adopted by Jongman and Miller (1991) to identify place of 

articulation in syllable initial stops. Unlike vowels, stop consonants are 

characterized by an absence of low-frequency energy that made it difficult to obtain 

a BF1 value (i.e. burst frication sensory formant, analogous with the SF1 in the 

vowel investigation). Instead, the BF1 was set equal with the SR. As a consequence, 

the log(BF1/SR) value is zero, leaving only a two-dimensional perceptual space. To 

compute the formants, an LPC analysis was used with a 24 ms Hamming window, 

centered over the burst onset. The metric was tested on different speech data of 8 

speakers, distinguishing place of articulation with 70% of accuracy.  
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Another concept using a reference point in the speech signal to normalize particular 

acoustic cues was described by Sussman, Fruchter, Hilbert and Sirosh (1998). They 

employed locus equations to distinguish place of articulation in stops and postulated 

that for the perception of stops, their “locus” at the F2 transition is calculated in 

relation to F2 at the center of the vowel.6 The stops [b, d, g] in combination with 

several succeeding vowels were analyzed in CV-nonsense stimuli. The resulting line 

between the two F2 values and their intersection with the y-axis can be described in 

algebraic terms by its slope. The slope is meant to be an indicator for coarticulation; 

a steeper slope corresponds to a higher degree of coarticulation. According to 

Sussman et al. (1998), locus equations are meant to be “consistently and robustly 

correlated across diverse speakers and languages, and even under perturbation 

conditions”, (p. 241). Sussman et al. (1998) reported great success in distinguishing 

stops in several different languages. In another study, Sussman, Bessell, Dalston and 

Majors (1997) pointed out that locus equations are a co-articulatory indicator for 

CV, but not for VC combinations. 

 

Some authors questioned the positive results of locus equations. Brancazio and 

Fowler (1998) tested the reliability of locus equations for speech production and 

perception. In the speech production part of their investigation, they evoked changes 

in the speaking rate from slow to fast in CV segments. For the stops [b, d, g], a 

change in the slope of the line between F2 at the center of the vowel and F2 at the 

transition and a modified intercept with the y-axis was applied. Although less clear, 

the results of the three stops still fitted into the distinct locus equations regions. In 

the second part of the experiment, they removed the bursts of the CV stimuli and 

presented them to their subjects. The classifications of the listeners were compared 

to the predictions of the locus equations model and additionally to a simple F2 onset 

and F2 vowel model without linearity between the values. Both models could not 

account for the responses of the listeners. The authors concluded that modeling 

locus equations does not account for human perception and that perception should 

                                                

 
6 The concept of locus equations was originally employed by Lindblom (1963). 
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not be reduced to the cues of F2 onset and F2 at the vowel center, in favor of other 

acoustic cues playing an important role in perception. 

 

Fowler (1994) also tested the usage of locus equations to distinguish fricatives’ 

place of articulation without great success. The slopes of the fricatives were less 

steep than those for stops, resulting from less coarticulation with the vowel. Fowler 

explained that the articulation of fricatives requires a higher degree of precision 

compared to stops allowing place discrimination. However, Sussman et al. (1998) 

reported of a successful experiment, where the locus equations for the initial 

fricatives [v, s, z, B] were characterized by distinctive slopes and tight clustering of 

the coordinates around the regression line. 

 

The locus itself is supposed to characterize a stop consonant by a particular point in 

the transient between the stop and the vowel. But an isolated stop consonant is hard 

to perceive once the vowel has been removed. Vowels have steady entities or 

formant patterns, but consonants do not. The articulatory transition from the 

complete closure during a stop to the following vowel is reflected by shifting 

formants. The F2 locus for bilabial stops is supposed to be around 800 Hz, for 

alveolar stops to be around 1800 Hz. (measured in simple CV stimuli). Locating a 

specific point in the speech signal to account for a particular CV combination is also 

practiced to calculate locus equations. Instead of one invariant locus, the locus 

equations use here a fixed locus at the transition that is correlated with a 

neighbouring vowel. The advantage of this ratio is obviously normalization, for 

example, to cope with emerging speaker variation. 

 

The concept of loci in the speech signal goes back to the research of Liberman, 

Delattre and Cooper (1952), who found that the F2-transition contains cues that are 

also important for the identification of place of articulation in voiceless stop 

consonants. If the center frequency of the release of synthetic stop consonants is 

above F2 of the steady vowel state, the stimulus will be perceived as [t]; if it is 

lower, the stimulus will be perceived as [p]. Delattre, Liberman and Cooper (1955) 

postulated that “each consonant has a characteristic and fixed frequency position, or 
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locus, for the second formant, corresponding to the relatively fixed place of 

production of the consonant”, (p. 769). 

 

To distinguish place of articulation in stop consonants, Stevens and Blumstein 

(1981) searched for invariant acoustic correlates in the spectral shape. They 

obtained spectra with a window length of 26 ms, starting with the release of the stop 

sampled at 10 kHz, smoothed by linear prediction algorithm. The spectrum of the 

labial [p] was found to be flat because the frication noise source at the lips excites 

all formants equally. F2 and all higher formants show a downward shift compared 

to a neutral spectrum. The alveolar stops, however, showed upward shifts for F2, F3 

and F4 compared to the neutral spectrum (the positions of the neutral position are 

located at 1500 Hz, 2500 Hz and 3500 Hz for F2, F3 and F4, respectively) and 

excitation noise, especially at the higher frequencies and weak acoustic excitation at 

the lower frequencies. 

 

In contrast to the findings of Stevens and Blumstein (1981), Lahiri, Gewirth and 

Blumstein (1984) found that invariant static acoustic properties do not serve to 

distinguish ‘diffuse’ stop consonants in Malayalam, French and English. The term 

‘diffuse’ refers to the fact that no incisive energy shape is observable in the 

spectrum. Labial and dental stop consonants were not distinguishable because the 

energy of those sounds is distributed in a diffuse and flat way in the noise portion. 

Instead, Lahiri et al. (1984) discriminated these sounds by the ratio of the relative 

change from the beginning of the burst to the beginning of voicing measured in the 

low-frequency range (1500 Hz) and the high-frequency range (3500 Hz). 

 

This summary about investigations on obstruents in speech production and 

perception revealed the availability of a variety of approaches seeking to find cues 

or metrics that explain the relationship between the acoustic signal and the linguistic 

unit. The associated keywords of this section recapitulated are: invariant cues, lack 

of invariance, static and dynamic concepts. A short overview to the theoretical 

models that are related to these keywords will be presented in the next chapter. 
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3.2 Some theoretical models on speech perception 

In the 19th century, researchers started to investigate the speech signal in search for 

absolute invariant properties that corresponded to linguistic units, such as 

phonemes. Several investigations indicated that these plain invariant cues are not 

extractable from the speech signal – subsumed as the lack of invariance. Thus, the 

term lack of invariance refers to the problem of a lacking one-to-one 

correspondence between properties in the speech signal and linguistic units. For 

example, a particular consonant has varying shapes in the environment of different 

vowels, whereas vowels rather represent a steady entity. Vowels can be described 

by the distance between their resonances, as formulated in the formant theory. For 

place detection in consonants, the transition between consonant and vowel carries 

information supporting the correct perception. The so-called locus is determined by 

the starting frequency of the transition. The problem to identify unique acoustic 

properties in the speech signal, which account for particular sounds, is made 

obvious by the various approaches that had been described in the previous section. 

This is the crucial point, speech sounds are not definable by only one acoustic 

property, but by the combination of spectral, amplitudinal, durational and probably 

also other factors allowing a proper perception. One can assume that acoustic cues 

have to be related with each other. A relational approach accounts on the need to 

normalize the acoustic signal for perception due to the naturally occurring variation 

in the speech. For example, Miller (1989) used a sensory reference that was 

different for male and female speakers and also two formant ratios to define vowels. 

The logarithmic distance between the formants and a sensory reference form a 

three-dimensional space that is finally used to normalize across speakers. 

 

A challenge to the concept of invariant acoustic properties in the speech signal was 

the motor theory, an active speech perception theory that argues for gestural 

invariance and was established by Liberman (1957, cf. also Liberman, Cooper, 

Shankweiler & Studdert-Kennedy, 1967). The central thought of the motor theory of 

speech is the connectivity between speech perception and production. According to 

this theory, motor commands used for speech production are also essential for 

speech perception. In the revised motor theory, Liberman and Mattingly (1985) 
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attempted to account for new findings in research. They established the concept of 

modules to their theory. Speech production and perception are then linked in a 

specialized “module”, responsible for both perception and production of phonetic 

structures. The perceptual side of this module converts from the acoustic signal to 

gestures automatically. Since both production and perception share the same 

module, the lack of invariance problem is compensated. Nevertheless, this theory 

does not explain the relationship between the acoustic signal and the motor 

commands. Moreover, effects of coarticulation with its overlapping gestures of 

those motor commands in time cannot be explained. 

 

In the quantal theory of speech, Stevens (1971) claimed the existence of “property 

generators” that are related to articulatory movements, which are used to produce 

outputs with stable acoustic parameters. On the other hand, “property detectors” are 

related to the quantal perception of particular attributes in the speech signal. The 

linear relationship between the articulatory configuration and the acoustic output in 

speech is substantial to this theory; the continuous change of the position of the 

articulators is again found to be discontinuous in the acoustic output. Small 

differences in the articulatory movement could result in an important difference in 

the acoustic output, whereas at the same time great differences in the articulatory 

movement could result in small effects on the acoustic output. The listener then uses 

this quantal character in speech production and categorizes the vocal tract shapes 

into a set of discrete states. Each state represents another articulatory dimension, 

such as manner or place of articulation, leading to some kind of invariance in these 

representations. There are some similarities between the motor theory and the 

quantal theory because the latter also relates articulatory movements to speech 

perception.  

 

The peripheral auditory model describes speech perception by a simple model of 

auditory processing (e.g. Seneff, 1988). At the first stage, the acoustic input is 

transformed and analyzed by a system of 40 channels covering the frequency range 

from 130 to 6400 Hz. Each channel consists of a linear critical band filter. The 

second stage intends to model the transformation from the basilar membrane 

information to nerve fiber activity. At a third stage, the output is delivered to two 
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independent modules. One module corresponds to an envelope amplitude reflecting 

the average discharge rate response of the nerve fibers. The other module contains 

the synchronous response, implying to which extent information near the center 

frequencies dominates. The benefit of this model is that some cues in the speech 

signal are enhanced that play an important role for identifying distinctive features at 

a later stage of processing. However, this model concentrates on auditory 

processing, whereas the other models focus on acoustic-phonetic processing; but the 

nature of auditory processing helps to understand the higher levels of speech 

processing.  

 

With respect to the auditory-perceptual approach, Kluender (2002) describes the 

auditory nerve to consist of 15000 nerve fibers. To say it in a simplified way, 

particular fibers react or fire only for their respective frequency range. 

Consequently, a very fine distinction between frequencies is possible and according 

to Kluender (2002), not only human beings, but also animals perceive frequencies in 

this way. Kluenders findings lead to the hypothesis that frequency differences play 

an important role in human speech perception and bring up valuable ideas for the 

purpose of this investigation, too. 

 

Although a lot of approaches have been made to understand the processes of speech 

perception, the concept of invariant properties in the speech signal was kept alive, 

but the understanding of it changed. Instead of searching absolute acoustic 

invariance, research came across relational invariance. For example, Stevens and 

Blumstein (1981) allocated spectral templates they had extracted from the speech 

signal to particular places of articulation in stop consonants (cf. section 3.1). As 

demonstrated, invariant cues can be of different nature, they can contain absolute or 

relational values. Further, they can contain static properties on the one hand, as the 

spectral templates that were used by Stevens and Blumstein (1981) and imply that 

two measurements taken at the same point in time are related to each other. And on 

the other hand, they may consist of dynamic properties, which contain information 

gathered over a certain slot of time, for example, in the relative amplitude metric. 
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The duration of segments in speech perception is also an important factor because it 

is not only the spectrum or the amplitude that changes over time. Thus, duration is 

no invariant cue, quite the contrary is true. The duration of particular segments or 

phonemes had been proved to contain valuable information, for instance, to 

discriminate manner of articulation. The simple duration of particular segments 

sometimes allowed a better identification than other ratios, for example, noise 

duration was a better indicator for the affricate-fricative discrimination compared to 

rise time (cf. Shinn, 1985, Kluender & Walsh, 1992). 

 

On a further level of processing, the acoustic properties, either of static or dynamic 

nature, to be extracted from the speech signal, are correlated with a set of distinctive 

features, as in the approach established by Jacobsen, Fant and Halle (1976). Models 

based on the distinctive feature approach imply the way listeners extract acoustic 

cues from the speech signal, map them to a set of features, and finally activate the 

corresponding entries in the lexicon. These entries or words are represented by a 

particular pattern of features. The distinctive feature theory is of special interest 

because the units perceived in the speech signal are broken down to a set of 

contrasts. Thus, sounds are not described as sets of possible features, but only those 

features are taken into account, which are needed for the minimal acoustic 

distinction of sounds, also described as the system of underspecification. The 

benefit is a reduced time for processing the incoming speech signal. 

 

One example of feature based models is the FUL model, as described by Lahiri and 

Reetz (2002). The assumptions of the FUL model include that the phonological 

representation is abstract and underspecified. Thus, each morpheme is exclusively 

represented; no variants are needed. The perceptual system transforms the acoustic 

signal directly to the phonological features, which are mapped to the representation 

in the lexicon. Not all features that can be found in the speech signal are represented 

in the lexicon. For example, the feature [CORONAL] is underspecified and therefore 

not represented in the lexicon. The other place features, [LABIAL] and [DORSAL] are 

both represented in the lexicon. According to a system of match, mismatch and no-

mismatch, the detection of [LABIAL] place of articulation in the speech signal would 

activate all lexicon entries containing the feature [LABIAL], as a matching condition, 
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but also those entries with [CORONAL] place, since [CORONAL] is not specified in the 

lexicon and a no-mismatch condition arises. On the contrary, the detection of 

[CORONAL] in the speech signal mismatches with those entries containing the feature 

[LABIAL]. So, [LABIAL] in the speech signal activates the features [LABIAL] and 

[CORONAL] in the lexicon, whereas [CORONAL] in the speech signal activates only 

the feature [CORONAL]. Not all feature theories are based on acoustic correlates, 

others favor articulatory over acoustic correlates in defining their features. However, 

the feature model assumed for the present investigation is based on acoustic 

correlates. 

 

The history of the theories accounting on speech perception demonstrates that with 

increased research, additional functionalities had to be assumed to contribute to the 

processing of the speech signal. Researchers started explaining the highly 

complicated process of speech perception by simple formant-ratio theories and 

continued with more elaborate metrics such as logarithmic distance measure and 

relative amplitude. Nowadays, it is assumed that not only the pure acoustic signal 

leads to human speech recognition, since the speech signal is in the end nothing 

else, but a change of air pressure that is transformed to neuronal activities at the 

basilar membrane. Also visual or linguistic information, such as syntax or 

morphology and moreover, knowledge about the speaker, contribute to the 

identification of the message in the speech signal. 

 

The assumptions within this thesis will be based upon the following concept of 

speech processing, which is expected to be supported by the experiments described 

in the following chapters. The model assumption for the experiments implies that 

the auditory nerve fibers are connected to the inner hair cells at the basilar 

membrane and are assigned to specific tasks. A particular group of fibers would be 

sensitive to specific or limited frequencies and fire if a certain threshold of intensity 

in the signal is exceeded. Thus, particular information from the acoustic signal is 

transformed to a pattern of neuronal activity. The neuronal pattern again 

corresponds to the acoustic correlate that can be mapped to the set of distinctive 

features. 
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3.3 Automatic speech recognition 

For nearly 50 years, researchers investigated the ability of machines to recognize 

human speech. Nowadays, the performance of automatic speech recognizers is quite 

useful for a couple of applications that work automatically without human 

assistance, such as telephone inquiry systems, including white and yellow pages, 

electronic timetables and others. But still there are some drawbacks, especially with 

respect to the variability in the speech signal. Several environmental factors in 

speech recognition increase the gap comparing human and machine understanding, 

for example, background noise. While humans are still able to understand 

conversational partners, although unpredictable noise such as cars, music or other 

noise is present in the background, an automatic speech recognizer does not have 

these abilities. One way to cope with noise in ASR (automatic speech recognition) 

is of course to enhance the incoming speech signal by the subtraction of noise from 

the speech signal, leaving clean speech only. But this procedure is only applicable to 

predictable noise, for instance, the regular noise from a car engine can be filtered or 

subtracted from the incoming speech signal in a way that only a clean signal serves 

as input to the ASR system.  

 

Most automatic speech recognition engines that are available at present are HMM 

(Hidden Markov Modeling) based stochastic ones. As a matter of principle, they are 

as good as the speech data they had been trained on and the grammar that works 

behind them to reduce the words to recognize to a minimum. Apart from the 

stochastically based HMM recognizers, some rare linguistic approaches to ASR 

exist, such as the FUL speech recognizer of the University of Konstanz (cf. Lahiri & 

Reetz, 2002). Another approach is the Landmark model (e.g. Stevens, Perkell & 

Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1997) focusing on changes in the acoustic signal, as changes in 

manner of articulation, that are defined as landmarks. Other models that are based 

on articulatory-acoustic features (e.g. Carson-Berndsen, 1998, Kirchhoff, 2000) and 

can be viewed as some kind of compromise between the acoustic signal and 

phonemes and also account for co-articulatory movements. 
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Thus, automatic speech recognition can be improved by linguistic information, 

opposite to the “conventional” phoneme based stochastic or HMM automatic speech 

recognizers dominating the market that commonly do not include as much linguistic 

knowledge. In the past years, some studies had been conducted trying to find 

alternatives. Kirchhoff (2000) compared the performance of articulatory and 

standard acoustically based recognizers. She came to the conclusion that both 

systems can benefit from each other and that there is evidence to combine those 

methods in a way that the articulatory features serve to distinguish place of 

articulation. Nevertheless, also articulatory features need to be trained in an acoustic 

model using large amounts of speech data. In contrast, the FUL system needs no 

training speech data. Acoustic cues are extracted from the signal and immediately 

transformed into phonological features, which then initiate the search algorithm in 

the lexicon. 

 

The following sections describe the functionalities of an HMM based speech 

recognizer (section 3.3.1) and as a prototype for a linguistically based approach, the 

FUL speech recognizer (section 3.3.2). The most important question is, how both 

systems deal with large number of variability that can occur in the speech signal. 

3.3.1 HMM based speech recognition 

HMM (Hidden Markov Models) based speech recognition refers to the underlying 

statistical structure. A HMM is used to model the pronunciation of an acoustic unit, 

as well as the speaking rate. HMM based speech recognizers need to be trained on a 

large amount of speech data that fits to the application, the speech recognizer has to 

operate in. Training means that the recognizer has to estimate a mixture distribution 

for every unit to maximize its ability to cope with variation in the speech signal. The 

speech recognizer automatically learns its parameters during the statistical training 

phase, resulting in an acoustic model. The training data should contain the same 

distribution in demographic (dialect, age, gender, etc) and technical factors (phone-

line, platform, etc), as the potential application would demand. In general, the 

acoustic model training is performed prior to setting up the complete system. But in 

speaker-dependent speech recognizers, the users can also tune their systems to their 
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voice and speaking habits, although the application has already been implemented, 

for example, in dictation systems.  

 

A large amount of speech data needs to be provided to train the acoustic model 

because all units must be equally distributed for the parameter estimation. The units 

usually consist of phonemes, triphones or words. For a word-model, the acoustic 

references are estimated on word-level. Word-models are the most robust ones in 

automatic speech recognition. As a disadvantage, every word that has to be 

recognized in the forthcoming application needs to be represented several times by 

numerous speakers for the acoustic model training. Thus, word-models are usually 

employed for small vocabulary applications, such as digit recognition. For large 

vocabulary systems, monophone- or triphone-models are used. In a monophone 

model, the smallest units are represented by phonemes. For triphone-models, the 

parameter estimation is performed on phonemes including the right and left 

phoneme context (resulting in a sequence of three phonemes). Triphone-models also 

take care of co-articulation because each phoneme is modeled in the context of the 

possible neighbouring sounds, allowing a more accurate recognition, which is 

essential for large vocabulary applications.  

 

A speech recognizer can consist of the following components: an acoustic model, 

lexicon, language model, grammar and the acoustic front end containing the 

algorithm for the feature extraction (cf. Figure 2).  
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Figure 2: Diagram of an HMM based automatic speech recognizer 

 

The lexicon contains at least all key words that have to be recognized in the 

respective application. Words, which are not in the lexicon, cannot be recognized at 

all. The language model and the grammar support the acoustic front-end in medium 

or large vocabulary applications. The language model is also a statistical model that 

is based on text input containing the most probable sequences of words, which 

could occur in the respective application. If an expression is more likely to occur, a 

word hypothesis from the acoustic model recognition gets a higher score than a 

hypothesis that did occur less frequent in the database for the language model. In 

addition, the grammar provides a fixed framework of possible utterances.  

 

The core of the whole application is the ASR engine. The first step to be performed 

for speech recognition is again the feature extraction from the incoming speech 

signal. The acoustic signal is digitalized, windowed, for example, every 10 ms and 

transformed to a sequence of feature vectors. Various types of feature extraction 

techniques exist, such as Filterbank, Mel Cepstrum and others. The resulting 

sequence of feature vectors is the input for the acoustic model. The algorithm aims 

to find the distance between the input feature vectors and those stored in the 

acoustic model by using HMMs. Hence, the sequence of feature vectors is mapped 
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to a path of consecutive HMM states to generate a word-hypothesis. Depending on 

the speaking rate, the sequence of feature vectors could “stay” in a state (slow 

speaker), go to next state (normal speaker) or even skip a complete state (fast 

speaker, and/or co-articulation). For each possible path, a matching probability is 

calculated. By means of a special algorithm (e.g. Viterbi) the different paths are 

evaluated and those with a too low probability are skipped. The lexicon supports the 

search process, for example, a tree-organized search activates only those words, 

which share a particular phoneme at the word beginning. The language model and 

grammar join the recognition process, whenever a word has been recognized. The 

language model evaluates the hypothesis on a sentence level. The grammar controls 

the dialog, as explained above. 

 

In general, HMM based speech recognizers operate only for the language they had 

been trained on. Several attempts had been made to train the acoustic models for 

different languages, but this turned out to be hardly feasible. The reason is that the 

phoneme inventory, which is needed to build the underlying statistical models, is 

different for each language. For example, if a German-French automatic speech 

recognizer had to be trained, the linguistic base units would have to contain all 

German and French phonemes. The nasal vowels in the French phoneme inventory 

would concur with those unit models for the German non-nasal vowels, resulting in 

an awkward mixture of units. A rule of thumb says that as few units as possible 

contribute to the recognition accuracy. A possible work around was to train two 

different acoustic models, one for each language or to employ linguistic information 

into the speech recognizer, as in the FUL speech recognizer described in the next 

section. 
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3.3.2 The FUL automatic speech recognizer 

The FUL speech recognition system established by Lahiri and Reetz (cf. 2002) is 

based on acoustic correlates that are mapped on distinctive phonological features in 

the lexicon. The incoming acoustic signal is processed to an online spectral 

representation, mainly LPC formants - which are then mapped to a set of 

phonological features. The LPC analysis uses a 20 ms Hamming window with a 

step rate of 1 ms computing the first five formant frequencies. Further, the overall 

spectral slope and the slope below and above 2.5 kHz are calculated from FFT 

power spectrum. The spectral information is used to detect the presence of particular 

phonological features and to generate a feature fingerprint from this information, 

also described as a feature spectrum. At this stage (i.e. the acoustic front end of the 

FUL speech recognizer) the phonological feature [CORONAL] is also extracted from 

the speech signal, as well as an additional feature [ABRUPT] which is used to 

characterize stops. Sometimes, a particular feature is not detected in one of the 

frames, causing breaks in the feature spectrum. These breaks are filled by a 

smoothing algorithm (cf. Reetz, 2000).  

 

The resulting bundles of features activate appropriate word candidates in the lexicon 

by a system of matching, mismatching and non-mismatching features (cf. section 

3.2). Matching features are activated as well as non-mismatching features (but with 

a lower score), whereas mismatching features exclude those word-candidates. For 

example, if the feature [HIGH] is extracted from the acoustic signal, correlated to a 

low F1 value, all entries in the lexicon containing the feature [HIGH] will be 

activated, whereas all entries with the feature [LOW] will be discarded from the 

possible word candidates list because the features [HIGH] and [LOW] create a 

mismatch condition. The main issue of this system is that all entries containing 

neither [HIGH] nor [LOW] are not discarded from the hypothetical word-candidates 

list because they create a non-mismatch condition. Thus, non-mismatching word-

candidates get a reduced score, but are not completely thrown out of the possible 

matches list. The feature [ABRUPT] which is used at the acoustic front-end level as 

an additional supportive discriminator is not implemented in the mental lexicon at 
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all because it is not necessarily needed here to distinguish stops from affricates and 

fricatives (cf. Table II).  

 

The usage of phonological features enables the speech recognizer to cope with all 

kind of variation in the speech signal, such as speaker variation, dialectal variation 

or noise. The advantage is that this variation does not have to be listed in the lexicon 

because its entries are underspecified - by using abstract notations. Further, no 

acoustic models have to be trained because the speech signal is transformed online 

to access the lexicon. This kind of system is also designed to be language 

independent because the set of phonological features is universal. 

 

Other than speech recognizers employing acoustic-articulatory features, the FUL 

system uses the same features for consonants and vowels. Further, features are not 

bundled at different tiers (cf. Carson-Berndsen, 1998). FUL uses a top-down 

process and cannot trace-back to the acoustic signal implying that frames cannot be 

compared according to their acoustic content. Unlike speech recognizers based on 

articulatory-acoustic features, FULEX, the lexicon attached to the FUL speech 

recognizer, uses IPA symbols, which are connected to the respective feature 

fingerprints.
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4 PRODUCTION EXPERIMENT 

The production experiments described in this chapter were designed to discriminate 

manner and place of articulation of labial and alveolar German obstruents in word-

initial and -medial positions. The special aim was to obtain robust appropriate 

acoustic cues from the speech signal hence no clean speech was used for these 

experiments. To acquire appropriate data, the speech recordings of ten speakers were 

taken in standard living rooms with “normal” pronunciation. A hypercorrect speaking 

style, as it is sometimes found in read speech, should be avoided. Two different tasks 

were designed to record the speech data: (1) a reading task and (2) one with nearly 

spontaneous speech (cf. section 4.3.1).  

 

The study consists of three subtests. In the first test case, manner of articulation of 

labial and alveolar obstruents is discriminated by temporal measurements. The second 

and third test scenarios both deal with place distinctions. The second test case uses 

logarithmic distance measure as a static approach, whereas in the third test case a 

dynamic approach - relative amplitude in discrete formant frequency regions - is 

applied to distinguish place of articulation in the investigated obstruents. Since the 

experiments are designed to detect acoustic cues that are relevant for speech 

recognition rather than validating the results of prior studies mentioned above, metrics 

from prior studies were used and adapted for the purpose of the present investigation 

(i.e. implementation to a speech recognizer). 

4.1 Research questions and hypotheses 

It was expected that the fricatives [s] and [z] would differ to some extent in their 

duration (in the main experiments, word-initially, the voiced alveolar fricative [z] was 

chosen (cf. section 4.3.1). Baum and Blumstein (1987) investigated the duration in 

syllable-initial fricatives in English and found that the voiced [z] to be shorter, 

although the authors reported some overlap in the distributions of the duration of 

voiced versus voiceless fricatives.  
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Moreover, the presence or absence of voicing influences the spectral characteristics of 

fricatives. Due to the vocal folds vibration, [z] contains more energy in the lower 

frequency regions. The laryngeal movements modulate at the same time the 

turbulence noise. Therefore, less energy can be found in the higher frequency regions 

of [z] compared to the spectral distribution of [s], since the latter is characterized by 

the absence of low frequency energy, but has noise energy in the higher frequency 

regions (cf. Stevens, 1998). 

 

Unlike stops and fricatives, affricates are rarely investigated with respect to place of 

articulation, since English has only one place for affricates. Moreover, it was assumed 

that cues contributing to place discrimination are similar to those of stops, which had 

been well studied. Most of the studies mentioned here were conducted in English. The 

question remains open whether the results gained for English are applicable to 

German as well. The current investigation focuses on acoustic analysis, whereas most 

of the studies on the target sounds carried out so far, were perceptual ones.  

 

For the manner and place distinction of the German obstruents [pf, ts, f, s, p, t], 

manner of articulation ought to be discriminated using temporal measurements (cf. 

Klatt, 1976, Shinn, 1985). The studies mentioned above have shown that duration 

itself is a variable parameter (e.g. depending on different contexts). Thus, the test 

words of the present investigation were designed with the word-initial obstruent 

always being located in the stressed syllable, whereas the word-medial obstruent was 

always placed in an unstressed syllable (two of the test words form an exception to 

this rule – details are given in section 4.3.1).  

 

In order to distinguish place of articulation within the three groups of fricatives, stops 

and affricates, two types of metrics are chosen. First of all, relative amplitude as a 

dynamic approach (Jongman et al., 2000b) is tested. The positive results gained by the 

calculation of the relative amplitude for fricatives appear to be quite promising for the 

aims of the present study, and the technique seems applicable to stops and affricates 

as well. Secondly, logarithmic distance measure (cf. Miller, 1989, Jongman & Miller, 

1991), as a static approach, is applied in a modified way. Although the latter approach 

had not been reported as completely successful by their authors, this metric seems to 
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have important potential for the needs of the present study. The authors of former 

studies reported that the burst frication sensory formants were hard to localize and 

proposed a dynamic approach to deal with this problem. Instead of computing a single 

frame from the spectrum, they proposed to compute a frame for every millisecond of 

the speech signal and to generate a path through the auditory perceptual space. The 

great advantage of this metric is its ability to normalize across speakers.  

 

Locus equations were another metric that was tested to distinguish place of 

articulation (cf. Sussman et al., 1998), but in a modified way. The application of locus 

equations was originally applied to distinguish stops in CV combinations, but also for 

fricatives, Sussman et al. (1998) reported great success by applying the respective 

metric. Affricates had never been tested so far and to my knowledge, no study has 

been conducted using locus equations to distinguish place of articulation in German. 

Thus, locus equations were tested in the pilot study, but with some modifications. The 

aim was to compute locus equations automatically by an LPC algorithm that 

determined both F2 values, which were then related to each other. Sussman et al. 

(1998) had manually labeled the F2 positions in the vowel and at the transition. Since 

the results of manual labeling are of course much more reliable compared to 

automatic LPC analysis, it was not clear whether the results could be as good as those 

gained by Sussman et al. (1998). The advantage of automatic formant determination 

is of course that many soundfiles can be processed in a short time, whereas manual 

labeling requires many more hours of work. Overall, the automatic LPC analysis was 

expected to gain good results. If a formant was determined incorrectly, for instance as 

F3 (but was indeed F2), the LPC algorithm is likely to do this for the transition and 

the vowel value, that finally the correlation of both values might lead to valid results - 

although probably not the desired formants (F2) are related to each other. To solve 

this problem, a special metric was applied, which is described in section 4.2.1. 

Another question that remained open was how locus equations could be applied to 

word-medial obstruents. Although Sussman et al. (1997) reported that locus equations 

are no place indicator for vowel-stop combinations, the metric was applied in the 

present study for word-medial obstruents, but in a modified way. Because stops and 

affricates both start with the closure, containing no or only little energy, the formant 

frequencies had to be taken from another part in the signal. The F2 value taken in the 
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middle of the vowel remained the same as in the original metric, but the second F2 

value was measured at the end of the vowel and beginning of closure or frication 

respectively. Because of this modified parameter application, locus equations were 

considered to achieve good results in place discrimination also for word-medial 

obstruents.  

 

All of the metrics mentioned above are developed in a way to be implemented into an 

automatic speech recognition system in the future. To embark on the strategy of 

extracting robust acoustic cues from the speech signal only, the speech data used for 

analysis in the present experiments was recorded in a natural and therefore noisy 

environment.  

 

Randomly occurring background noise in the speech data is the main reason why rise 

time is not used as a parameter in the present investigation, since the peak of energy 

would have been hard to localize. The duration of frication noise was reported to be 

the more stable metric anyway (cf. Shinn, 1985, Kluender & Walsh, 1992). The 

details about the parameters used in the production experiment are described in 

section 4.2.1 for the pilot study and section 4.4 for the main investigation. 

4.2 A pilot investigation with 2 speakers 

To test the design of the production experiments, a pilot study was planned. As in the 

main experiment, the pilot study was applied to test how the German obstruents [pf, 

ts, f, s, p, t] are preferably distinguished in manner and place of articulation, in the 

environment of different vowels, in initial and medial word positions. In the following 

section, I will give a short review and predominately mention methodology and 

results that differed to the respective parts of the main experiments.  

 

4.2.1 Methodology of the pilot investigation 

Two speakers of Standard High German - one male and one female speaker - were 

recorded, each in a different environment. One recording was taken in a sound proof 
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linguistics laboratory and the other at the subjects’ home in a living room. The same 

obstruents as for the main investigation were used, but only in combination with five 

neighbouring vowels [¤], [”], [a], [—], [¦] instead of seven vowels used in the main 

investigation. 

 

The design of the test words was similar to that of the main investigation, apart from 

the voiceless alveolar fricatives. In the pilot study, it was tested to use the voiceless 

fricative [s] only. In word-initial position, this phoneme occurs in loan words only and 

already during the design of the test words it became obvious that it was hard to find 

example words in combination with all of the vowels that also occur frequently 

enough in German to be familiar to all participants. In the end, some words which are 

not very common in German completed the list of the example words, such as soccer.  

 

Originally, it was also planned to investigate German obstruents in word-final 

position, to provide a higher degree of completeness, but this idea had to be 

abandoned because word-final [pf] occurs after the rounded vowels [u] and [—] or the 

consonant [m] only. 

 

Another important issue to be clarified was which kind of task had to be chosen to 

gain natural speech data, as from spontaneous speech. When Howell and Rosen 

(1983) had investigated rise time in affricates and fricatives, they used different text 

types. They found that rise time was shorter in running speech than in a word context 

or in nonsense speech (averaged over all vowels). The comparison of rise time 

measured in word context and nonsense speech showed no significant differences. 

Based on the results of Howell and Rosen (1983), the influence of different recording 

tasks (i.e. text type) on our data was analyzed.  

 

For this purpose, four different tasks were designed:  

 

1. A crossword task, in which the participants had to answer questions as in a 

crossword  

2. Reading of isolated words containing the target sounds  
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3. Reading non-words, as afe, apfe, ape, containing the target phoneme in word-

medial position (this task was carried out for obstruents in word medial position 

only)  

4. Composing a sentence from two randomly mixed words containing the target 

sounds (this task was identical with the one used in the main study, cf. section 

4.3.3).  

4.2.2 Analysis of the pilot investigation 

Two types of metrics were tested within the pilot investigation, one referring to 

duration, the others to spectral analysis. 

4.2.2.1 Temporal analysis 

The following segments were taken into account for the temporal analysis:  

 

• Stops:  Closure + Release 

• Fricatives: Frication 

• Affricates: Closure + Frication 

 

The duration of the complete sounds and their segments was measured. Affricates 

were compared separately to the stops on the one hand and fricatives on the other; 

because of the asymmetry of their segments (fricatives have no closure and release). 

No closure duration was measured for the word-initial affricates and stops, unless the 

word containing the obstruent was formulated in a carrier sentence, depending on the 

recorded text type. 

 

4.2.2.2 Spectral analysis 

For the computation of the formant frequencies, an automatic LPC analysis was 

chosen and each soundfile was processed using a 10 ms Hamming window with 18 

poles using Matlab 7.0 (R14). The first five formant frequencies were taken into 

account. In the end, two frames of each sample were used for analysis, the 10 ms 

exactly calculated in the center of the vowel and the 10 ms centered at the vowel-
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obstruent-transition. The center of the vowel is supposed to reflect a steady entity, 

whereas the transition is supposed to reflect the spectral change and therefore implies 

information about the obstruents’ place of articulation. 

 

Because individual speakers produce speech within different frequency ranges - for 

example, male speakers have a lower frequency range compared to females - no 

absolute values of the formant frequencies were compared to each other, but the 

subtraction, division and - based on the auditory-perceptual theory, as it was proposed 

by Miller (1989) for vowels - the logarithmic distances. The logarithmic distance 

measure implies the center frequency of a vowel and a sensory reference point, which 

was placed at the transition between vowel and obstruent for the needs of this study. 

The following measurements with respect to the frequency analysis were carried out: 

 

• Logarithmic distance of two formants, measured at the vowel-obstruent-

transition, for example 

log10(F2_transition/F1_transition) 

• Locus Equations based on the description of Sussman et al. (1998), but 

extended to measure the delta of the frequencies of the first five formants (F1-

F5), measured in the center of the vowel and at the transition of the target 

obstruent, for example 

Fx_vowel - Fy_transition = Δ Fxy  

• Division of frequencies (the same as the measurement above, but relating the 

two variables differently), for example 

Quotient (Fx/Fy) 
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4.2.3 Results and discussion of the pilot investigation 

The temporal analysis revealed that manner rather than place was distinguished by 

this metric. To distinguish manner of articulation, the segment and phoneme durations 

revealed convenient results. Word-initially, affricates were not distinguishable from 

stops and fricatives by their phoneme duration, whereas word-medially, a significant 

length distinction was observed. Affricates are approximately twice as long compared 

to the respective stops and fricatives. Word initially, the closure duration of stops 

turned out to be significantly longer compared to that of affricates. Also the frication 

of fricatives was significantly longer compared to the respective affricate segments. 

 

The spectral analysis revealed that the logarithmic distance of formant frequencies, 

measured at the transition between obstruent and vowel, was found to robustly 

distinguish place of articulation in the investigated obstruents. Unexpectedly, the 

word-initial obstruents were not distinguishable by the logarithmic distance functions 

considering F2 in place of articulation, although F2 is commonly known to distinguish 

place of articulation at least for stops. However, word-initially, the logarithmic 

distance between F4 and F3 produced the best results, whereas word-medially the 

logarithmic distance between F2 and F1 was favorable.  

 

Relative amplitude in discrete frequency bands turned out to achieve highly 

significant results distinguishing place of articulation. Further, the relative amplitude 

results gained some impact for manner distinction as well, although only for the 

alveolar phonemes. Otherwise, manner of articulation was reliably distinguished by 

the duration of the obstruents. 

 

The modified locus equation metric was used as a function of the division or delta of 

F2 at the vowel center and at the transition. However, locus equations turned out to be 

no appropriate metric for our purposes because the formant positions are classically 

not automatically derived (cf. Figure 3). That means, the locus has to be determined 

quite accurately by manual labeling. In contrast, for this investigation an automatic 
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LPC algorithm was used to calculate the formant frequencies producing overall robust 

results, but it cannot be compared to manual labeling in terms of precision. 
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Figure 3: Plotting of F2 values gained for word-medial obstruents of the male speaker. 

 

The results revealed that distinguishing place of articulation by formant frequencies is 

possible in all word positions, but the conditions need some further clarification. One 

problem of the pilot investigation occurred by using obstruents recorded in word-

initial position. Not all words were recorded in the frame of a carrier sentence and the 

beginning of the sound was sometimes hard to detect. Further, background noise (that 

randomly occurred because one half of the speech data was recorded in a living room 

atmosphere) had probably influenced the LPC analysis in a negative way, but did not 

affect the relative amplitude measurements. 

 

The analysis of the different task types revealed no significant differences. 

Unfortunately, the crossword task turned out to be of ambivalent usability only. On 

the one hand, the subjects answered spontaneously because they thought about how to 

answer the question and not how to pronounce a word, so that this task was very 
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useful to record natural speech. On the other hand, the participants sometimes tended 

to answer only the word in demand without a carrier sentence. This was fine for the 

word-medial obstruents, but not for the word-initial ones because affricates and stops 

both start with a closure, which is of course hardly measurable without a preceding 

word. Thus, only the reading task and the sentence composition task were used for the 

main investigation, still leaving two stylistically different tasks: the reading task with 

considerably predictable and well pronounced speech and the sentence composition 

task with spontaneous speech. The usage of two different tasks would still account for 

emerging variations in the speaking rate that might influence the duration of particular 

sounds. 

 

The comparison of the speech data recorded in the laboratory and in the home 

environment showed on the one hand that the laboratory recordings were of course 

much easier to label. On the other hand, no significant differences were found caused 

by the recording environments influencing the different metrics tested, such as 

phoneme duration, locus equations, logarithmic distance of formant frequencies and 

relative amplitude in discrete frequency bands (the latter two metrics are described in 

detail in chapter 4.3.3). 

 

Another finding of the pilot investigation was that the recording materials had to be 

reconsidered. In word-initial position, loan words had been to record the voiceless 

fricative [s] which is commonly not pronounced by speakers of Standard High 

German. The pilot revealed that loan words starting with [s] are not constantly 

produced voicelessly. For example, San Francisco was sometimes articulated starting 

with the voiceless [s], but sometimes with the voiced [z]. As a conclusion, for the 

main experiments no more loans were used, but words from Standard High German 

starting with the voiced fricative [z]. 

 

The benefits of the pilot study can be summarized as follows: the recording settings 

could be reduced to two of them: a reading task and a sentence composing task. The 

most promising algorithms were selected to extract the acoustic cues from the speech 

signal (including the programming of the automatic extraction) for the main study: 

duration to distinguish manner and logarithmic distance measure to distinguish place 
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of articulation. In addition to the static approach of the latter metric, relative 

amplitude in discrete frequency bands was tested to discriminate place, being a 

dynamic approach. Further, it was decided that the recording of speakers in different 

environments was manageable and an advantage to achieve multiple kinds of 

background noise and consequently helps to extract only robust acoustic cues from 

the speech signal. 

4.3 Methodology 

In the following, the main experiment is described that was planned on the basis of 

the experiences of the pilot study described in the previous section.  

4.3.1 Materials 

Six obstruents [pf], [ts], [f], [z] or [s] (depending on the word position, cf. last 

paragraph of this section), [p] and [t] are investigated in the environment of seven 

different vowels [¤], [”], [a], [—], [¦], [¥] and [8]. In some cases, the short or lax vowel 

had to be replaced by the long or tense vowel because no respective short vowel-

obstruent combination was found. In the following, the IPA symbols for the short 

vowels are used, although some words with long vowels occur in the speech data. The 

German labial obstruents can be divided into labiodentals [pf, f] and bilabials [p], but 

are referred to as “labials” in the context of this investigation. 

 

Each target sound was recorded in two word positions: word-initially and word-

medially (6 x 7 x 2 = 84). For each of these word positions, three respective words 

were chosen (84 x 3 = 252), for example, [pf] followed by the vowel [a] in word-

initial position was represented by Pfarrer [pfaK©] ‘priest’, Pfanne [pfan§] ’pan’ and 

Pfaffe [pfaf§] ‘cleric’. For the same phoneme combination in word-medial position 

(here, the relevant vowel precedes the consonant), the respective words were Apfel 

[apf§l] ‘apple’, Stapfen [B#apf§n] ‘footprint’ and Zapfer [tsapf©] ‘tapster’. All test 

items, apart from Sand [zant] ‘sand’, are bisyllabic. As mentioned above, the 

neighbouring vowel was intended to be always short, but especially in word-initial 

position, it was sometimes impossible to find three example words containing the 
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desired consonant-vowel combination. The word-medial affricates were always 

preceded by a short vowel. It was not possible to use a CV combination in word-

medial position (as it was done for the initial position), because only very few such 

combinations can be found in German. The test words were again recorded in two 

different tasks, (252 x 2 = 504). Ten speakers contributed to the data collection, 

summing up to a total of 5040 items (504 x 10 = 5040). 

 

Some test words contained the ending “-el” after the voiceless stop consonant, as in 

Zettel ‘slip of paper’ [ts”t§l]. While labeling the soundfiles, it was checked that the 

subjects produced the schwa and did not delete the latter to produce only a syllabic [l], 

as in [ts”tl]. If the schwa had been deleted, which was rather rare, the soundfiles were 

excluded from the present investigation. 

 

In Standard High German, the voiced fricative [z] occurs word-initially and -medially, 

whereas the voiceless fricative [s] does not occur word-initially, apart from some loan 

words (cf. pilot investigation, section 4.2.1). As a consequence, the voiced alveolar 

fricative [z] was used word-initially, whereas in word-medial position the voiceless 

[s] was used. With regard to this investigation - aiming to analyze voiceless obstruents 

- it was assumed that the difference between [z] and [s] is characterized by the feature 

voicing. The influence on the results is discussed in the section 4.1, about research 

questions and hypothesis. The complete set of materials is listed in Appendices A and 

B. 

4.3.2 Participants 

Ten speakers of Standard High German with no remarkable difference in their dialect 

were recorded. The five female and five male participants reported no speech 

impairment. All subjects had an academic, but non-linguistic background and were 

not aware of the purpose of this investigation. The participants’ age ranged from 25 to 

60 years. 
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4.3.3 Method 

Two different recording tasks, (1) a reading task and (2) a sentence-composing task, 

were chosen in order to exclude effects elicited by the tasks themselves as the reading 

task is meant to induce a more formal pronunciation than the more spontaneous 

sentence-composing task.  

 

For the reading task, the participants were asked to read the sentences appearing on a 

laptop screen at intervals of 1 sec. The word containing the target sound was always 

positioned in the nominal phrase, preceded by the definite articles die [di:] ‘the’ 

(FEM) or der [de©] ‘the’ (MASC). The German neuter definite article das [das] ‘the’ 

was not used at all. Finally, the whole sentence structure consisted of a definite article 

and its subject followed by a verb and an object. The sentence context was different 

for each word, for example, the contextual frame for the word Pfaffe ‘cleric’ was der 

Pfaffe hat Hunger ‘the cleric is hungry’ and for Zapfer ‘tapster’ der Zapfer hat Spass 

‘the tapster is having fun’.  

 

For the sentence-composing task, the subjects were asked to compose sentences with 

two randomly mixed target words, appearing simultaneously on the laptop screen. The 

words were the same as in the first task. It was emphasized that there was no need to 

form a meaningful sentence. The words were presented in intervals of 4 sec to gain an 

almost natural speaking style. An illustration sentence (that made no sense) was 

presented to the subjects before the session began. For example, the words Apfel 

‘apple’ and Katze ‘cat’ were presented to the participants and could result in a 

sentence such as “der Apfel liegt auf der Katze”, ‘the apple lies on the cat’. Naturally, 

the responses of the participants varied greatly among the subjects, and therefore, the 

preceding sound or word of the target was not predictable as it depended on the 

subjects’ creativity. 

 

The stimuli were presented to the subjects via Microsoft PowerPoint. The items 

within each recording scenario were presented randomly to avoid priming effects and 

to conceal the goal of the investigation. The data was recorded on a Sony DAT 

recorder TCD-D100 using the Sony ECM-MS 957 condenser microphone. The 
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microphone was placed on the left side of the laptop on a stand, at an approximately 

45-degree angle, about 30 cm away from the speaker, directed to the speakers’ mouth. 

Hence, the airflow was not directly hitting the membrane of the microphone. The 

recordings were made in various furnished rooms with little reverberation. During the 

recordings, background noise, for example, that of other people, traffic, doors, 

naturally occurred, since the aim was to collect almost natural speech data 

accompanied by noise, the average automatic speech recognizer has to cope with as 

well. Another positive effect was that the subjects acted more relaxed in their familiar 

environments.  

A recording rate at 44.1 kHz and 16 bit resolution was chosen. The speech data was 

downsampled to 22.05 kHz on hard disc, using an anti-aliasing filter.  

4.4 Analysis 

The speech data was analyzed with respect to duration, formant frequencies and 

relative amplitude in discrete frequency bands. The details are discussed in the 

following sections. The segmentation of the speech data was carried out with Kaylab 

Multispeech 2.5.1 by manually labeling the required speech sounds and their 

segments. All speech data was labeled by one person. Regularly, a set of data was 

controlled by another person to ensure the consistency. The manual labeling was 

performed on basis of the waveform and the spectrogram. Criteria used to determine 

the onset (offset) of the obstruents were the attenuation (increase) of the amplitude of 

the signal and disappearing of higher frequency components at the onset and 

appearing of a clear formant structure at the offset. Nevertheless, an uncertainty of 

plus/minus one glottal pulse can exist at the segment boundaries. It was taken into 

account that the waveform and spectrogram display in Multispeech are not completely 

time-aligned. The following segments were labeled: 

 

• Affricates: Closure - Frication 

• Fricatives: Frication 

• Stops: Closure - Release 

• Vowel 
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The frication measured in affricates also contained noise from the release of the 

closure. These two noise components were not separable due to the background noise 

superimposing the speech signal. The closure of affricates and stops had the same 

structure. The neighbouring vowel was labeled as well. Word-initially, the vowel 

following the obstruent was measured, whereas word-medially, the vowel preceding 

the obstruent was taken into account. The examples in Figure 4 show how the word-

initial labial obstruents were labeled. 

 

Figure 4: Demonstration of word-initial labial obstruent labels - indicated by the black vertical lines. The 
grey colored fields indicate the position of the Hamming window applied for the LPC analysis (cf. 
Chapter 4.4.2). 
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The LPC analyses for the logarithmic distance measure (cf. section 4.4.2) and relative 

amplitude (cf. section 4.4.3) were both performed with Matlab 7.0 (R14). The 

statistical analysis was performed with the software suite JMP 5.0.1 of the SAS 

Institute Inc.  

 

A full-factorial ANOVA with repeated measurements was computed. The non-

significant interactions and factors were removed and finally the relevant factors 

interpreted. The following factors were chosen for the full factorial model: 

 

• Obstruent ([pf], [ts], [f], [z] or [s], [p], [t]) 

• Vowel quality ([¤], [”], [a], [—], [¦], [¥], [8]) 

• recording Task (reading, sentence building) 

• Subject set as random factor (ten speakers) 

 

The variable (test-) Word was nested in the factors Obstruent and Vowel. The factors 

were the same for each analysis. The standard least square design with Restricted 

Maximum Likelihood Estimation (REML) was used. The application of a random 

effect for the variable Subject is compatible with a ‘by subject analysis’: the REML 

estimation does not substitute missing values by estimated means, hence no synthetic 

denominators are needed. If the results revealed a significant Obstruent effect, post 

hoc tests were performed. The post hoc tests used in JMP build a contrast of a set of 

linear combinations of parameters in terms of the least squares means of the effect. If 

an effect was found to be not significant (α = .5), this was not reported. If an 

Obstruent x Vowel interaction was found to be significant, Tukey post hoc tests were 

performed instead of applying the single contrast details. 

 

The variable Obstruent was not grouped with respect to manner or place, rather 

obstruents were tested against each other for the contrasts of interest (e.g. [f] against 

[p] and [pf], or [f] against [f] and [s]). By this procedure, the grouping of phonemes, 

which have structural differences, was avoided. 
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The influence of Gender on the results was also statistically evaluated. The factor 

Gender showed no significant differences concerning all of the parameters 

investigated within the scope of this study and will therefore not be further discussed 

in the following sections. 

4.4.1 Duration 

The position of the labels in the soundfiles was extracted and then transferred to JMP 

to calculate the absolute duration of the phonemes as well as the duration of the 

segments. 

 

The temporal measurements were structured as such: The phoneme duration of 

affricates was compared to that of stops on the one hand and to that of fricatives on 

the other. In addition, the sounds were compared according to the duration of their 

segments. For the segmental comparison of affricates and stops, the closure duration 

was evaluated. For the comparison of affricates and fricatives, the frication was 

analyzed. It has to be kept in mind that the closure of affricates and stops has the same 

phonetic status, whereas the frication of affricates and fricatives does not have the 

same quality. The frication of affricates follows a closure segment, therefore much 

more energy is present than in regular frication. The release of stops was also 

measured but not taken into account for statistical analysis. 

 

This investigation concentrates on duration only. Some cues that are known to 

influence the duration of certain segments were not taken into account, such as overall 

speaking rate, syllabic as well as stress patterns. The speaking rate was varied 

indirectly because two different tasks were chosen. Concerning stress and syllable 

positions, these were the same for most of the target sounds (cf. section 4.3.1 and 

Appendices A and B for complete word lists). 

4.4.2 Logarithmic distance 

To extract the spectral peaks, the speech data was downsampled to 12 kHz. An 

autocorrelation LPC analysis was chosen, using the root solving procedure to compute 

the first four formant frequencies (in the following referred to as F1, F2, F3, F4). One 
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aim of the present investigation was to compute the formants automatically with a 

routine programmed in Matlab 6.5.1. The LPC analysis uses a FIR filter (Finite 

Impulse Response) with the number of coefficients set to 8. Since the resonances of 

the back cavities are attenuated by the constriction of the fricatives, we expect only 

two to three front cavities and Helmholtz resonances, so that eight coefficients are 

appropriate to obtain smooth spectra. 

 

It is known that automatic formant extraction has its difficulties, and therefore 

different parameter settings for the LPC analysis were tested. The testing of the 

parameter settings included the variation of the window size (10, 15 and 20 ms), as 

well as the placement of the window in the respective CV or VC transition, but here, I 

will report only on those settings that were applied in the final analysis. The optimal 

configuration for the formant frequency estimation required different parameters for 

the soundfiles containing the obstruents in word-initial and -medial positions: for 

word-initially recorded obstruents, a 10 ms Hamming window was placed at the CV 

transition, measuring the last 10 ms of the obstruent before the beginning of the vowel 

(cf. Figure 4). The reason for not placing the window in the vowel, although one 

would expect to find the formants there, is that there is already a formant structure in 

the last 10 ms of the obstruent before the beginning of the vowel. With the beginning 

of the vowel, the formants are dominated by the vowels rather than the obstruents 

under investigation. 

 

With respect to word-medially recorded obstruents, a 20 ms Hamming window was 

used for analysis at the vowel-obstruent-transition, placed exactly 10 ms before and 

10 ms after the boundary between vowel and the following obstruent. An alternative 

procedure was applied for word-medial affricates and stops because they begin with a 

closure, containing no or little spectral information. The transition of the vowel 

reflects the spectral change and therefore implies information about the obstruents’ 

place of articulation. The measurements of the obstruents recorded in word-initial 

position revealed that the formant structure of the vowel had an interfering influence 

on the automatic formant frequency estimation. Once the formant frequencies were 

obtained, the logarithmic distance, as proposed by Miller (1989) and Jongman and 

Miller (1991) was calculated in a modified way (no sensory formant was used). The 
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logarithmic distance was calculated between two formants, for example, between F2 

and F1 log10(F2_transition/F1_transition), from now on log10(F2/F1). The following 

metrics were chosen: 

 

• log10(F2/F1) 

• log10(F3/F2) 

• log10(F4/F3) 

 

Word-initially, the formants were measured at the transition proportionate to the 

following vowel (CV sequence), word-medially, the measurements were taken the 

other way round (VC sequence). Since the logarithmic distance metric is obtained at 

one point in time in the signal, it is referred to as a static metric. Miller (1989) tested 

different types of scales and came to the conclusion that linear scales produce nearly 

equivalent results with respect to the normalized formant ratios compared to the non-

linear ones (e.g. Bark scale). Thus, only linear scales were used in this investigation. 

4.4.3 Relative amplitude 

Two Short-Time Fourier Transformations using a 30 ms Hamming window were 

taken, one at the center of the vowel and the other at the center of the relevant 

obstruent portion.  

 

For the affricates [pf] and [ts], and the fricatives [f] and [s], a 30 ms window was 

placed around the center of the frication portion. For the stops [p] and [t], the window 

was placed around the center of the release portion. To get an estimation of the 

distribution of energy across frequencies, the amplitude was taken from frequency 

bands divided into 8 different regions in steps of 1000 Hz, starting from 0 to 1000 Hz 

and ending with the frequency band between 7000 and 8000 Hz (from now on 

abbreviated by 0-1 kHz, 7-8 kHz, etc.). Within each frequency band, the mean 

magnitude of the energy was calculated and then transformed to its amplitude (dB). 

The relative amplitude (dB) was subsequently calculated as the difference between the 
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amplitude at the center of the vowel and at the center of the respective obstruent 

portion in the same frequency region. 

4.5 Results 

The results of the production experiments are presented in three main parts, 

corresponding to the measurement applied. Duration is treated in the first, logarithmic 

distance in the second and relative amplitude in the third section. 

4.5.1 Duration 

A full-factorial ANOVA (Obstruent x Vowel x Subject x Task) was calculated for the 

duration of the (1) complete obstruents, (2) frication, and (3) closure duration. 

 

The ANOVA on the absolute length of the obstruents revealed a main obstruent effect 

[r2 = 0.73, F(5,45) = 101.59, p < .0001] in word-initial position, as well as in word-

medial position [r2 = 0.82, F(5,45) = 335.6, p < .0001]. Post hoc tests revealed 

significant differences (t < .0001) in manner of articulation for all tested conditions 

([pf] and [ts] versus [f] and [s] and versus [p] and [t]), word-initially and -medially. 

 

Averaged across speakers, tasks and vowel contexts, word-initially, the mean duration 

of affricates ([ts] 183ms, [pf] 194 ms, cf. dotted lines in Figure 5) is longer compared 

to that of fricatives and stops (around 153 ms and 160 ms, respectively). The voiced 

initial fricative [z] can be found at the bottom of Figure 5 with a mean duration of 98 

ms, averaged over all vowels (cf. Table VII), being shorter compared to that of all 

other phonemes. The stops [p] and [t] and the fricative [f] have approximately the 

same duration.  
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Figure 5: Comparison of mean duration of the obstruents per vowel in word-initial position. 

 

Post hoc tests for the manner distinction in word-medial position indicated (applying 

the same conditions as for obstruents recorded in word-initial position) that alveolar 

and labial affricates are significantly different from the respective fricatives and stops 

(t < .0001). Affricates are nearly twice as long (cf. Figure 6, the two dotted lines 

represent the affricates) as fricatives and stops.  
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Figure 6: Comparison of mean duration of the obstruents per vowel in word-medial position. 
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The mean duration, averaged across speakers, tasks and vowel contexts of the word-

initial and -medial obstruents is presented in Table VII.  

Table VII: Mean duration (ms) of the target phonemes in word-initial and -medial positions and their ratio 
(obstruent_middle/obstruent_initial) 

 

 

The present data reveals that fricatives and stops have essentially the same intrinsic 

duration (cf. Figures 5, 6 and Table VII), in word-initial, as well as in -medial 

position, apart from initial [z], which is shorter. Comparing word-initial and -medial 

fricatives and stops, the word-initial ones show longer durations (except initial [z]). 

For example, the phoneme duration ratio of word-medial [f] to initial [f] is 0.79. A 

similar ratio was observed for stops, [p] showed a ratio of 0.76 and [t] one of 0.73. 

This ratio indicates that the duration of word-medial [t] ads up to 73% of the duration 

of initial [t]. However, affricates do not show this kind of ratio. For [pf], the ratio is 

1.07 and for [ts] 1.08, demonstrating that the medial affricates are longer than the 

initial ones. The reverse ratio proportion of affricates compared to that of stops and 

fricatives leads to the assumption that there must be a structural difference between 

word-medial affricates and fricatives and stops. This effect is also underlined by the 

fact that affricates in word-medial position turn out to be nearly twice as long as the 

respective fricatives and stops (above 80 ms mean difference), whereas initial 

affricates are just slightly longer (around 30 ms). The comparison of word-initial and 

medial obstruents can be seen in Table VII. 

 

In word-initial position, the ANOVA revealed an Obstruent x Vowel interaction [r2 = 

0.73, F(30,2193) = 3.51, p < .0001], as well as in word-medial position [r2 = 0.82, 

F(30,2286) = 2.84, p < .0001]. Nevertheless, this interaction was not found to be 

consistent. The Tukey post hoc tests showed no systematic results since nearly every 

contrast was significant (cf. Figure 5). One could speculate that the low vowel [a] in 

word-initial position is shortened because of a larger articulatory effort. Word-

Obstruent initial medial Ratio (medial/initial) 
[f] 153 120 0.78 
[p] 160 122 0.76 
[pf] 193 205 1.06 
[z],[s]   99 128 1.29 
[t] 153 112 0.73 
[ts] 183 197 1.08 
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medially, no systematic vowel influence could be found in the Tukey post hoc tests at 

all, which is indicated by the graphs in Figure 6.  

 

The two different Tasks showed an interaction with the Obstruent in word-medial 

position [r2 = 0.82, F(5,2286) = 11.91, p < .0001], but not in word-initial position. 

This interaction can be seen in Figure 8. In the second task, all obstruents have a 

longer duration as in the second task. The average duration of word-initial obstruents 

is nearly the same in both tasks, as illustrated in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Mean phoneme duration (ms) averaged over all obstruents as a function of the two different tasks 
in word-initial position.  
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Obstruent x Task - word-medially
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Figure 8: Mean phoneme duration (ms) averaged over all obstruents as a function of the two different tasks 
in word-medial position.  

 

In addition to the phoneme duration, the duration of the segments was calculated. A 

full-factorial ANOVA (Obstruent x Vowel x Subject x Task) showed a main Obstruent 

effect with respect to the frication duration in labial and alveolar obstruents in word-

initial position [r2 = 0.70, F(3,27) = 46.64, p < .0001]. Post hoc tests indicated that the 

frication of labial and alveolar affricates and fricatives is significantly different ([pf] 

vs. [f] and [z], [ts] vs. [f] and [z], all t < .0001). The frication of word-initial affricates 

is shorter than that of the fricative [f] ([z] is again shorter compared to all others, due 

to its voicing feature as discussed above). In word-medial position, however, the 

ANOVA revealed no significant difference [r2 = 0.58, F(3,27) = 2.73, p < .0637]. 

Here, the frication of affricates and fricatives is very similar with respect to labial and 

alveolar place of articulation (cf. Table VIII).  

 

The analysis of the closure duration of affricates and stops in word-initial position 

revealed the same pattern. The ANOVA indicated a clear difference in manner of 

articulation for labial and alveolar obstruents [r2 = 0.56, F(3,27) = 22.05, p < .0001]. 

Post hoc tests exposed that the closure of [pf] vs. [p] and [t], and [ts] vs. [p] and [t] is 
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significantly different (t < .0001). The closure of labial and alveolar affricates is 

clearly shorter compared to that of the respective stops. In word-medial position, the 

ANOVA also revealed a significant difference in the closure duration [r2 = 0.56, 

F(3,27) = 9.58, p ≤ .0002]. Post hoc tests disclosed a significant difference in all 

tested conditions ([pf] vs. [p], t ≤ .0422; [pf] vs. [t], t ≤ .0036; [ts] vs. [p], t ≤ .0116; 

[ts] vs. [t], t ≤ .0144 are significantly different). The closure of [pf] and [ts] is shorter 

than that of [p], but longer than that of [t] (cf. Table VIII). In fact, the closure duration 

of labial and alveolar affricates and stops is significantly different. Nevertheless, the 

closure duration of word-media affricates is found to be in between those measured 

for stops. All in all, this leads to the assumption that the closure and frication 

segments of affricates in word-medial position behave like the complete fricative and 

stop phonemes. 

Table VIII:  Mean segment and phoneme duration (ms) in word-initial and -medial positions. The standard 
deviation is enclosed in brackets. 

Word-Initial [pf] [p] [f] [ts] [t] [z] 

Closure-Duration 64 (36) 107 (27)  71 (25) 93 (28)  

Frication-Duration 129 (31)  153 (35) 112 (28)  99 (30) 

Release-Duration  53 (18)   60 (17)  

Phoneme-Duration 193 (41) 160 (34) 153 (35) 183 (37) 153 (35) 99 (30) 

       

Word-Medial [pf] [p] [f] [ts] [t] [s] 

Closure-Duration 81 (22) 90 (19)  79 (25) 68 (18)  

Frication-Duration 124 (30)  120 (24) 119 (26)  128 (24) 

Release-Duration  32 (14)   44 (14)  

Phoneme-Duration 205 (39) 122 (23) 120 (24) 197 (36) 112 (23) 128 (24) 

 

The obstruents showed no place difference, apart from [z] and [f] in word-initial 

position. 

4.5.1.1 Summary 

The comparison of the duration of the obstruents revealed that manner of articulation 

can be robustly distinguished by evaluating the phoneme length of the obstruents in 

word-initial and -medial positions. Affricates were always significantly longer than 
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the corresponding stops and fricatives. Considering word-initial affricates, the 

difference summed up to 30 ms; in word-medial position, affricates were nearly twice 

as long as the corresponding fricatives and stops. Above all, a structural difference in 

word-initial and -medial affricates was found. Fricatives and stops show more or less 

the same intrinsic duration in both word-initial and -medial positions and are found to 

be longer in initial position than in medial position. The increased length in word-

initial position is probably functioning as an indicator of the word boundary (cf. Repp 

et al., 1978). Another influencing factor that goes hand in hand with the effect of 

word boundary is word stress. Since all test words were stressed on the first syllable, 

the initial obstruents tend to have longer durations, whereas the word-medial 

obstruents were located in the unstressed syllable. The ratio of fricatives and stops in 

word-medial versus -initial position (e.g. duration of medial [p] divided by initial [p]) 

revealed that word-initial fricatives and stops are approximately 30% longer than the 

medial ones (apart from the ratio [z] versus [s], due to the added voicing feature of 

[z]). A similar proportion was not found for affricates. Initial affricates are even 

slightly shorter (around 1%) than medial ones. The different ratio of affricates 

compared to that of fricatives and stops indicates a structural difference. This is also 

underlined by the results of the segmental comparison. Word-initially, the closure and 

frication durations of stops and fricatives are significantly longer than the affricate 

equivalents, confirming the findings of Shinn (1985) - apart from initial [z]. As 

expected, fricatives have the longest frication duration since their segmental duration 

is identical to their phoneme duration. The comparison of the closure segments shows 

similar results, stops have longer closure durations than affricates. In word-medial 

position, one would have expected the same pattern, namely that the stop and fricative 

segments are again longer than those of affricates, but this is not the case. Affricates 

segments are similar or even longer in duration compared to those of fricatives and 

stops. In addition, the segmental durations of fricatives and stops tend to be longer in 

word-initial position. Conversely, affricates reveal longer intrinsic and segmental 

durations in word-medial position. This systematic difference between initial and 

medial affricates versus fricatives and stops can be subsumed as follows: medial 

affricates are nearly twice as long as the medial stops and fricatives, whereas the same 

comparison in word-initial position revealed only a minor difference.  
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A possible explanation is found in the historical development of German affricates. 

The word-initial affricates [pf] and [ts] developed from the singletons [p] and [t] 

(Pfund, O.Fris.: ‘pund’, or Zunge O.Fris.: ‘tunge’), giving evidence that initial 

affricates are monosegmental. Contrastively, word-medial affricates are of 

bisegmental nature, [-pf] and [-ts] developed from the geminates [-pp] and [-tt] (Apfel 

Engl. ‘apple’ vs. O.Fris.: ‘appel’ or Katze Engl.: ‘cat’, W.Gmc: ‘kattuz’).  

 

Since [z] was the only voiced sound in this investigation with a shorter duration than 

the voiceless fricatives and stops, the shorter intrinsic phoneme duration must be due 

to voicing. 

4.5.2 Logarithmic distance  

The results of the formant frequency analysis revealed significant differences 

allowing the distinction of place of articulation in relation to the respective groups of 

sounds word-initially and -medially. Different formant frequencies were used to apply 

the logarithmic distance. 

 

Word-initially, the full-factorial ANOVA (Obstruent x Vowel x Subject x Task) 

showed a main effect of Obstruent by the log10(F2/F1) calculation [r2 = 0.18, F(5,45) 

= 5.43, p ≤ .0005]. Post hoc tests revealed that [p] and [t] differ significantly (t ≤ 

.0002), as well as in the case of [f] and [z] (t ≤ .0038), although the contrasted pairs 

show no consistent pattern. Considering fricatives, the labial [f] has a greater 

logarithmic distance, whereas stops reveal the greater distance for the alveolar [t]. The 

affricates [pf] and [ts] were not statistically separable by the log10(F2/F1) metric and 

the mean value reveals that the logarithmic distance is greater for the labial affricate 

(cf. Figure 9). An Obstruent x Vowel interaction [r2 = 0.18, F(30,270) = 2.14, p ≤ 

.0008] was also found. Tukey post hoc tests indicated that most of the significant 

interactions involved the consonant-vowel combination [p] and [a]. Since no such 

interaction was detected between the other labials, [pf] and [f], in combination with 

the low vowel [a], the conclusion was drawn that there was no systematic effect 

between labiality and low vowels.  
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The log10(F3/F2) metric also showed a main Obstruent effect [r2 = 0.23, F(5,315) = 

5.66, p < .0001] and no Obstruent x Vowel interaction. Post hoc tests indicated a 

significant difference between [f] and [z] (t < .0001) and [pf] and [ts] (t ≤ .0025). The 

stops [p] and [t] showed no significant difference. The logarithmic distance between 

F3 and F2 is greater for alveolar fricatives and affricates and therefore opposite to 

those results gained by the log10(F2/F1) metric, with the latter exposing a greater 

logarithmic distance for the labial phonemes. 

 

The logarithmic distance between F4 and F3 showed a main Obstruent effect [r2 = 

0.10, F(5,45) = 4.53, p ≤ .0020] and an Obstruent x Vowel interaction [r2 = 0.10, 

F(30,2293) = 1.66, p ≤ .0141]. Again, the post hoc tests revealed a significant 

difference for affricates and fricatives: [f] and [z] (t ≤ .0106) and [pf] and [ts] (t ≤ 

.0277). Stops did not differ significantly; they showed approximately the same 

logarithmic distance for the labial and alveolar counterpart. The alveolar affricates 

and fricatives again had a greater logarithmic distance compared to the labial ones, 

matching the results of the log10(F3/F2) metric. Tukey post hoc tests indicated no 

systematic effects concerning the Obstruent x Vowel interaction. Only very few 

significant differences were found that allowed no interpretation into any direction. 
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Figure 9: Mean logarithmic distance of all obstruents word-initially 
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Word-medially, the result pattern was in some points similar compared to that in 

word-initial position: the logarithmic distance is greater between F2 and F1 than for 

F3/F2 and F4/F3. The logarithmic distance between F2 and F1 showed a main 

Obstruent effect [r2 = 0.47, F(5,45) = 12.96, p < .0001] and also a strong Obstruent x 

Vowel interaction [r2 = 0.47, F(30,270) = 3.04, p < .0001]. Post hoc tests indicated 

that all labial and alveolar obstruents were significantly distinguished in manner of 

articulation by this metric: [p] contrasted with [t] (t ≤ .0057); [f] with [s] (t ≤ .0056) 

and [pf] with [ts] (t ≤ .0025). For all of the tested groups (i.e. affricates, fricatives and 

stops), alveolars had a greater logarithmic distance compared to the labial obstruents 

(cf. Figure 10). Concerning the Obstruent x Vowel interaction, the Tukey post hoc 

tests revealed that the obstruents in combination with the back vowels [a] and [—] had 

a significantly smaller logarithmic distance compared to the same consonants in 

combination with the front vowels [¤] and [¥]. 

 

The logarithmic distance between F3 and F2 was not as effective as the other formant 

distance metrics regarding the variable Obstruent [r2 = 0.39, F(5,45) = 2.66, p ≤ 

.0212] and the post hoc tests showed no significant place difference for the 

investigated groups. The Obstruent x Vowel interaction showed a strong effect [r2 = 

0.39, F(30,270) = 3.78, p < .0001]. Tukey post hoc tests of the six consonants in 

correlation with the seven vowels revealed no systematic results in the single 

contrasts. 

 

The log10(F4/F3) metric again produced more stable results. The ANOVA exposed a 

main effect [r2 = 0.23, F(5,45) = 3.89, p ≤ .0051] for the variable Obstruent. Post hoc 

tests revealed significant results contrasting [f] and [s] (t ≤ .0274) and [pf] and [ts] (t ≤ 

.0073). [p] and [t] were not significantly different. The logarithmic distance was again 

greater for the alveolar fricatives. Affricates showed a reverse result pattern; here, the 

labial [pf] had the greater logarithmic distance. A main effect was also revealed for 

the Obstruent x Vowel interaction [r2 = 0.23, F(30,270) = 1.96, p < .0029]. Tukey post 

hoc tests showed that there was a significant difference between some obstruent-

vowel combinations which were nevertheless not as clear and systematic as indicated 

by the log10(F2/F1) ratio. Especially the two obstruents [pf] and [s] in combination 

with the vowel [—] showed a significantly greater logarithmic distance in comparison 
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to nearly all other combinations. Also [pf] and [p] in combination with the vowel [a] 

revealed a significantly greater logarithmic distance than the other obstruents in 

combination with the vowels [¤] and [¥]. 
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Figure 10: Mean logarithmic distance of all obstruents word-medially 

 

4.5.2.1 Summary 

The logarithmic distance of specific formant frequencies at a particular point in time 

is a reliable dimension to distinguish place of articulation within affricates, fricatives 

and stops – at least within the settings of the present investigation. Nevertheless, the 

parameter settings used for the LPC analysis play an important role in this distinction. 

The size of the Hamming window, as well as its placement capturing the transition, 

has an impact on the quality of the results. 

 

Word-medially, the size of the Hamming window was set to 20 ms and placed exactly 

across the vowel-obstruent transition. With the latter configuration, the word-medial 

obstruents were distinguished solidly by the log10(F2/F1) metric. Word-initially, the 

configuration had to be different. The best results were achieved with the 10 ms 

Hamming window placed at the end of the obstruent portion. The log10(F2/F1) 

estimation was successful for stops and fricatives. However, affricates and also 

fricatives could be discriminated by the log10(F4/F3) and log10(F3/F2) ratios. Unlike 

in word-initial position, the vowel had a systematic effect on the obstruents, especially 
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when discriminated by the log10(F2/F1) metric and, although less systematic, by the 

log10(F4/F3) metric. This can be explained by the fact that different windows were 

applied in word-initial and -medial positions. In word-initial position, it was placed 

across the obstruent only, whereas in word-medial position it was placed across the 

obstruent and the vowel. For the purpose of the present study, the calculations 

measured at a particular point in time were assumed to provide better information 

about place of articulation. Normalization seems to be more robust when it is 

calculated over two time windows, as it was practiced for the relative amplitude in 

discrete frequency bands. Normalization is one of the main goals to make speech 

recognition independent of variation in the signal. 

4.5.3 Relative amplitude in discrete frequency bands 

The two places of articulation, labial and alveolar, were clearly distinguishable by 

their relative amplitude in discrete frequency bands within the respective obstruent 

groups, word-initially and -medially. Very good results were found in the higher 

formant frequency regions to distinguish place of articulation in stops, fricatives and 

affricates, as expected due to former investigations (cf. Jongman et al., 2000b). 

 

The full-factorial ANOVA (Obstruent x Vowel x Subject x Task) revealed a main 

effect for the variable Obstruent for all of the frequency bands in word-initial and -

medial positions in their respective groups (cf. Table IX and X). The results of the 

post hoc tests for the word-initial obstruents are presented in Table IX:  

Table IX: ANOVA results testing the variable obstruent in word-initial position per frequency band. The three 
columns on the right show the results of place distinction by the post hoc tests. “n.s.” is used as 
abbreviation for “not significant”. 

Frequency ANOVA Post hoc tests 
 Variable Obstruent [pf] vs. [ts] [f] vs. [z] [p] vs. [t] 
0-1 kHz r2 = 0.63, F(5,45) = 53.10, p < .0001 n.s.  t < .0001 t ≤ .0492 
1-2 kHz r2 = 0.77, F(5,45) = 32.27, p < .0001 t ≤ .0048 t < .0001 n.s. 
2-3 kHz r2 = 0.73, F(5,45) = 33.06, p < .0001 t ≤ .0015 t < .0001 t ≤ .0005 
3-4 kHz r2 = 0.67, F(5,45) = 19.36, p < .0001 n.s. t < .0001 t < .0001 
4-5 kHz r2 = 0.79, F(5,45) = 19.09, p < .0001 t ≤ .0004 n.s. t < .0001 
5-6 kHz r2 = 0.76, F(5,45) = 47.21, p < .0001 t < .0001 t ≤ .0296 t < .0001 
6-7 kHz r2 = 0.72, F(5,45) = 123.09, p < .0001 t < .0001 t ≤ .0161 t < .0001 
7-8 kHz r2 = 0.77, F(5,45) = 138.91, p < .0001 t < .0001 n.s. t < .0001 
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Post hoc tests indicated that place of articulation can be distinguished within affricates 

and stops in the higher frequency bands between 4-5 kHz up to 7-8 kHz. Fricatives 

show different results in word-initial position; the best results are achieved in the 

lower frequency regions between 0-1 kHz up to 3-4 kHz. The difference between 

fricatives on the one hand, and affricates and stops on the other, is due to the voicing 

feature of [z], contrasting with the voiceless [f]. Nevertheless, place distinction for 

fricatives is also possible in the frequency bands between 5-6 kHz and 6-7 kHz. In the 

lower frequency regions between 0-1 kHz up to 3-4 kHz, the relative amplitude values 

are positive, indicating that the amount of energy is higher at the vowel center, 

whereas in the center of the frication only little energy is measurable. In the higher 

frequency regions, alveolar phonemes have greater relative amplitudes compared to 

the labial ones. This applies to nearly all frequency bands. The actual results are 

illustrated in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: Mean relative amplitude as a function of place of articulation across all frequency bands (0-1 kHz 
up to 7-8 kHz), word-initially. 

 

Word-medially, the ANOVA calculated for the relative amplitude of discrete 

frequency bands revealed a main effect concerning the variable Obstruent. Post hoc 
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tests exposed a clear pattern. As in word-initial position, the higher frequency regions 

(4-5 kHz up to 7-8 kHz) showed the ability to distinguish place of articulation in all 

obstruent groups. Again, the alveolar obstruents have greater relative amplitude 

values compared to labial obstruents (cf. Figure 12 and Table X). 

Table X: ANOVA results testing the variable obstruent in word-medial position per frequency band. The 
three columns at the right of the table show the results of place distinction by the post hoc tests. 
“n.s.” is used as abbreviation for “not significant”. 

Frequency ANOVA Post hoc tests 
Variable  [pf] vs. [ts] [f] vs. [s] [p] vs. [t] 
0-1 kHz r2 = 0.72, F(5,45) = 25.83, p < .0001 n.s.  n.s. n.s. 
1-2 kHz r2 = 0.73, F(5,45) = 10.98, p < .0001 t < .0001 t < .0001 n.s. 
2-3 kHz r2 = 0.69, F(5,45) = 24.70, p < .0001 t < .0001 t < .0001 t < .0001 
3-4 kHz r2 = 0.70, F(5,45) = 19.36, p < .0001 n.s. n.s. t < .0001 
4-5 kHz r2 = 0.83, F(5,45) = 27.55, p < .0001 t ≤ .0008 t ≤ .0002 t < .0001 
5-6 kHz r2 = 0.85, F(5,45) = 63.04, p < .0001 t < .0001 t < .0001 t < .0001 
6-7 kHz r2 = 0.82, F(5,45) = 165.11, p < .0001 t < .0001 t < .0001 t < .0001 
7-8 kHz r2 = 0.80, F(5,45) = 214.28, p < .0001 t < .0001 t < .0001 t < .0001 
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Figure 12: Mean relative amplitude as a function of place of articulation across all frequency bands (0-1 kHz 
up to 7-8 kHz), word-medially. 

 

The results of the relative amplitude calculation for the obstruents word-initially and -

medially revealed the same tendencies. In general, obstruents are preferably 

distinguished by their relative amplitude in the frequency regions between 4-5 kHz up 
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to 7-8 kHz. For example, in the frequency band between 5-6 kHz, the relative 

amplitude is -10.5 dB for [pf] and -23.7 dB for [ts]. Place of articulation in stops is 

also significantly different in the frequency bands between 2-3 kHz and 3-4 kHz, in 

both word-initial and -medial positions. Affricates do not show this pattern, they 

revealed significant place differences in the frequency bands between 1-2 kHz and 2-3 

kHz in word-initial and -medial positions. The results of fricatives correspond to those 

of affricates in word-medial position. A significant place difference is observed in the 

frequency bands between 1-2 kHz and 2-3 kHz. In word-initial position, all lower 

frequency regions reveal the possibility of significant place distinction for fricatives. 

Every significant place contrast showed the same pattern, alveolar obstruents had 

greater relative amplitudes compared to labial obstruents (apart from the frequency 

band between 0-1 kHz). 

4.5.3.1 Summary 

Relative amplitude serves as the most stable and reliable function to distinguish place 

of articulation within affricates, fricatives and stops. Highly significant results were 

achieved word-initially and word-medially, demonstrating the ability of the relative 

amplitude metric to distinguish place of articulation in the higher frequency bands in 

the three respective obstruent groups. All frequency bands between 4-5 kHz up to 7-8 

kHz were appropriate. It was found that the relative amplitude is smaller for labials 

compared to alveolars, regardless of the frequency band. 

 

The results of the relative amplitude measurements support the findings of Jongman et 

al. (2000b) with respect to its ability of being an indicator for place distinction in 

fricatives. The validity of these results was even extended to stops and affricates. 

 

The relative amplitude calculation is a dynamic approach in contrast to the static 

approach of the logarithmic distance measure. Two events that are spread across two 

phonemes (the obstruent and the vowel) are related to each other. Unlike the formant 

frequency analysis, no influence of the sequence of these phonemes was found. The 

results were the same no matter whether a CV (word-initially) or VC sequence (word-

medially) was analyzed. Therefore, the results gained by relative amplitude 
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calculation in discrete frequency bands were even more stable in distinguishing place 

of articulation than those of the logarithmic distance measure. 

4.5.4 Conclusions of the production experiment 

The investigation of the speech data of 10 speakers indicates that acoustic analysis of 

temporal, spectral and amplitudinal cues can identify place and manner of articulation 

of the German obstruents [pf, ts, f, z/s, p, t] word-initially and -medially.  

 

Temporal measurements provide critical information to separate labial and alveolar 

affricates from fricatives and stops. Thus, duration is a reliable and robust cue to 

distinguish between these manners of articulation. Affricates turned out to be 

significantly longer than fricatives and stops, in both word-initial and -medial 

positions. The comparison of the phoneme segments also revealed significant 

differences. Word-initially, the phoneme duration of affricates turned out to be just 

slightly longer compared to that of fricatives and stops, whereas the closure and 

frication portions of affricates were shorter compared to the respective fricative and 

stop segments - apart from initial [z], being the only investigated voiced phoneme. 

Word-medially, another pattern was observed. The affricate segments were found to 

be longer or to have around the same length as the corresponding segments of 

fricatives and stops. Correspondingly, the phoneme duration of affricates is clearly 

longer compared to that of fricatives and stops. Word-medial affricates are nearly 

twice as long compared to the corresponding fricatives and stops giving evidence for 

the assumption of a systematic difference between initial and medial affricates. The 

comparison with the results of Shinn (1985) supports this hypothesis. The results 

obtained in word-initial position show the same pattern as those of Shinn (1985), with 

the frication of affricates being shorter compared to that of fricatives, neglecting the 

voiced [z]. In word-medial position, affricates have around the same frication duration 

as fricatives. This structural divergence of German affricates is supported by the 

actual findings that word-initial fricatives and stops are longer compared to -medial 

ones, presumably as an indicator for the word boundary (cf. Repp et al., 1978), and 

influenced by stress patterns. However, the duration of word-medial affricates is not 

in agreement with the latter hypothesis, as word-medial affricates turned out to be 
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longer compared to the initial ones. These results are also supported by diachronic 

facts. Word-initial [pf] and [ts] developed from the singletons [p] and [t], for example, 

Pfanne ‘pan’ from Old English Panne, whereas word-medial [-pf] and [-ts] evolved 

from geminates [-tt] and [-pp], for instance Stapfen ‘footprint’ from Old English 

Staeppan.  

 

Spectral and amplitudinal cues suggest a high potential for robustly distinguishing 

place of articulation of the investigated obstruents. The logarithmic distance between 

formants measured at a particular point in time was found to distinguish labial and 

alveolar place of articulation of the investigated obstruents. The present results 

support the approach of Jongman and Miller (1991), who have already shown that the 

logarithmic distance within the auditory-perceptual space supplies the possibility to 

distinguish place of articulation in stops with 70% of accuracy. The metric applied in 

the present investigation was modified without aiming to classify the investigated 

obstruents in an auditory perceptual space. Therefore, no sensory reference was used. 

Instead, the aim was to measure the formant distance using an auditory-perceptual 

metric, which can be automatically applied by computer analysis. However, it was 

found that the fine tuning of the parameters window-size and window-placement for 

the LPC analysis plays an important role. Word-initially, the last 10 ms of the signal 

of the obstruent were measured, indicating that stops can be robustly distinguished by 

the log10(F2/F1) metric. Again, affricates and fricatives are discriminated by the 

log10(F3/F2) and log10(F4/F3) metrics. The different performance of the metrics 

with respect to stops on the one hand and affricates and fricatives on the other, can be 

explained by the similarity of the signal portions taken for affricates and fricatives. 

Word-medially, the results are much easier to generalize. The log10(F2/F1) metric 

revealed a highly significant difference between the labial and alveolar obstruents. 

The actual results gained in word-initial and -medial positions go along with the 

findings of Liberman et al. (1952), Stevens (1985), Stevens and Blumstein (1981), 

namely that information about place of articulation can be found at the obstruent-

vowel boundary. 

 

Relative amplitude in discrete frequency bands proved to be a very reliable and robust 

method to distinguish place of articulation of the investigated obstruents. The 
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dynamic measurement of calculating the amplitude ratio of the obstruent in 

correlation to a neighbouring vowel is another analysis technique to distinguish labial 

from alveolar obstruents. The difference between logarithmic distance and relative 

amplitude approach is found in their temporal relation. The latter describes a relation 

between two chronological points in the speech signal (transition and center of 

vowel), whereas the logarithmic distance, as a static approach, is fixed to one point in 

the signal only (transition). 

 

As in previous investigations (cf. Stevens, 1985, Jongman et al., 2000b), relative 

amplitude was found to be rather successful, although the metric chosen in this 

investigation differed from the classical approach. Usually, relative amplitude is 

extracted in the region of F3 (for [s, z]) and F5 (for [f]) and is expressed by the 

correlation to the amplitude of same component in the adjacent vowel. Jongman et al. 

(2000b) found that relative amplitude in the F5 region is smaller for labials than that 

of alveolars in the F3 region. Although the approach to measure relative amplitude in 

discrete frequency bands is a completely different one (because relative amplitude is 

measured in the same frequency region for all types of sounds, not associating F3 with 

alveolars and F5 with labials), the present results lead to the same statement: in the 

higher frequency regions, the labial phonemes have a smaller relative amplitude 

compared to the alveolar obstruents. The present approach proved to be a stable 

function to distinguish place of articulation of the investigated obstruents in contrast 

to automatic formant estimation, which sometimes fails. For example, F0 is 

sometimes recognized as a formant - and as a consequence all higher formants shift 

up and for instance, F4 was in fact F3. If frequency regions are defined independently 

of formants measuring the energy within them, the effects of variation in the signal 

will be minimized, and even in “unclean” speech, obstruents will stay distinguishable 

in place of articulation. Especially the frequency bands between 4-5 kHz up to 7-8 

kHz provide useful information to discriminate labial and alveolar obstruents. In both 

initial and medial word positions, the labial obstruents turn out to have smaller 

relative amplitudes compared to the alveolar ones in their respective groups 

(affricates, stops, fricatives). The initial fricative contrast between [f] and [z] is an 

exception, with the voiced alveolar [z] having a smaller relative amplitude. 
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The present study indicates that place discrimination of the investigated obstruents is 

possible by calculation of the logarithmic distance of particular formant frequencies, 

as well as by taking the relative amplitude in discrete frequency bands. In the context 

of the present investigation, relative amplitude proved to be the more stable and 

robust result, which is a little disappointing with respect to the aim of this 

investigation. Logarithmic distance of formant frequencies would have been much 

easier to implement to an automatic speech recognizer because it takes information 

from one point in time from the speech signal only. 
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5 PERCEPTION EXPERIMENT 

The perception experiment described in the present chapter was designed to test the 

results of the production experiment (cf. chapter 4) on the acoustic analysis of 

German obstruents. For this purpose, stimuli with the obstruents included were taken 

from the production data and played to 16 participants. 

 

Two different perception experiments were conducted. In the first experiment, the 

stimuli were presented to a group of participants without further manipulation. In the 

second experiment, particular frequency ranges were removed from the same stimuli 

used in experiment I, to test the perceptual relevance of the respective frequency 

ranges. On the one hand, the results of both experiments gain insight into the amount 

of confusion between the obstruents and, on the other hand, the reaction times that the 

participants needed to decide for a particular sound provide clarification on the nature 

of linguistic processing. The research questions and hypothesis for both experiments 

are summarized in separate paragraphs. 

 

The influence of the vowel context was not tested within this perception experiment 

for two reasons. Firstly, the production study had not revealed an influence of the 

neighbouring vowel on the duration of the obstruent - neither on the phoneme 

duration nor on the frication or release duration. The vowel-obstruent interactions 

found were proven to be not systematic. Secondly, in a comprehensive study about the 

perceptual characteristics of English fricatives, Jongman, Wang and Sereno (2000a) 

found that the fricative identification will not be affected by vowel context if the 

frication noise is presented alone. In natural fricative-vowel stimuli, some vowels 

triggered a higher identification rate of particular fricatives. However, this effect 

occurred in restricted context only, for example, non-sibilant fricatives produced by 

male speakers were recognized best in the context of [u], second best in the context of 

[a] and then in the context of [i]. The main finding of Jongman et al. (2000a) was that 

fricative perception is better in a fricative-vowel combination than on the basis of 
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fricative noise alone.7 Alveolar [s] showed the higher identification rate compared to 

[f] in both experiments. In the first experiment, presenting only the frication noise to 

the listeners, [s] was identified with 90% accuracy, but [f] only with 70%. The 

perception of [f] improved in the second experiment to 88% accuracy, when the 

fricative was presented in combination with a vowel, whereas for [s], the perception 

increased to 94% correctly identified items, revealing no significant difference 

compared to the results if the frication noise was presented alone. The identification 

of [z] was comparable to that of [s], with 87% recognition accuracy for frication noise 

alone and 96% in a fricative-vowel stimulus. The results of the study by Jongman et 

al. (2000a) suggest that the neighbouring vowel carries important information for the 

fricative identification, and that this information is not needed in the case of alveolar 

[s] but rather for identifying the labiodental [f] correctly. Alveolar place of 

articulation seems most likely to be perceived if a critical decision between two 

sounds has to be made. It could also well be, that [s] is acoustically more prominent 

and needs no additional cues, whereas the labial [f] is acoustically rather weak and 

demands extra information. 

 

Unlike many other studies conducted on the perception of obstruents, the present 

experiments deliberately abstained from using synthetic stimuli to keep the 

experimental design as natural as possible. It was decided to use VCV stimuli for this 

perception experiment, since words offer too much context and therefore influence the 

perception. Thus, the aim of the present study was not to activate any words in the 

lexicon or to test their contribution to speech perception, but rather to focus on 

acoustic properties.  

 

In most of the cited studies, manipulated stimuli were used in several ways. For 

example, Kluender and Walsh (1992) varied the duration of rise time and noise to test 

the perceptual relevance of these variables in discriminating affricates and fricatives. 

This seems reasonable when a special group of sounds is investigated that shares 

                                                

 
7 Fricative identification is better in combination with the vowel, but no systematic statement could be 

made if a particular vowel leads to better fricative identification compared to other vowels. 
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specific acoustic cues, as affricates and fricatives or affricates and stops do. This 

allowed them to detect the cross-over point between sounds that share specific 

acoustic cues, whereas the aim of the present experiment was to test the reliability to 

identify not only different places, but also different manners of articulation. Thus, no 

synthetic stimuli were used in the present experiment. Additionally, the perception 

experiment was conducted as the production experiment, by simulating a natural 

perceptual situation. An experimental set-up as such implies that the perceptual 

relevance of the speech signal is tested in a complicated situation because the stimuli 

contain randomly distributed background noise. Below, both experiments are 

described in detail. 

5.1 Experiment I 

The first perception experiment was designed to test the ability to discriminate the 

obstruents [pf, f, p] and [ts, z/s, t] in manner of articulation. The stimuli used in this 

experiment contained the frequency range from 0-8000 Hz. This subchapter starts 

with the description of the research questions and hypothesis followed by the 

methodology and ends with the results. 

5.1.1 Research questions and hypothesis 

The production experiments showed that duration is a robust acoustic cue to 

discriminate labial and alveolar obstruents in manner of articulation. In word-initial 

position, affricates were not substantially, but significantly longer compared to 

fricatives and stops. In word-medial position, even a structural difference between 

affricates and fricatives and stops was found. Affricates were approximately twice as 

long. To test the results from the production experiment, two test sets were prepared, 

one containing only the labial obstruents [pf, f, p] and the other containing the 

alveolar obstruents [ts, z/s, t]. The notation [z/s] indicates that [z] was used word-

initially and [s] word-medially in the production experiment, (cf. the section about 

materials in chapter 4.3.1). The stimuli were presented to the listeners with a 

frequency range of 0 to 8000 Hz, providing sufficient acoustic information to perceive 

the investigated obstruents correctly. The participants are assumed to have more 
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difficulties to distinguish word-initial than word-medial obstruents, since the initial 

ones showed approximately the same duration, whereas the word-medial affricates 

were almost twice as long compared to the respective stops and fricatives.  

 

In general, it was expected that the degree of confusion between affricates, fricatives 

and stops was small, since the complete frequency range was presented to the listeners 

in this part of the experiment. Thus, if affricates are confused in terms of manner at 

all, affricates will presumably be confused with fricatives and stops because affricates 

share features with both. The combination of approximately the similar duration and 

also similar segments of word-initial affricates with the respective stops and fricatives 

makes these confusions even more conceivable. The word-initial alveolar obstruents 

are exceptional, since [z] contains the additional feature [VOICE], making it highly 

presumable that this sound is recognized much quicker compared to word-initial [ts] 

and [t]. Hence, the distinction of the sequence of word-initial alveolar obstruents 

should be facilitated in general. 

 

It was not expected that the distinction between stops and fricatives would cause any 

problems in word-initial or word-medial positions, as these both manners of 

articulation differ substantially in the way they are produced, unlike affricates, which 

share acoustic properties of both. 

 

Apart from a certain degree of confusion among affricates and the respective 

fricatives and stops it was expected to find a difference in the reaction times. The 

discrimination of the word-initial obstruents is expected to take longer than that of the 

word-medial obstruents, since duration was found to be a prime discriminator for 

word-medial obstruents and less clearly for word-initial obstruents and moreover, the 

initial stops and fricatives were proven to be longer anyway. Therefore, the 

identification of word-medial affricates is expected to be facilitated resulting in 

quicker reaction times. 

 

So, on the one hand, the stimuli containing word-medial obstruents are expected to be 

less confused compared to the word-initial stimuli. On the other hand, the reaction 

time to word-medially recorded obstruents is expected to be shorter because the 
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intrinsic duration of word-medial stops and fricatives was found to be shorter in the 

production experiment indicating a structural difference in comparison with the 

respective affricates. The reaction time measurement started with the beginning of the 

obstruents. Unlike stops and fricatives, affricates had around the same duration in 

word-initial and -medial word positions (cf. chapter 4.5). Thus, word-medial stops and 

fricatives are expectably easier to separate from affricates because affricates are much 

longer - resulting in a shorter recognition time for fricatives and stops. 

 

The prediction about the reaction times to word-medial stops and fricatives, compared 

to their word-initial counterparts, is easier than the respective forecast about affricates. 

Due to the shorter intrinsic duration of word-medially recorded fricatives and stops, 

these have presumably shorter reaction times and moreover, their perception is 

facilitated, since affricates are approximately twice as long. Consequently, at least 

word-initial labial stimuli should have shorter reaction times compared to word-

medial ones. The same prediction cannot be made for the alveolar stimuli because the 

voiced [z] might influence the results into another direction.  

 

With respect to the reaction times of alveolar versus labial stimuli, alveolar stimuli 

should cause shorter response latencies. According to Lahiri and Reetz (2002), the 

place feature [LABIAL] (which the listener extracts from the speech signal although 

place of articulation is not tested in this part of the experiment) also activates the 

feature [CORONAL], extending the search space and therefore leading to longer 

reaction times. Whereas [CORONAL] creates a mismatch condition with other place 

features - only [CORONAL] place is activated - that predictably results in shorter 

reaction times for alveolar stimuli. 

5.1.2 Methodology 

In the present section, the details about the experimental set-up of the first perception 

experiment are provided. 

5.1.2.1 Materials 

The stimuli were taken from the words recorded in the production experiment 

containing the obstruents [pf], [ts], [f], [z] or [s], [p] and [t] in various vowel contexts 
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in word-initial and -medial positions. In the production study, they had always been 

embedded into a sentence (cf. chapter 4.3.1). The words selected contained either 

affricate-stop ([pf, p], [ts, t], for example Pfunde [pfund§] ‘pounds’ and Funde [fund§] 

‘findings’, cf. Table XI) or affricate-fricative minimal pairs ([pf, f] and [ts, z/s])). For 

each type of minimal pair, three examples were chosen for the perception experiment. 

The stimuli were then cut from words containing the target sounds in word-initial and 

-medial positions in equal shares. It was not always possible to find three minimal 

pairs for each affricate-stop or respective affricate-fricative combination. Thus, the 

definition of a minimal pair was restricted to at least the VCV (vowel-consonant-

vowel) combination. For instance, Opfer ‘victim’ and Koffer ‘suitcase’ are no flawless 

minimal pair, but the resulting VCV stimuli [Npf§] versus [Nf§] that were cut from the 

original speech data have minimal pair quality.  

 

Since the minimal pairs counted more affricates,8 additional fricatives and stops were 

selected from the production database to keep the total number of obstruents in a 

balanced count. The word structure of the additional fricatives and stops corresponded 

to that of the minimal pairs with respect to the neighbouring vowel and the word 

positions. The resulting stimuli contained an equal number of data being of word-

initial and -medial origin (cf. Table XI and XII, Figure 13). 

 

Stimuli, derived from words including the word-initial obstruents, began with the 

vowel of the preceding article of the original production data, followed by the 

obstruent and one of the vowels [¤], [”], [a], [—], [¦], [¥] and [8]. For example, in the 

production experiment, a participant had uttered die Pfunde ‘the pounds’. Then, for 

the perception experiment, the stimulus [ipf¦] was cut from the original nominal 

phrase. Those stimuli derived from words containing the obstruent in word-medial 

position were cut from the noun only, for example, from Sitze ‘seats’. Here, the 

vowel, the following obstruent and the “schwa” were cut, resulting in the stimulus 

                                                

 
8 Three affricate-fricative and three affricate-stop minimal pairs result in six affricates, three stops and 

three fricatives. 
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[its§]. Finally, in all VCV stimuli, the obstruent was embedded in the medial position 

between two vowels. 

 

Unlike in the production experiments, the neighbouring vowel was not investigated. 

Each VCV stimulus was represented by the recordings of the speech material of six 

selected speakers from the production experiments, three females and three males 

respectively. 

 

 

Figure 13: Example stimulus [8pf§] that was cut from the original utterance die Zoepfe ‘the plaits’ in the 
production experiments. 

 

The speech data for the present study yielded in a total of 432 stimuli. Four minimal 

pairs, each containing two obstruents with three examples in two word positions 

spoken by six speakers summed up to 288 stimuli (cf. Table XI). 144 additional 

stimuli (cf. Table XII) were used that contained only the four obstruents [f], [z/s], [p] 

and [t] with three examples in two positions spoken by six speakers per token and 

were added to a total of 432 stimuli. The sequence of all stimuli was randomized.  
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Table XI: Minimal pairs of the perception experiment 

Word-initially  Word-medially 

 
[pf] - [f] Pfunde Funde 

 
[pf] - [f] Opfer Koffer 

 Pfingsten Finken   Naepfe Neffe 
 Pfaffe Fackel   Schnepfe Neffe 
       
[pf] - [p] Pfanne Panther  [pf] - [p] Opfer Popper 
 Pfeffer Pepper   Zoepfe Koeppe 
 Pfoestchen Poette   Naepfe Steppe 
       
[ts] - [z] Zettel Setter  [ts] - [s] Tatze Tasse 
 Ziffer Siffe   Schuetze Schuesse 
 Zuender Suende   Rotze Rosse 
       
[ts] - [t] Zupfer Tupfer  [s] - [t] Sitze Sitte 
 Zoepfe Toepfer   Netze Fette 
 Zelle Teller   Schuetze Schuette 

 

Table XII: Additional stimuli of the perception experiment 

Add. stimuli word-initially Add. stimuli word-medially 

 
[f] Felle 

 
 [f] Stoffe  

 Fette    Pueffe  
 Finne    Pfiffe  
       
[p] Pelle   [p] Kappe  
 Poette    Kippe  
 Pille    Kloppe  
       
[z] Sattel   [s] Busse  
 Suppe    Risse  
 Seppel    Kasse  
       
[t] Teckel   [t] Ratte  
 Tuecke    Putte  
 Topfen    Motte  

 

Some of the words used as stimuli for the perception experiment occurred twice in the 

original database (e.g. Opfer ‘victim’) because no other minimal pairs were found and 

the respective word was the best selection for the purpose of the present experiment. 

 

The stimuli were separately edited on hard disk using CoolEdit 2000 and then merged 

into a single soundfile (one for alveolar and one for labial obstruents). The soundfiles 
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used as stimuli were automatically normalized by using the respective CoolEdit 2000 

function to keep the amplitude, as a potential influencing factor, constant. French and 

Steinberg (1947) and Pollack (1948) had revealed that besides the particular 

frequency regions, energy plays an important role in the perception of speech sounds 

why the amplitude was kept constant for all stimuli. Finally, the speech data was 

copied to a Sony DAT TCD-D100 recorder. 

5.1.2.2 Method 

Each experimental session was carried out with four listeners in the linguistic 

laboratory of the University of Konstanz. The stimuli were played from the Sony 

DAT TCD-D100 recorder over Sennheiser HD 520 II headphones. The listeners had 

to decide, which sound they heard and had to press one of three buttons labeled on a 

reaction time box. They were advised to use only the forefinger of their preferred 

hand and to press the button as quickly as possible. The response itself and the 

respective reaction times were measured and automatically written to a text file. Each 

task of the experiment started with three beep tones, followed by a pause of 200 ms, 

followed by the stimulus, a pause of 1500 ms and again a beep tone. The reaction time 

measurements started with the beginning of the obstruent within the stimulus. 

Affricates and stops were measured from the beginning of the closure (or at the end of 

the preceding vowel, respectively, which was presented to the listeners as well). The 

latter applied for fricatives, too, but the measurement started here with the beginning 

of the frication. 

 

Since the ability to discriminate affricates from fricatives and stops, labial and 

alveolar sounds had to be treated separately in two different tasks (cf. section 5.1.1.2). 

The subject had to press one of three different keys (e.g. the key for [pf], [p] or [f]). 

To distinguish six different keys for alveolar and labial obstruents at the same time 

would have been too difficult and might have led to an unfavorable influence on the 

reliability of the reaction times. 

 

Altogether, three tasks per session were performed. Firstly, a training task was 

conducted, asking the listeners to decide whether they heard a [pf], [f] or [p]. After the 

training task, the participants were allowed to ask questions, in case something had 
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remained unclear. With the next task, following after a few minutes break, the actual 

experimental session started. The participants had to discriminate the complete labial 

speech data (216 stimuli) and in the next task, the alveolar speech data (also 216 

stimuli). The whole session including breaks took approximately 20 minutes. 

5.1.2.3 Participants 

16 listeners (8 male and 8 female) were recruited from the linguistic students’ 

population of the University of Konstanz. All participants were native speakers of 

German and reported no speech or hearing impairments. The subjects were paid for 

their contribution.  

5.1.3 Analysis 

An automatically generated text file from the decision task was transferred to the 

statistical site JMP 5.0. The reaction times of each listener were taken into account, as 

well as the number of correct and incorrect responses to the stimuli. Further, the 

speakers’ gender (male or female) and the original word position of the stimulus 

(initial or medial) was analyzed.  

 

A full-factorial repeated measures ANOVA was computed to analyze the reaction 

times of the participants to the stimuli. The non-significant interactions and factors 

were removed to finally interpret the relevant factors only. The following factors were 

chosen for the full factorial model: 

 

• Response to Obstruent ([pf], [ts], [f], [z/s], [p], [t]) 

• Word Position of stimulus (initial or medial) 

• Gender of speaker (male or female) 

• Subject as random factor (16 listeners) 

 

The factors were the same for each analysis. The standard least squares design with 

Restricted Maximum Likelihood Estimation (REML) was used. The application of a 

random effect for the variable Subject is compatible with a ‘by subject analysis’. The 
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REML estimation does not substitute missing values by estimated means and no 

synthetic denominators are needed. If the results revealed a significant obstruent 

effect, post hoc tests were performed. The post hoc tests used in JMP build a contrast 

of a set of linear combinations of parameters in terms of the least squares means of the 

effect. The obstruents for the contrast details in the post hoc tests were not grouped 

for the same reason outlined in chapter 4.4. 
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5.1.4 Results 

The results of the first perception experiment are subdivided into two parts. In the first 

part, the degree of confusion of the obstruent stimuli is described. In the second part, 

the reaction time measurements are discussed. Finally, the results of both parts are 

summarized. 

5.1.4.1 Confusion analysis 

The counts in the confusion matrices are not completely balanced. Some reactions 

towards the stimuli had to be excluded because no key was pressed at all. Table XIII 

and XIV present the confusion matrices for each stimulus.  

 

Table XIII: Confusion matrices for stimuli with word-initial obstruents included, counting the number of 
responses. The last row of the table presents the percentage of correctly identified items (“c.i”) per 
obstruent. The columns represent the presented stimuli and the rows represent what was perceived.  

 [pf] [p] [f]   [ts] [t] [z] 

[pf] 514 11 4  [ts] 519 11 4 

[p] 41 539 4  [t] 44 557 2 

[f] 36 10 567  [z] 6 6 567 

c.i. % 86.97% 96.25% 98.61%   91.21% 97.04% 98.95% 

 

Table XIV: Confusion matrices for stimuli with word-medial obstruents included, counting the number of 
responses. The last row of the table presents the percentage of correctly identified items (“c.i”) per 
obstruent. The columns represent the presented stimuli and the rows represent what was perceived.  

 [pf] [p] [f]   [ts] [t] [s] 

[pf] 561 10 7  [ts] 548 12 10 

[p] 13 554 3  [t] 13 555 5 

[f] 2 9 562  [s] 7 5 556 

c.i. % 97.4% 96.68% 98.25%   96.48% 97.03% 97.37% 

 

The results show that the alveolar and labial affricates [pf] and [ts] had a poorer 

identification rate in word-initial position than in word-medial position. In word-

initial position, 86.97% of the labial [pf]-stimuli were identified correctly, but in 
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word-medial position even 97.4%. Looking at the alveolar [ts] stimuli, 91.21% in 

word-initial position and 96.48% of the word-medial stimuli were identified correctly 

by the listeners. The identification rate of stops and fricatives was around the same in 

word-initial and -medial positions (between 96% and 99%). The confusion of stops 

and fricatives with other sounds was so rare that it must be considered as pure lapse. 

 

It was not possible to calculate a logistic analysis on the dichotomous factors, such as 

“correctly” and “non-correctly” identified items because nearly all of them were 

correctly identified, especially with regard to fricatives and stops. This misbalanced 

distribution of the responses (nearly no incorrectly identified fricatives and stops) 

allows no proper statistical analysis because factors need to be equilibrated to some 

point to calculate an ANOVA. For this reason, only the reaction times of the correctly 

identified items were taken into account to estimate an ANOVA. 

5.1.4.2 Reaction time analysis 

A full-factorial ANOVA (Obstruent x Gender x Position) revealed a strong effect 

concerning the reaction times of the participants to the factor Obstruent [r2 = 0.65, 

F(5,6363) = 126.16, p < .0001]. The factor word Position also showed an effect [r2 = 

0.65, F(1,6363) = 27.3, p < .0001]. 

 

The Obstruent x Position interaction was also highly significant [r2 = 0.65, F(5,6363) 

= 9.26, p < .0001]. Post hoc tests indicated that the reaction times were significantly 

different contrasting each affricate with each fricative and stop (i.e. [pf] contrasted 

with [p] and [f], [ts] contrasted with [t] and [z/s]). In all tested conditions, a result of (t 

< .0001) was achieved, apart from the contrast [pf] versus [p] in word-initial position 

that was less significant (t ≤ .0388) and [pf] versus [p] in word-medial position that 

was not significantly different at all. 

 

It took the listeners significantly longer to decide that they heard an affricate in 

comparison to the reaction times to fricatives and stops (cf. Table XV) for stimuli 

recorded in word-initial and -medial positions. It had been expected that the reaction 

times to word-medial affricates would be longer, since the corresponding stimuli were 

longer in itself. Considering word-initial stimuli, it is not immediately obvious, why 
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the participants needed longer to decide that they heard an affricate compared to the 

reaction latencies towards the respective stops and fricatives. Especially the difference 

between the reaction times of affricates and fricatives is predominant. Fricatives are in 

general easier to recognize compared to affricates and stops because the reaction time 

measurements start with the beginning of the frication, whereas for affricates and 

stops it starts with the closure. It was proven that the transition between vowel and 

stop contains information about place of articulation (e.g. Sussman et al., 1998), but it 

does not seem to help on the decision discriminating manner. Still, word-initially 

recorded affricates show longer reaction times compared to stops. This is explained by 

the slightly longer duration of word-initial affricates compared to fricatives and stops 

in the production experiment (cf. chapter 4.5.1).  

 

The examination of the reaction times contrasting each obstruent per word position 

exposed that the reaction times for labial obstruents in word-initial position are 

significantly longer compared to those in word-medial position. The average reaction 

time for word-initial [f] is 535 ms compared to 516 ms for word-medial [f] (t ≤ 

.0147). For word-initial [p], an average reaction time of 628 ms was calculated, versus 

593 ms word-medial [p] (t < .0001). The word-initial affricate [pf] showed the highest 

average reaction time with 644 ms compared to 593 ms for word-medial [pf] (t < 

.0001).  

 

Post hoc tests for the alveolar obstruents revealed less clear results: word-initial [z] 

and -medial [s], as well as initial and medial [ts] revealed no significant difference in 

their reaction times. Word-initial [t] caused a significantly longer reaction time (461 

ms) compared to word-medial [t] with an average reaction time of 444 ms (t ≤ .0336). 

The stimuli containing word-initial [z] caused the shortest average reaction time of all. 

As expected, the voicing feature of [z], as the only investigated phoneme that was 

voiced at all, speeded the discrimination up, in comparison to the other, voiceless 

obstruents. 

 

Thus, the longer reaction times for labial stimuli recorded in word-initial position 

indicate that the process of manner discrimination is more difficult for word-initial 

than for word-medial obstruents. The alveolar obstruents do not show the same 
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pattern at first, but the quick response of the listeners in discriminating the word-

initial stimulus [ts], [z] or [t] is again explained by the presence of the voiced [z], 

allowing a much faster discrimination, at least between [ts] and [z]. Consequently, the 

discrimination of the voiceless [ts] and [t] might have been easier for the listeners, 

resulting in shorter reaction times. The high recognition rate of [z], and at the same 

time the little amount of confusion with other sounds, supports the claim that the 

voicing cue in [z] facilitates its recognition.  

 

The average reaction times to the obstruent per word position are presented in Table 

XV. 

 

Table XV: Average reaction times in ms to the stimuli containing obstruents that were produced word-initially or 
-medially. 

Position [pf] [p] [f]  [ts] [t] [z],[s] 

Initial 644 628 535  496 461 397 

Medial 593 593 516  503 444 411 

 

A strong influence of speaker Gender was measurable [r2 = 0.65, F(1,6363) = 21.69, p 

< .0001]. Considering the responses with respect to speaker Gender, averaged over all 

obstruents, listeners reacted significantly faster to the stimuli produced by female 

speakers (517 ms) compared to those of male speakers (534 ms). However, a closer 

examination of the interaction with other factors shows the effect of Gender in a 

different light. The interaction of all factors (Obstruent x Position x Gender) was also 

highly significant [r2 = 0.65, F(5,6363) = 4.82, p ≤ .0002]. The latter interaction 

shows the same pattern with respect to the factor Gender that had been revealed by 

the pure Obstruent x Position interaction (cf. Table XVI). The recognition of word-

medial labial obstruents shows faster reaction times compared to the word-initial 

ones. Post hoc tests revealed that the reaction to the labial stimuli of both male and 

female speakers was significantly longer for the stimuli containing the word-initial 

obstruents (t < .0001). This observation supports the hypothesis that it is easier to 

distinguish the word-medial obstruents because they show a structural difference in 

their duration (word-medial affricates turned out to be nearly twice as long compared 

to those in word-initial position, as was shown in the production study) and therefore 
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it is much easier for the listeners to decide, which sound is presented to them. But it 

does not show a difference in the reaction times with respect to the speaker Gender.  

 

The post hoc tests on the recognition of the alveolar Obstruents per Gender did not 

show significant results. The pattern of duration is even less clear, as for the labial 

stimuli (cf. Figure 14 and Table XVI). The average reaction times for the alveolar 

stimuli will be even longer if they contain a word-medial obstruent, but since the 

difference is rather small, it is statistically not significant.  

 

Altogether, the average reaction time to the alveolar obstruents is much smaller 

compared to that of the labial ones. If a male speaker produced the stimulus, the 

average reaction time on perceiving word-initial [pf] took 666 ms, but to reckon the 

word-initial [ts], it took only 519 ms. Whereas the average reaction time for word-

medial [pf] was 596 ms (70 ms difference compared to the word-initial [pf]), while 

the average reaction time for word-medial [ts] took 524 ms (5 ms difference compared 

to word-initial [ts]). Post hoc tests indicate that there is a significant difference in the 

perception of word-initial alveolar and labial stimuli for female (t ≤ .0146) and male 

speakers (t ≤ .0142). As stated above, the listeners needed more time to identify the 

labial stimuli. For the perception of word-medial stimuli produced by a female 

speaker, the listeners were again much quicker in responding to the alveolar stimuli (t 

≤ .0273) than to the labial ones. The reaction times to the stimuli containing male 

speakers revealed no significant difference. No further influence of the factor Gender 

with respect to manner of articulation was proven. 

Table XVI: Average reaction times per gender in ms to the stimuli containing obstruents that were produced 
word-initially or -medially. 

Position [pf] [p] [f]  [ts] [t] [z], [s] 

Female Speaker       

Initial 622 634 536  473 469 399 

Medial 589 597 517  481 422 392 

Male Speaker       

Initial 666 621 534  519 453 396 

Medial 596 590 515  524 467 429 
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Figure 14: Average reaction times in ms on the stimuli per speaker gender and word position 

 

5.1.4.3 Summary  

Overall, the hypothesis of a structural difference in Standard High German affricates 

[pf] and [ts] was verified by the results of this perception experiment. The employed 

VCV stimuli contained the obstruents [pf, f, p, ts, z/s, t] in word-initial and -medial 

positions from the production experiment. One finding of the production study was 

that word-medial affricates are nearly twice as long as the corresponding fricatives 

and stops. Thus, the conclusion was drawn that word-medial affricates behave as 

bisegmental and not as monosegmental, as they do in word-initial position, and as 

they are commonly considered to do in linguistic literature. In word-initial position, 

the intrinsic duration of affricates was similar to that of fricatives and stops, indicating 

no structural difference. Conclusively, affricates should be more confused with 

fricatives and stops compared to the same relation in word-medial position (because 

affricates were produced nearly twice as long compared to the equivalent fricatives 

and stops and should therefore be easier to discriminate).  

 

Indeed, this hypothesis was verified by the perception experiment. Stimuli containing 

word-initial affricates were more often confused compared to stimuli with word-
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medial affricates. The same did not apply to fricatives and stops, the latter had 

approximately the same amount of confusion, no matter, in which word position they 

had been recorded. As predicted, affricates were more often confused compared to 

fricatives and stops which showed a very small degree of confusion. This finding 

relates to the fact that affricates share features with both stops and fricatives, and are 

consequently more likely to be confused with them. Stops and fricatives were hardly 

ever confused. Remarkably, affricates were more often confused with stops and 

definitely less with fricatives, although the structure of the stimuli could have 

suggested that affricates and fricatives have more similarities in their acoustic 

properties in a VCV segment. This finding supports the view of many phonologists, 

namely that affricates are stops with an additional stridency feature (cf. among others, 

Jacobsen, Fant & Halle, 1976). 

 

Related to the reaction times of the listeners to a particular sound, the identification of 

word-initial stimuli should take longer than in the condition with the word-medial 

stimuli (for the same reasons outlined above). At first sight, the reaction times support 

the results obtained from the production study only partially. The reaction times for 

the correctly identified stimuli were indeed quicker responding to the labial word-

medial stimuli than to labial word-initial stimuli, but the same pattern is not applicable 

to the corresponding alveolar condition. Only those alveolar stimuli containing the 

initial stop [t] showed a significant difference compared to the stimuli recorded in 

word-medial position. The other two contrasts were not significantly different, testing 

the response on alveolar affricates and fricatives in word-initial against those recorded 

in word-medial positions. 

 

Nevertheless, the diverging results of labial and alveolar stimuli are no contradiction. 

The decision task testing the discrimination ability of the alveolar affricates against 

fricatives and stops is supposed to be facilitated because the initial alveolar fricative 

stimuli contained the additional feature [VOICE]. It was already indicated by the results 

of the production experiment that [ts], [z] and [t] reveal a larger difference in their 

intrinsic duration compared to the labial pendants. The voiced fricative [z] was 

outstanding because it had a much shorter duration compared to all other sounds. 

Thus, the cue voicing in the acoustic signal has to be considered as a highly potential 
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discriminator facilitating the listeners’ decision, which alveolar sound they had 

perceived.  

 

The listeners showed shorter reaction latencies to alveolar than to the labial stimuli, 

indicating that it is easier for the listeners to process alveolar stimuli. This finding 

goes along with the theory of underspecification, as described by Lahiri and Reetz 

(2002). The detection of labiality in the acoustic signal activates the place features 

[LABIAL] and [CORONAL], since the latter is underspecified. But if a coronal place of 

articulation is detected in the speech signal, only the feature [CORONAL] will be 

mapped to the speech signal causing less time for processing or, in other words, 

resulting in shorter reaction times to alveolar stimuli.  

 

And this is ultimately why the reaction times to the alveolar fricative and affricate 

stimuli recorded in word-initial position were not significantly longer than for those 

recorded in word-medial position: the initial fricative had the additional feature 

[VOICE] facilitating the distinction of the initial alveolar obstruents, including 

affricates. So, the difference in the average reaction time of initial [z] in comparison 

to the medial [s] is 14 ms, for the initial and medial alveolar affricate stimuli, the 

difference is only 7 ms (cf. Table XV).  

 

As a conclusion, the results of the degree of confusion of the not manipulated stimuli, 

definitely support the findings of the production experiment. Word-medial stimuli 

were less confused than word-initial ones. The results of the reaction times 

measurements are also supportive. An obvious difference in the reaction times by 

word position was found in the task with the labial stimuli and also in that with the 

alveolar stimuli (cf. preceding paragraph). Although the stimuli containing word-

medial labial affricates were much longer in duration, they showed significantly 

shorter reaction latencies. The hypothesis of the production study, indicating a 

structural difference of affricates in word-initial and word-medial position, is 

definitely verified by the results of the present perception experiment. 
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5.2 Experiment II 

The second perception experiment was designed to clarify whether the results from 

the production study are implementable to a speech recognition system. Another 

question concerned the impact of the frequency information from particular frequency 

regions needed for the correct place identification of the investigated obstruents. An 

important difference to experiment I was the focus of analysis. Whereas in experiment 

I, the main focus was to support the findings of the production data discriminating 

manner of articulation by measuring duration, the aim of the second experiment was 

to support the findings of place discrimination by relative amplitude.  

 

In the 1940s, a lot of research about the relevance of filtering particular frequency 

bands from the speech signal was conducted with regard to telecommunication 

applications. Especially the Bell laboratories were leading in research – in tradition 

with the invention of the telephone by Alexander Graham Bell in 1876. The main 

impact of these studies was the intelligibility of speech as a function of the intensity in 

particular frequency regions (cf. French & Steinberg, 1947, Pollack, 1948). Pollack 

(1948) tested the intelligibility of various ranges of frequencies in the speech signal. 

He chose monosyllabic word stimuli, read by two speakers to nine listeners. The 

stimuli had to be read and could not be played from a tape to the listeners because this 

was technically impossible at that time. The stimuli were masked with white noise 

that was added to the speech signal over headphones. He found that the higher 

frequencies contribute less to the intelligibility of the stimuli and explained it by the 

masking noise that had a stronger effect on the higher frequencies. Consequently, the 

intensity for a high frequency tone needs to be higher compared to a low-pass 

frequency tone in order to be perceived correctly. Moreover, the energy is naturally 

more intense in the low frequency regions compared to the high ones. As a general 

conclusion, both energy and frequency contribute in an interdependent way to the 

intelligibility. A signal with 50 dB that was low-pass filtered at 4000 Hz is almost 

completely intelligible. A phone line with a cut-off frequency of 3400 Hz and 

intensity of 50 dB would allow around 80% correct stimulus identification. Stimuli in 

the same condition, but with a intensity of 20 dB showed a decreased recognition rate 

of 42% correct stimulus identification.  
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In the present experiments, the factor of intensity was eliminated by normalizing the 

amplitude of the stimuli, so finally all stimuli had the same intensity. The factor noise 

was unpredictable in the present speech data because the recordings had been 

conducted in a normal home environment. Concerning the study of Pollack (1948), it 

should be kept in mind that his stimuli consisted of monosyllabic words. These might 

have influenced the results in a way that if the listeners were not able to identify a 

stimulus correctly by means of the acoustics, the available linguistic information 

would have guided them in the end. For this reason, perception experiments are 

nowadays usually conducted with nonsense stimuli. 

 

In 1955, Miller and Nicely presented a study about the perceptual confusions of 16 

American English consonants that were read to listeners wearing headphones. 5 

subjects served as listeners and speakers at the same time (one subject spoke, the other 

four were listening). In each condition, 250 CV stimuli were presented to the four 

listeners, consisting of one of the consonants followed by the vowel [a]. The different 

conditions were characterized by various filters with cut-off frequencies, as described 

below that were applied to the stimuli with varying SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio; 

ranging from -12 dB up to +12 dB). Additionally, the signal was masked with white 

noise. They found that low-pass filtering and noise have similar effects on speech 

perception. High-pass filtering produced results that were rather unpredictable 

because those parts of the signal containing critical information were removed, for 

example, information, which can be gained from the transition between consonant and 

vowel. Further, they found that low-pass filtering severely affects place detection 

within the group of investigated consonants. In the following, the results gained by 

Miller and Nicely (1955) are discussed, but only with respect to the consonants of the 

present investigation (i.e. [s, f, p, t]). The results are summarized in Figure 15 giving 

the absolute values (because the target obstruents used in the present investigation 

could also be recognized as one of the other consonants that were investigated by 

Miller and Nicely (1955).  
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Miller & Nicely confusion matrix
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Figure 15: Extracted results of the Miller and Nicely study (1955). The notation p[p] refers to the sound [p] 
recognized as [p], whereas p[t] refers to [p] recognized as [t]. The x-axis represents the frequency 
responses of the stimuli and the y-axis shows the absolute value of how many sounds were 
recognized correctly. The hatched bars indicate the incorrect perception of respective obstruent as 
its fricative or stop counterpart.   

 

The first set of bars represents the response to stimuli played with complete frequency 

range between 200-6500 Hz (because the headphones used in their investigation had 

this limited bandwidth). The recognition in this set of frequency range is comparable 

to the unfiltered stimuli of experiment I of the present investigation. A reduction of 

the frequency range to 200-600 Hz within the signal produced quite poor results. 

Those stimuli with a frequency range of 200-2500 Hz revealed a higher recognition 

accuracy for alveolar sounds than for the labial ones, although still a relatively high 

number of confusions were observable. For stimuli between 200-5000 Hz, nearly all 

stimuli were judged correctly and nearly no confusions were made. Related to the 

present investigation, it is expectable that low-pass filtering with a cut-off frequency 

of 4000 Hz might come to similar results. Unfortunately, there is no high-pass filter 

condition that would closely match with that of the present investigation. But the 

responses to stimuli with a frequency response of 2000-5000 Hz, 3000-5000 Hz and 

4500-5000 Hz clearly show that alveolar sounds are much better identified compared 
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to their labial counterparts. The latter results are the more likely ones to be compared 

with the high-pass filter condition of the present investigation. 

 

Fant (1973) employed the same approach as Miller and Nicely (1955) and tested the 

intelligibility of English and Swedish low-pass filtered CV stimuli with a cut-off 

frequency of 2000 Hz. He found that for both languages, [t] was almost to 100% 

perceived as [k], and also [s] was never identified correctly. Whereas Swedish [p] was 

correctly identified in 8 of 10 cases and English [p] was, apart from one confusion 

with [k], always identified correctly. The English affricate [tR] was six times confused 

with [k], once with [R] and three times identified correctly. The Swedish [f] was 

always identified correctly, but the English [f] was three times confused with [R]. The 

results of Fant (1973) suggest that listeners show a tendency to recognize the 2000 Hz 

low-pass filtered alveolar stop [t] as [k] and the alveolar fricative [s] as any other 

place from dental to palato-alveolar, but not as alveolar.  

 

In the present investigation, no band-pass filters were used (e.g. to filter just one 

frequency band with a bandwidth of 1000 Hz at a specific frequency region from the 

speech signal), as the results of the production study might have indicated, because 

relevant information, such as a concentration or peak of energy might vary within 

different speakers, especially if they had a different gender. Since the speech data of 6 

different speakers was used for the perception study, a frequency band with a 

bandwidth of 1000 Hz might contain relevant information of one speaker, but not for 

another; resulting in unpredictable stimuli. 

5.2.1 Research questions and hypothesis 

The second perception experiment was designed to validate the results of the relative 

amplitude measurements of the production study. Relative amplitude was found to be 

the best method to distinguish place of articulation of the investigated obstruents. 

Logarithmic distance measure, as the other investigated metric in the production 

experiment for place distinction, was not considered in the respective perception 

experiment because the results were not as robust as those gained for the relative 

amplitude metric. To evaluate the results of the relative amplitude, the frequency 
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bands containing the most valuable information to distinguish the affricates [pf] and 

[ts], the fricatives [f] and [s/z] and the stops [p] and [t] were removed from the speech 

signal. The modified soundfiles with the missing frequency regions were cut into 

stimuli and then presented to the participants. The details are described in section 

5.2.2.1. 

 

As one might have experienced, sounds as [f] and [s], or [p] and [t], or [m] and [n] are 

the most likely sounds to be confused over a telephone line. Especially voiceless 

consonants are much easier to confuse compared to vowels because the latter have a 

rather distinct shape (i.e. the formants) in the acoustic signal. But consonant 

identification is eased by the context of vowels. Jongman et al. (2000a) found that the 

accuracy of fricative identification achieves better results with a given vowel context 

than on the basis of frication noise alone. The results of Jongman et al. (2000a) 

suggest that the fricatives [z/s, f] can be distinguished in the low-pass filtered 

condition, whereas it should be more difficult in the high-pass filter condition because 

all relevant information belonging to the vowel is cut-off. Consequently, it is expected 

that the spectral peaks of energy alone do not allow a correct identification. 

 

Nevertheless, the importance of spectral peak information was shown in a study of 

Heinz and Stevens (1961). They revealed that [s] has a lower spectral peak, between 

4.5 and 6.5 kHz, compared to [f] with a peak above 6.5 kHz. Assuming then that there 

is not so much information with respect to energy for fricatives in the speech signal 

below 4.5 Hz it should be rather impossible to distinguish [s] and [f] if the acoustic 

signal is low-pass filtered. The discrimination of the two fricatives is assumed to be 

difficult because the spectral peaks of both sounds are removed if the stimuli 

contained only the frequencies between 0 and 4000 Hz. Even if this particular 

invariant cue is not responsible alone for the correct fricative identification, it seems 

to have some impact in relation to other cues. It can be expected that the spectral peak 

of fricatives carries relevant information for their identification; not as a static cue as 

described by Heinz and Stevens (1961), but as relative information, which is also 

derived from the neighbouring vowel, as was shown for relative amplitude (cf. 

Jongman et al., 2000b). Taking this into account, place of articulation in fricatives 

might be better distinguished in the high-pass filter condition because the spectral 
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peak of both fricatives is above 4.5 kHz (cf. Heinz & Stevens, 1961). Thus, fricatives 

in experiment II should be less confused in the high-pass filter condition compared to 

the low-pass filter condition.  

 

In the case of stops, the low-pass filtered stimuli are expected to allow a much better 

place recognition because place identity was proved to be coded in the F2 transition 

between consonant and vowel. Stevens and Blumstein (1981) found that the labial 

stop [p] had a rather flat spectrum because the frication noise source at the lips affects 

all formants equally. The alveolar stops excite noise especially at the higher 

frequencies and less at the lower frequencies. The results of Stevens and Blumstein 

(1981) go along with the results gained by the relative amplitude metric in the 

production experiment. Alveolar obstruents showed a greater relative amplitude, 

especially in the higher frequency regions. It is not clear to which extent the “higher 

frequency regions”, defined by Stevens and Blumstein (1981), go. The highest 

frequency value that was applied by Stevens and Blumstein (1981) in their neutral 

spectrum was the F4 area with 3500 Hz, but the energy of alveolar stops definitely 

exceeds this frequency area. Since alveolar stops showed an upwards shift compared 

to the neutral spectrum and a great relative amplitude in the production study, the 

distinction of [p] and [t] is expected to be possible in the perception experiment for 

stimuli recorded in word-initial and medial positions. The confusion of stops is 

therefore expected to be low in the high- and low-pass filtering settings. 

 

With respect to place distinction of affricates, the production experiment had shown 

that affricates almost always showed the highest relative amplitude followed by 

fricatives in the higher frequency bands (between 4 and 8 kHz). Since both fricatives 

and stops are supposed to be distinguishable in the high-pass filter condition, and also 

to a great extent in the low-pass filter condition, the same is expected to apply for 

affricates. 

 

In the production experiment, the frequency band between 2-3 kHz allowed the 

distinction of place of articulation of all obstruents, which is comparable to the low-

pass filter condition. The reason why all places were discriminable in this case is the 

presence of the vowel energy. So, for all obstruents, place is expected to be 
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distinguishable to some extent in the low-pass filter condition. This was also revealed 

by the study of Pollack (1948), with the low-pass filter condition allowing a correct 

identification of nearly all stimuli. In Pollack’s low-pass filter condition with a cut-off 

frequency of 3400 Hz, 80% of the stimuli were identified correctly. But it should be 

kept in mind that Pollack’s stimuli consisted of words and not nonsense stimuli. 

 

The reaction times to the stimuli are expected to be shorter for the underspecified 

alveolar stimuli (cf. experiment I), and according to the results of Miller and Nicely 

(1955), alveolar stimuli are expected to be easier to recognize in general, since shorter 

reaction times indicate less complicated identification processes. 

 

The difference between word-initially and -medially recorded stimuli does not play 

the same role as in experiment I because the task was to distinguish place and not 

manner of articulation. The duration of sounds in the production experiment had 

proved to discriminate between different manners, but not places of articulation. 

 

The results of this perception experiment will also contribute to the question whether 

dynamic or rather static properties in the speech signal allow a better perception. If the 

high-pass filter condition allows correct identification of place of articulation in the 

investigated obstruents, the theory of invariant static cues in the speech signal would 

be supported. But if the high-pass filter condition did not allow proper place 

identification, at least in the case of fricatives, the theory of invariant cues would be 

challenged because the spectral peak alone lacks information for proper perception, 

which usually comes from the consonant-vowel boundary. 

 

If a correct identification of the low-pass filtered stimuli was possible, these results 

would provide evidence for the implementation of the relative amplitude algorithm to 

an automatic speech recognizer. In general, speech recognizers have to cope with a 

limited bandwidth of the incoming speech signal. For example, the bandwidth of an 

ordinary telephone line is less than 4000 Hz and the frequency bands above 4000 Hz 

would be of no benefit (because they are cut off).  
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5.2.2 Methodology 

The following section describes the experimental set-up of the second perception 

experiment. 

5.2.2.1 Materials 

The stimuli were the same as in experiment I, except that the speech signal of the 

stimuli was manipulated by filters in two different ways. In the first set, each stimulus 

of experiment I was high-pass filtered, in the second set, all stimuli were low-pass 

filtered, resulting in twice as many stimuli as in experiment I. Thus, 432 high- and 

432 low-pass filtered stimuli were created that were mixed in a way that each subset 

contained the same amount of high- and low-pass filtered stimuli. Each subset was 

presented to a different group of listeners with each group containing eight 

participants (but each session was carried out with 4 participants). Each subset 

contained the same number of obstruents recorded in word-initial and -medial 

positions. Also, the speaker gender of the production data was equally distributed over 

the two groups. It was assumed that the attention of the listeners would have been 

reduced if they had to judge the complete set of stimuli why the subsets were 

generated. The stimuli were organized as follows: 

 

• 432 original stimuli 

• Subdivided into two textual equivalent subsets with 216 stimuli 

• Each stimulus was high- and low-pass filtered resulting in again 432 stimuli 

• Two groups of 8 listeners were determined, each group got one subset 

 

The filters were applied in a way that some frequencies could pass, whereas others 

were attenuated. The input speech data consisted of the stimuli of experiment I. The 

FFT high- and low-pass filters had a window size of 26.7 ms, as a windowing type 

“Blackman” was chosen. The low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 4000 Hz 

returned a signal with frequencies between 0 and 4000 Hz only, whereas the high-pass 

filter with a cut-off frequency of 4000 Hz retains all frequencies above 4000 Hz and 

attenuates all frequencies below. So, the high-pass filtered stimuli contained the 

frequencies between 4000 and 8000 Hz. The speech data was filtered using Cool Edit 
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2000. Examples of the filtered stimuli can be found in Figure 16 for the high-pass 

filtered stimulus [8pf§] and in Figure 17 for the same stimulus processed by the low-

pass filter. The screen shots were compiled using CSL Multispeech 2.5.1. 

 

 

Figure 16: Example stimulus [8pf§] high-pass filtered at 4000Hz cut from the original utterance die Zoepfe 
‘the plaits’ from the production experiment. The upper window displays the waveform, the lower 
window the spectrogram. 

 

Figure 17: Example stimulus [8pf§] low-pass filtered at 4000Hz, cut from the original utterance die Zoepfe 
‘the plaits’ from the production experiment. The upper window displays the waveform, the lower 
window the spectrogram. 
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All other procedures concerning the stimulus preparation were identical to those 

applied in experiment I. 

5.2.2.2 Method 

In general, the sessions were carried out as in experiment I, but in the present 

experiment, listeners had to decide, which place of articulation - labial or alveolar - 

they heard in the respective groups of affricates, fricatives and stops. Accordingly, the 

session was subdivided into three tasks. As in experiment I, the session started with an 

additional training task. In the first task (after the training), the listeners had to decide 

whether they heard the fricative [s/z] or [f], in the second task whether they heard the 

affricate [pf] or [ts] and in the third task, which stop, [p] or [t]. Between each task, a 

break of approximately two minutes was taken. The complete session including 

breaks took approximately 20 minutes. 

5.2.2.3 Participants 

16 listeners per experiment were recruited from the linguistic student’s population of 

the University of Konstanz. All participants were native speakers of German and 

reported neither speech nor hearing impairments. The subjects were paid for their 

contribution. None of the subjects participated in the first experiment. Since two 

subsets of stimuli were used (cf. section 5.2.2.1), the participants had to be split into 

two groups. In each group, the same number of male and female listeners participated.  

5.2.3 Analysis 

The procedure of analysis was in general the same as in experiment I. Yet, the focus 

was different because place of articulation should be analyzed within the groups of 

affricates, fricatives and stops. Therefore, it was checked how often and in which 

situations [pf] was confused with [ts], [p] with [t] and so on. Finally, two variables 

were measured and evaluated: (1) the number of correct and incorrect responses (2) 

the mean reaction times for identification. The reaction times for the correctly and 

erroneously identified items were evaluated in separate steps because the processes 

leading to a correct or wrong decision (i.e. press the correct or wrong key) are 

supposed to be different. Therefore, a separated statistical evaluation is indicated. 
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The new factor Filter had to be added to calculate the ANOVA of the present 

experiment. Whereas the factor Group referring to the two sets of stimuli was not 

considered for two reasons: (1) the factor caused problems in the calculation of the 

ANOVA because of a misbalanced number of items due to missing responses when 

no key was pressed at all. (2) Instead of implementing the factor “group”, each subject 

was set as random factor. The two sets of stimuli showed no textural difference at all.  

 

Finally, the following factors were applied to calculate the ANOVA: 

 

• Response to Obstruent ([pf], [ts], [f], [z] or [s], [p], [t]) 

• Word Position of stimulus (initial or medial) 

• Gender of speaker (male or female) 

• Filter (high- or low-pass filter)  

• Subject as random factor (16 listeners) 

 

Apart from the additional factor Filter, the method of statistical analysis was the same 

as in experiment I, including the fact that the obstruent responses for the post hoc 

analysis were not grouped into labial and alveolar sounds to get information about an 

effect of manner. This procedure has to be kept in mind, when reading the results 

section because it will not be explicitly mentioned again. 
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5.2.4 Results 

As in experiment I, this subchapter starts with a report on the degree of confusion, 

followed by the results of the reaction time analysis. The reaction time analysis is here 

splitted into two different sections, one dealing with the correctly identified items, the 

other discussing the reaction times of the erroneously identified items. This 

subchapter is finished by a summary. 

5.2.4.1 Confusion analysis 

As in experiment I, some reactions had to be excluded because no key was pressed at 

all. The following Table XVII shows the degree of confusion. 

Table XVII: Confusion matrices for the high-pass filtered stimuli with a cut-off frequency of 4000 Hz counting 
the number of responses. The last row of the table presents the percentage of correctly identified 
items (“c.i”) per obstruent. The upper table refers to stimuli with the obstruents produced word-
initially, the lower table word-medially. The columns represent the presented stimuli and the rows 
represent what was perceived. 

High-pass filter condition - word-initially 
 [pf] [ts] [f] [z] [p] [t] 

[pf] 51 31     
[ts] 232 254     

[f]   1 4   

[s]   285 281   

[p]     54 77 

[t]     218 202 

c.i. 18.02% 89.12% 0.35% 98.6% 19.85% 72.4% 
 

High-pass filter condition - word-medially 

 [pf] [ts] [f] [s] [p] [t] 

[pf] 37 29     

[ts] 249 256     

[f]   3 2   

[s]   285 285   

[p]     76 73 

[t]     200 203 

c.i. 12.94% 89.82% 1.04% 99.3% 27.54% 73.55% 
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Table XVIII: Confusion matrix for the low-pass filtered stimuli with a cut-off frequency of 4000 Hz counting the 
number of responses. The last row of the table presents the percentage of correctly identified items 
(“c.i.) per obstruent. The upper table refers to stimuli with the obstruents produced word-initially, 
the lower table word-medially. The columns represent the presented stimuli and the rows represent 
what was perceived. 

Low-pass filter condition - word-initially 

 [pf] [ts] [f] [z] [p] [t] 

[pf] 271 40     

[ts] 15 245     

[f]   276 28   

[z]   9 256   

[p]     189 62 

[t]     93 225 

c.i. 94.76% 85.96% 96.84% 90.14% 78.4% 67.02% 

 

Low-pass filter condition - word-medially 

 [pf] [ts] [f] [s] [p] [t] 

[pf] 277 56     

[ts] 8 229     

[f]   258 77   

[s]   29 206   

[p]     209 69 

[t]     73 218 

c.i. 97.19% 80.35% 89.9% 72.79% 74.11% 75.96% 

 

Overall, the low-pass filtered stimuli showed a strikingly higher recognition accuracy 

compared to the high-pass filtered stimuli. In the low-pass filter condition, affricates 

and fricatives were less confused in place of articulation compared to stops (cf. Table 

XVIII). Within stops, the alveolar counterpart showed a better perception, whereas the 

labial place was perceived more accurately within the groups of affricates and 

fricatives. The results gained for stimuli recorded in word-initial and -medial positions 

revealed no remarkable difference, apart from the alveolar fricatives. The word-

initially recorded stimulus [z] had a much higher recognition accuracy compared to 

the word-medially recorded [s]. 
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In the high-pass filter condition, the perception of alveolar sounds is around the same 

as for the low-pass filtered stimuli, again with stops revealing the lowest perception 

accuracy compared to affricates and fricatives (cf. Table XVII). Contrary to the good 

recognition rate of the alveolar stimuli, the high-pass filtered labial obstruents had a 

very poor recognition rate and were confused with their alveolar pendants. It seems 

that the high-pass filtered stimuli were generally perceived as alveolar, whereas the 

recognition accuracy for the low-pass filtered stimuli was above chance and seems to 

gain enough information for the distinction of these sounds. 

 

The full-factorial ANOVA (Obstruent x Position x Filter) reveals a main effect and a 

class difference for the variable Obstruent [r2 = 0.50, F(5,6773) = 370.71, p = .0000]. 

The Obstruent x Position interaction is also highly significant [r2 = 0.50, F(5,6773) = 

6.57, p < .0001]. The kind of filter applied to the speech data even causes again a 

class difference [r2 = 0.50, F(5,6773) = 1721.9, p = .0000]. The interaction of word 

Position x Filter is significant [r2 = 0.50, F(5,6773) = 9.05, p ≤ .0026], as well as the 

interaction of Obstruent x Filter [r2 = 0.50, F(5,6773) = 567.09, p = .0000]. Moreover, 

the interaction of all factors, word Position x Obstruent x Filter is also highly 

significant [r2 = 0.50, F(5,6773) = 4.63, p ≤ .0003]. Post hoc tests indicate that there is 

a significant difference in recognition between all places tested, apart from the low-

pass filtered stops. The results of the post hoc tests for this interaction are given in the 

paragraph below. 

 

Especially the low-pass filtered affricates show a high recognition accuracy 

whereupon the listeners performed better on low-pass filtered initial labial affricates 

[pf] with 94.76% recognition accuracy compared to the equivalent [ts] with 85.96% 

recognition accuracy (t ≤ .0015). The low-pass filtered medial [pf] (97.19% correctly 

identified items) was again better recognized (t < .0000) compared to [ts] (80.35% 

correctly identified items). For the high-pass filtered affricates, both types of stimuli 

containing word-initial and -medial obstruents, reveal an absolute difference 

regarding place of articulation (t = 0). The affricate [ts] has a recognition accuracy of 

89.12% in word-initial and 89.82% in word-medial position compared to [pf] 18.02% 

recorded initially and 12.94% recorded medially. 
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The difference in discriminating place of articulation of the fricatives [s/z] and [f] is 

smaller for the low-pass filtered stimuli in word-initial position (t ≤ .0162) than in 

word-medial position (t < .0001). The low-pass filtered word-initially recorded [z] has 

an identification rate of 90.14% compared to 96.84% for [f] in the same environment. 

Altogether 72.79% of the word-medially recorded [s] were correctly identified 

compared to 89.9% correct identification of medial [f]. In general, labial fricatives 

have a better identification rate, but for the word-initially recorded stimuli, the 

identification of the alveolar stimulus reveals only a smaller difference compared to 

that in word-medial position. The reason is again the voicing cue of [z], which had 

already proved to increase the recognition accuracy in experiment I, testing manner of 

articulation (cf. section 5.1.6).  

 

The recognition rate of the high-pass filtered fricatives shows even a clearer 

difference in the listeners’ response. For word-initial and -medial data, both places of 

articulation form separate classes (t = 0). High-pass filtered stimuli containing [z] 

(initial) and [s] (medial) have a very high recognition rate: 98.6% and 99.3%, whereas 

[f] is rather not recognized at all 0.35% (initial) and 1.04% (medial). The pattern of 

results for fricatives and affricates is very similar. All high-pass filtered affricates and 

fricatives are preferably recognized as alveolar, whereas the frequency regions 

between 0 and 4000 Hz seem to provide enough information to properly discriminate 

affricates and fricatives correctly. 

 

However, stops showed a different pattern. A place difference in the recognition rate 

of the low-pass filtered stops recorded word-initially (t < .0001) and no difference 

word-medially is revealed. Low-pass filtered word-initial [p] has a recognition 

accuracy of 67.02% compared to 78.4% of [t]. Word-medially recorded stimuli were 

recognized with an accuracy of 74.11% for [p] and 75.96% for [t].  

 

Concerning the high-pass filtered stops, the difference is more prominent. The 

responses on stimuli recorded in both word positions reveal a significant place 

difference (t < .0001). The initially recorded stop [t] has a much higher identification 

rate (72.4%) in comparison to the equivalent [p] (19.85%). The medially recorded [t] 

has around the same recognition rate as the initial [t] with 73.55%, whereas the medial 
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[p] was recognized in 27.54% of the stimuli. The results of place discrimination in 

stops show the same tendencies as those for affricates and fricatives, but overall in a 

more moderate way. The high-pass filtered labial stops do not have such a poor 

recognition rate as the respective affricates and fricatives have. On the other hand, the 

discrimination performance for the low-pass filtered stops is in general not as good as 

that for affricates and fricatives. Recognition rates of about 70-80% accuracy do not 

indicate identification by chance, but they also do not reveal a proper perception. 

 

The results indicate that low-pass filtered stimuli are rarely confused in their place of 

articulation, whereas high-pass filtered stimuli were more or less always judged as 

being alveolar. This supports the findings of Heinz and Stevens (1961) that at least 

synthetic fricative stimuli are perceived as [s], when the peak was approximately 

between 4.5 and 6.5 kHz. However, the present results are not consistent with the 

finding of Heinz and Stevens (1961) that a fricative with a peak above 6.5 kHz was 

judged as [f] (if the latter was the case, more high-pass filtered stimuli would have 

been perceived as labial). The reaction times are supposed to shed light on the nature 

of these results and to explain underlying perceptual processes. 

 

5.2.4.2 Reaction time analysis  

The analysis of the reaction times was split into two parts. Correctly identified items 

were evaluated separately from those the listeners gave the wrong response to because 

the underlying processes are supposed to be different. 

 

The ANOVA revealed a significant difference in the reaction times on the correctly 

identified items [r2 = 0.25, F(5,4527) = 32.27, p < .0001]. Post hoc tests indicated a 

significant difference in the reaction times for the condition place of articulation for 

the stops [p] and [t] (t < .0001), only. The other tested contrasts for fricatives and 

affricates, [s/z] versus [f], and [pf] versus [ts], respectively, were not significantly 

different. Whereas the response times regarding labial [pf, f, p] versus alveolar [ts, s/z, 

t] stimuli revealed a significant difference (t ≤ .0014).  
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An effect was also found in the interaction Obstruent x Filter [r2 = 0.25, F(5,4527) = 

65.2, p < .0001]. If each low-pass filtered obstruent was compared to its high-pass 

filtered pendent, the post hoc tests revealed that for stops only [p] (t < .0001), for 

fricatives only [z/s] (t < .0001) and for affricates only [ts] (t < .0001) differ 

significantly in the listeners reaction times. The results indicate that the type of filter 

has no definite influence on the processing of the task to discriminate place of 

articulation, if this was the case it should apply for all obstruents, not only for [p], 

[z/s] and [ts]. The participants made no significant difference in their response 

latencies, independent of whether they heard a specific high- or low-pass filtered 

obstruent.  

 

However, when the contrast details are calculated according to the condition place of 

articulation per filter, all contrasts would be significant, apart from low-pass filtered 

[p] versus [t]. The average reaction time for high-pass filtered labial [f] is significantly 

longer compared to [z/s] (t ≤ .0028), whereas the contrast calculated on low-pass 

filtered [f] and [z/s] reveals that the listeners needed longer to identify the alveolar 

stimulus containing [s/z] (t < .0001). The contrast of [p] versus [t] indicates the same 

pattern, the stimulus containing the high-pass filtered labial [p] causes a longer 

reaction time (712 ms, t < .0001) compared to [t] (603 ms), whereas the pattern is vice 

versa for the low-pass filtered stimuli. The response to [p] (614 ms) is slightly, but not 

significantly quicker compared to that for [t] (607 ms). 

 

The average reaction times reflect the quantity of the correctly identified items. The 

long reaction times of high-pass filtered labial [f] (694 ms) and [p] (712 ms) 

correspond to the fact that only a little amount of these sounds was recognized 

correctly (high-pass filtered [f] 0.35% of word-initial, 1.04% of word-medial stimuli; 

high-pass filtered [p] 19.85% of word-initial, 27.54% of word-medial stimuli).  

 

Affricates also show a significantly longer reaction time (t ≤ .0007) for high-pass 

filtered [pf] (595 ms) compared to [ts] (536 ms) mirroring that only 18.02% of word-

initial and 12.94% of word-medial [pf] was identified correctly compared to 

approximately 89.12% of word-initial and 89.82% of word-medial [ts]. However, the 

average reaction times for high-pass filtered [pf] are around 100 ms quicker compared 
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to those of [f] and [p]. The configuration of the reaction times of the low-pass filtered 

stimuli is arranged the opposite way compared to those of the high-pass filtered 

responses: alveolar [ts] (660 ms) has a longer reaction time (t < .0001) compared to 

[pf] (606 ms) reflecting that the confidence in recognizing low-pass filtered [pf] 

(94.76% of word-initial, 97.19% of word-medial stimuli) was much higher than that 

for [ts] (85.96% of word-initial, 80.35% of word-medial stimuli).  

 

The examination of the reaction times considering the applied Filter x Obstruent 

interaction indicates that it is more difficult to recognize high-pass filtered labial than 

alveolar obstruents (cf. Figure 18). But if a low-pass filter is applied, the reverse 

situation emerges. Then, it takes longer to recognize the alveolar stimulus (apart from 

stops). Table XIX gives a summary of the average reaction times per obstruent.  

 

If the reaction times of each high-pass filtered obstruent are compared to their low-

pass filtered pendants from another point of view, the high-pass filtered labial 

obstruents show longer reaction times, although only the contrast between high- and 

low-pass filtered [p] is significant (t < .0001). Alveolar stimuli show the opposite 

tendency, high-pass filtered stimuli are easier to recognize compared to the low-pass 

filtered ones, but again only two contrasts are significant: high-pass versus low-pass 

filtered [s, z] (t < .0001) and high-pass versus low-pass filtered [ts] (t < .0001).  

 

Table XIX:   Average reaction times in ms to the high- and low-pass filtered stimuli 

Filter  [pf] [p] [f]  [ts] [t] [z],[s] 

High  595 712 694  536 603 469 

Low  606 614 551  660 607 638 
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Figure 18: Average reaction time on high- and low-pass filtered stimuli per obstruent of the correctly 
identified items. 

The influence of the factor word Position, in which the stimulus was recorded, 

revealed a significant difference [r2 = 0.25, F(1,4527) = 25.78, p < .0001], as well as 

the interaction between the respective Obstruent x Position [r2 = 0.25, F(5,4527) = 

5.72, p < .0001]. Post hoc tests indicate a significant difference in the reaction latency 

of the listeners towards word-initially contrasted with word-medially recorded [f] (t ≤ 

.0151), [pf] (t < .0001) and [t] (t < .0001). Listeners needed longer reaction times for 

word-initially recorded [pf] compared to the word-medially recorded [pf]. The same 

does not apply for the affricate [ts], although the reaction times on word-initially 

recorded [ts] are also slightly longer, the difference is not significant. The participants 

also showed longer reaction times for initial [f] and [t] compared to their medial 

counterparts (cf. Table XX and Figure 19). The reason for the longer reaction times of 

word-initially recorded fricatives and stops (apart from word-initial [z] that was 

shorter because of its’ additional voicing cue) is again found in the original speech 

data. The stimuli were cut from the data of the production experiment; there, word-

initial stops and fricatives were found to be much longer in duration compared to their 

word-medial pendants, whereas word-initial affricates were even slightly shorter than 

their word-medial pendants. Exactly this proportion is reflected in the reaction times 

of the listeners. The reaction time measurement started at the beginning of the 
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obstruent in the speech signal. If the speaker needed more time to produce the 

obstruent, it presumably takes the listener longer to recognize it.  

 

Table XX: Average reaction times in ms to the correctly identified stimuli containing obstruents recorded in 
word-initial or -medial positions. 

Word Position [pf] [p] [f]  [ts] [t] [z],[s] 

Initial  630 668 638  601 626 550 

Medial  571 658 607  596 584 558 
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Figure 19: Average reaction time on stimuli recorded in word-initial or -medial word positions per obstruent 
of the correctly identified items. 

 

No evidence is found that neither the high- nor the low-pass Filter influences the 

reaction times to the stimuli in interaction with the word Position. No statistical 

significance is found for this interaction, implying that the only difference in the 

reaction times is indeed only due to the length of the stimuli, as they were recorded in 

the production study. But this has no further influence on the processing to decide for 

a particular place of articulation. 
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The ANOVA calculated on the erroneously identified items (i.e. [pf] recognized as 

[ts], [p] recognized as [t], and so on, in the following abbreviated by [pf:ts], [p:t]) 

reveals an effect [r2 = 0.22, F(5,2202) = 2.47, p ≤ .0303]. The Obstruent x Filter 

interaction of the erroneously identified items is highly significant [r2 = 0.22, 

F(5,2202) = 3.1, p < .0001]. Post hoc tests reveal that the contrast details on the 

reaction times of the high-pass filtered items are all significant: [pf:ts] versus [ts:pf] (t 

≤ .0047), [f:z/s] versus [z/s:f] (t < .0001) and [p:t] versus [t:p] (t ≤ .0012).  

 

With respect to the low-pass filtered items, only the contrast [f:s] versus [z/s:f] (t ≤ 

.0028) is significant. If a high-pass filtered [f] is misleadingly recognized as [s] ([f:s], 

477 ms), then the recognition time will be much quicker, as if the opposite situation 

will be the case: [z/s:f], 696 ms. The same pattern applies with the other labial 

obstruents that are recognized as their alveolar counterparts: if [p] is judged as [t], it 

takes the listeners significantly less time (606 ms), as if [t] is reckoned as [p] (658 

ms), and finally [f:s] (477 ms) compared to [z/s:f] (696 ms). 

 

The post hoc tests calculated on the low-pass filtered stimuli reveal that only the 

fricative contrast is significantly different. Thus, if [z/s] is incorrectly judged as labial 

[f] (561 ms), the reaction time is around 100 ms quicker, as in the opposite situation 

[f:s] (666 ms). Both incorrectly identified stops show approximately the same average 

reaction times, and affricates have the same tendency as fricatives - although the 

results are not significant for affricates. Alveolar [ts], incorrectly recognized as [pf] 

(651 ms), has a longer average reaction time compared to [ts] judged as labial [pf] 

(651 ms). The results are outlined in Table XXI. 

 

Table XXI: Average reaction times of the erroneously identified items in ms to the high- and low-pass filtered 
stimuli containing the obstruents. 

Filter  [pf:ts] [p:t] [f:s]  [ts:pf] [t:p] [z/s:f] 

High  568 606 477  631 658 696 

Low  651 580 666  599 579 561 

 

If the results of the average reaction times of the erroneously identified items are 

contrasted with those of the correctly identified items, the distribution is found to be 
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analogous to what the listeners perceived. If a listener perceived an [s] instead of the 

originally played [f], the reaction time is corresponding to that of an [s] of the 

correctly identified items. Conclusively, the reaction time fits to the actual perceived 

event, regardless of what had been played to the listener. The graphs in Figures 20 and 

21 visualize this result by the inversion of the measurements gained for high- and 

low-pass filtered data (the lines of the graph displaying the erroneously identified 

items are distributed the opposite way as the measurements of the correctly identified 

items, cf. Figures 18 and 19). 
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Figure 20: Average reaction time on high- and low-passed stimuli independent of word-position per obstruent 
of the erroneously identified items. 

 

Unlike the correctly identified items, the incorrectly identified ones also show an 

effect concerning the interaction of Obstruent x Filter x Position [r2 = 0.22, F(5,2202) 

= 3.68, p ≤ .0026]. As the graph in Figure 21 illustrates, the lines symbolizing the 

average reaction times on the high-pass filtered stimuli in word-initial and -medial 

positions are quite close together, whereas the low-pass filtered stimuli are rather 

diverging in their results for [f] recognized as [s] and [pf] recognized as [ts]. Post hoc 

tests reveal that only the contrasts between word-initial and -medial low-pass filtered 

[f:s/z] (t ≤ .0004) and high-pass filtered [f:s/z] (t ≤ .0305) is significantly different, as 
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well as low-pass filtered [pf:ts] (t ≤ .022). All other contrast details show no 

significant difference, as can be seen in Figure 21. 

 

When [f] was recognized as [s], it took the listener in the average 760 ms to decide 

that they perceived (mistakenly) an [s] for the low-pass filtered stimuli. This happened 

only in 3.16% of the cases. 96.84% of the low-pass filtered, word-initially positioned 

[f] stimuli were identified correctly by the listeners (cf. Table XVIII). Consequently, 

the listeners felt very insecure about this few 3.16% of the stimuli whether they really 

had heard an [s], and that is why it took them so long to react. The same applies for 

initial low-pass filtered [pf:ts] that performs differently compared to the stimulus 

recorded in word-medial position. Only 5.24% of the word-initially recorded, low-

pass filtered [pf] stimuli were recognized as [ts]. They form a minority and express 

the insecurity about a wrong decision the listeners made. 
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Figure 21: Average reaction time on high- and low-pass filtered stimuli in word-initial and -medial positions 
per obstruent of the erroneously identified items. 

 

In order to compare the actual results with those of the condition with the correctly 

identified items, it is also necessary to evaluate the more simple interaction of 

Obstruent x Position [r2 = 0.22, F(5,2202) = 3.1, p ≤ .0086] (the triple interaction 
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Obstruent x Position x Filter was not significant for the correctly identified items). 

Contrasting the reaction time on each obstruent recorded in word-initial position with 

the same obstruent-stimulus recorded in word-medial position, only the contrast of 

[f:s] will be significant (t ≤ .0002). The contrast of [pf:ts] is almost not significant (t ≤ 

.0499). 

 

Compared to the correctly identified items, the pattern is different in one particular 

case. If [f] was erroneously identified as [s], the average reaction time for the stimulus 

recorded in word-initial position is much longer. Whereas for [z/s], the reaction time 

for stimuli recorded in word-initial and -medial positions is not significantly different 

(depending on the fact that the word-initially produced stimulus [z] had a much 

shorter duration due to the voicing cue, than the word-medially produced [s]). 

Otherwise, the reaction times to the erroneously and correctly identified items differ 

not remarkably. The reaction times to word-initially recorded stimuli are in general 

longer for both of them - for alveolar and labial stimuli (cf. Table XXII). 
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Figure 22: Average reaction time on stimuli recorded in word-initial and -medial positions per obstruent of 
the erroneously identified items. 
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Table XXII: Average reaction times in ms to the erroneously identified stimuli containing obstruents recorded in 
word-initial or -medial positions. 

Word Position [pf:ts] [p:t] [f:s]  [ts:pf] [t:p] [z/s:f] 

Initial  643 594 627  630 624 638 

Medial  576 593 516  600 612 619 

 

5.2.4.3 Summary 

The degree of confusion of the manipulated stimuli was exceptionally different 

comparing the responses to the low-pass filtered stimuli with those to the high-pass 

filtered stimuli, as had been expected. It was not expected, that the high-pass filtered 

stimuli would allow almost no acceptable recognition, whereas the low-pass filtered 

data revealed almost good results for both labial and alveolar stimuli. 

 

The recognition accuracy of the low-pass filtered labial stimuli was high and that of 

alveolar stimuli still quite reasonable. For example, the listeners had only slight 

problems to distinguish labial [f] from alveolar [s], recorded in word-medial position. 

Only 10.1% of the [f] stimuli were confused with [s]. On the other hand, 27.21% of 

the [s] stimuli were judged as [f]. The confusion of [f] and [s] is one of the most 

prominent phoneme confusions in automatic speech recognition tasks. The results of 

the present investigation are very positive, since the distinction of these two sounds is 

possible in low-pass filtered speech data (it has to be kept in mind that the bandwidth 

of an ordinary automatic speech recognition application is often limited to less than 

4000 Hz). The other low-pass filtered stimuli showed remarkable recognition rates. 

The highest recognition accuracy was found for word-medially recorded [pf] with 

97.19%. Altogether, the labial obstruents had a higher recognition accuracy compared 

to the alveolar ones with respect to the low-pass filtered stimuli.  

 

The evaluation of the responses on the high-pass filtered stimuli revealed that if only 

frequencies above 4000 Hz are available, nearly all stimuli will be identified as 

alveolar. Or, from another viewpoint, high-pass filtered alveolar stimuli had a high 

recognition accuracy, while labial stimuli were hardly recognized as labial at all - they 

were nearly all judged as being alveolar.  
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The evaluation of the reaction times revealed not for all contrasts a significant 

difference between each high-pass filtered obstruent with its low-pass filtered 

pendent. Only high- versus low-pass filtered [p], [ts] and [z/s] were significantly 

different indicating that the process of place discrimination (which was the task) has 

around the same complexity for the stimuli [pf], [t] and [f], no matter whether the 

stimulus was high- or low-pass filtered. This is interesting because the type of filter 

applied had been supposed to influence the reaction times. High-pass filtered stimuli 

gave the impression that they contained rather noise than anything else, whereas the 

low-pass filtered stimuli contained a signal reminding of a “usual” speech signal. 

With some caution it can be concluded that the quality of the speech signal does not 

influence the reaction times. The acoustic speech signal seems to be processed as 

usual and the extracted cues activate the corresponding features in the lexicon, which 

belong to a particular sound. If the cues from the speech signal do not lead to a 

sufficient solution, no refinement will be possible at this level.  

 

The place discrimination task was proved to activate different processes, when the 

focus concentrates on the place contrast itself. It was more difficult to recognize the 

high-pass filtered labial stimuli [f], [p] and [pf] compared to their alveolar pendants, 

as was indicated by the longer reaction times to the labial stimuli. And although it 

took the listeners significantly longer to decide for the labial obstruents, the increased 

reaction times did not help to make the right decision. Almost none of the high-pass 

filtered labial stimuli were identified correctly. This finding again corresponds to that 

of experiment I, in which the alveolar stimuli also showed shorter reaction times 

related to the underspecification of the alveolar obstruents (cf. Lahiri & Reetz, 2002). 

A more detailed discussion is provided in the results section of Experiment I).  

 

Regarding the low-pass filtered stimuli, on the other hand, the listeners needed longer 

to identify the alveolar sounds [ts], [z/s] and [t] in comparison to the respective labial 

sounds. The latter finding corresponds to the fact that less alveolar sounds were 

identified correctly compared to the stimuli containing the labial obstruents. 

Altogether, the low-pass filtered stimuli reached good recognition rates for both, 

labial and alveolar obstruents. The diverging results for alveolar obstruents having 

longer reaction times in the low-pass filter condition, seems to be due to the fact that 
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alveolar place information is at least partially coded in the higher frequency regions 

above 4000 Hz. 

 

The reaction times of the erroneously identified items correspond to those of the 

correctly identified items. If a labial sound was confused with its’ alveolar pendent 

(thus perceived as alveolar), then the average reaction time was consistent with that of 

the correctly identified alveolar items. It can be concluded that the reaction time 

corresponds to the listeners’ perception. 

 

Overall, the results correspond with those of Pollack (1948), who also found that the 

higher frequency regions contribute less to the intelligibility of stimuli. The findings 

of Miller and Nicely (1955) were not in all points in accordance with the findings of 

the present investigation. They had concluded that high-pass filtering leads to 

unpredictable results, whereas the experiences from the high-pass filter condition in 

experiment II rather lead to the conclusion that nearly every stimulus was judged as 

alveolar - also the labial ones. Since the frequency filters applied in the two 

investigations differed, a direct comparison is not possible. 

 

The results also reveal that spectral peak alone is no sufficient cue to identify place of 

articulation in the investigated obstruents (cf. Heinz & Stevens, 1961). If the spectral 

peak was sufficient for place identification, at least fricatives would have been 

distinguishable in the high-pass filter condition and would have been rather confused 

in the low-pass filter condition, but this was not the case. The lower identification 

rates of stops compared to those of affricates and fricatives in the low-pass filter 

condition does not support the claim that the F2 transition is an invariant place 

determinator for stops (cf. Sussman et al., 1998). Conclusively, acoustic cues from 

both frequency bands are needed to identify place of articulation of stops correctly. 

Place of articulation in stops is not reducible to information in either the F2 transition 

or spectral properties that excite the higher frequency regions. 

 

Overall, the results indicate that rather dynamic than static properties in the speech 

signal allow a correct perception. Relative amplitude as an algorithm to enhance the 

recognition of obstruents in automatic speech recognizers was proved to be suitable 
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for affricates and fricatives, but to be restrictedly implementable for stops. A more 

detailed discussion with respect to automatic speech recognition is provided in the 

conclusions in chapter 6. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis provides new insights into the nature of German voiceless obstruents, 

about their acoustic cues, how they are perceived and can be automatically extracted 

from the speech signal. Furthermore, a recommendation is provided, of how these 

findings can be implemented into an automatic speech recognition system. Since this 

work had a comprehensive approach, this final chapter aims to connect the results of 

this thesis and provides an idea of what can be done next. The present thesis and its 

experimental results contribute to an innovative approach of acoustic property 

extraction to be implemented into an automatic speech recognition system. 

 

The production experiments revealed that German affricates have a different structure 

in word-initial and -medial positions. A possible explanation was provided by the 

historical development and by the results from the production experiment that word-

initial affricates are monosegmental, whereas word-medial affricates are bisegmental. 

This is a rather special and interesting outcome of the present work. Due to the Old 

High German consonant shift, German affricates and also other consonants developed 

differently compared to the other Indo-European languages from a historical 

perspective (cf. chapter 2.4). While the Low German dialects kept the Germanic 

sounds, the Standard High German consonantal system developed by an additional 

sound shift causing the word-initial singletons [p] and [t] to change to the initial 

affricates [pf] and [ts] in our present sound system, whereas the word-medial 

affricates [-pf] and [-ts] developed from the geminates [-pp] and [-tt]. Exactly this 

proportion was proved to still exist within the way affricates are produced - at least by 

the group of ten speakers from East-Westphalia that participated in the present 

production experiment. The word-initial affricates had a similar duration compared to 

the word-initial fricatives and stops - they showed the structural shape of a single 

phoneme. Word-medial affricates were approximately twice as long as the respective 

word-medial fricatives and stops, indicating that they are bisegmental. 

 

This finding has also an implication to automatic speech recognition. The results 

indicate that word-initial affricates should be implemented as separate phonemes, 

either by a separate feature representation on the lexical level in the case of a 
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phonologically based speech recognizer, or by the insertion of the respective 

phonemes within the phoneme inventory of an HMM based automatic speech 

recognizer (cf. the exemplary model described in chapter 3.3.1). However, word-

medial affricates should be represented separately by a stop and a fricative to improve 

their recognition accuracy, at least for an HMM based automatic speech recognizer. 

The increased duration of the word-medial affricates compared to the other 

consonants in the sound system has a distorting influence on the HMM state 

modeling. Usually, phonemes have a particular intrinsic duration allowing the model 

to change from one state to another with respect to the speaking rate of the individual 

speakers. The increased duration of one particular sound within the sound system of a 

single speaker confuses the state modeling. To keep the modeling of the intrinsic 

duration of all sounds in balance, it is advantageous to divide affricates up into a stop 

followed by a fricative - as in a normal consonantal cluster - making the affricate 

recognition more robust. With respect to the FUL speech recognizer (Lahiri & Reetz, 

2002), the increased duration of the word-medial affricates would not affect this 

system because no temporal component is implemented so far. 

 

An innovative procedure for the automatic extraction of acoustic cues from the speech 

signal, allowing the robust distinction of labial and alveolar obstruents, was 

established in the production experiments. It was also shown that duration is a robust 

method to distinguish the investigated manners of articulation. The findings of Shinn 

(1985) and Kluender and Walsh (1992) were supported insofar that not (only) the 

segmental durations contribute to manner discrimination, but also the intrinsic 

duration of the phonemes. The results suggest that the implementation of a temporal 

component to an automatic speech recognizer is worth to be considered. The basic 

principle of linear processing of the speech signal without partial trace back is 

challenged. Although, for example, the FUL speech recognizer does not need duration 

as a discriminating factor for features, it is an interesting approach to implement a 

trace back possibility at the temporal level to the acoustic front end (not to higher 

level processing!). This would allow accounting on the duration of particular sounds 

or segments and help for a more robust feature or phoneme detection, especially in 

combination with other metrics. 
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Relative amplitude of discrete frequency bands was proved to be rather successful for 

place discrimination in the production experiments. As in measuring duration, the 

calculation of the relative amplitude in discrete frequency bands demands a temporal 

trace back at the signal processing stage. The crucial point about relative amplitude is 

that it is a dynamic metric, which serves as a normalization mechanism to handle 

variation in the speech signal, by correlating two particular events, derived from two 

different time slots. Thus, relative amplitude can be referred to as a normalization 

mechanism over time. Relative amplitude had been automatically extracted from the 

speech signal, as well as the logarithmic distance of particular formant frequencies. 

The calculation of the logarithmic distance of particular formant frequencies also 

intends to normalize across speakers and other variations in the speech signal, but in a 

different way. For the latter metric, the distance between formants in one particular 

point in time in the speech signal is calculated, thus, this metric is referred to as a 

static one - the normalization mechanism is applied over formant frequencies.  

 

The procedure of automatic processing in the production experiments is similar to 

what an automatic speech recognizer does by its acoustic front end. Unlike relative 

amplitude, the logarithmic distance metric was found to be less robust in 

distinguishing place of articulation of the investigated obstruents, due to errors 

occurring in the automatic formant extraction. Once the relevant formants have been 

determined incorrectly, the whole metric fails. The automatic determination of 

formants is widely known to be problematic, although the applied LPC analysis is 

generally considered to be rather noise robust, what is of course a great advantage.  

 

However, the reason for failures in the automatic formant detection can be found in 

spurious formant peaks, which can be caused, for example, by interfering background 

noise. Thus, measuring the logarithmic distance of particular formant frequencies is 

rather error-prone. Compared to that, relative amplitude is the more stable metric 

because it is based on a simpler algorithm, which is therefore less error-prone. To 

determine relative amplitude in discrete frequency bands, no formants have to be 

extracted. Only the energy distribution in discrete frequency bands is determined and 

then related to the energy of the same frequency region at a different point in time. If, 

for example, background noise masks the speech signal at particular frequency 
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regions, it is very likely that this noise will excite over both points measured in the 

speech signal. Thus, the noisy components in the speech signal would be normalized 

by correlating two points in time at particular frequency regions that are equally 

affected by noise or other variations, respectively. 

 

So, the main reason to argue in favour of a temporal component to be implemented to 

the front end of acoustic speech recognizers is that logarithmic distance measure of 

particular formant frequencies was no reliable metric. To gain stable results, 

parameters, such as window size and placement, had to be chosen rather carefully and 

- most important, in different ways for word-initial and -medial obstruents. Thus, this 

metric would demand to implement different parameters for particular word-positions. 

However, the acoustic front end is simply unaware of word-position information. The 

incoming speech signal is a stream of connected elements, which is analyzed frame by 

frame by the acoustic front end and then mapped to particular units, such as features 

or phonemes (depending on the type of speech recognizer). At this stage, no 

information about word boundaries is provided, until the lexical level of speech 

processing is reached. The resulting proposal suggests that trace back should be 

possible at the acoustic signal processing level. This would allow to gain temporal 

information, such as duration, or also to calculate the relative amplitude in discrete 

frequency bands. The acoustic cues that were extracted from the speech signal could 

be correlated with each other in the temporal domain and after that mapped to the 

respective features or phonemes. The processing between feature or phoneme level 

and the lexical level would not be affected at all. The advantage of involving the 

temporal domain is that different metrics, supporting the process of mapping from 

acoustic cues to features or phonemes, could be combined with each other, making 

automatic speech recognition much more robust. 

 

The implementation of a temporal domain to the FUL speech recognizer would ease 

the process to distinguish manner of articulation. On the lexical level, affricates are 

distinguished from stops by the feature [STRIDENT]. At the level of the acoustic front 

end it is sometimes hard to detect the feature [STRIDENT] in the speech signal - 

especially because [pf] does not really contain high frequency noise. The same 

situation arises when affricates have to be separated from fricatives. On the lexical 
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level, the feature [CONTINUANT] applied for fricatives, ensures the discrimination of 

these sounds. However, the implementation of a temporal domain would help to 

allocate the feature [CONTINUANT] to the particular sound more robustly since the 

frication found in fricatives is longer compared to that in affricates, at least for the 

word-initial ones. This is important because it has to be assumed that the frication in 

affricates actives the feature [CONTINUANT] in the same way as fricatives would. Since 

the production study revealed that word-medial affricates had a much longer duration 

compared to fricatives and stops - and the frication in affricates was as long as that of 

fricatives, word-initial and medial affricates have to be treated differently, as already 

mentioned above. Then, word-medial affricates would be implemented as a 

combination of stop and fricative, whereas word-initial affricates would be treated as 

separate phonemes. The distinction between stops and affricates or fricatives is 

ensured by the application of the feature [ABRUPT] for stops. At present, the detection 

of this feature is dependent on the rise of amplitude, but a temporal component would 

also help in this case to improve the robustness of it’s detection since the latter feature 

implies a certain time slot of silence corresponding to the closure. Consequently, the 

detection of a particular period of silence followed by a sudden rise of amplitude 

would account for a stop. A less prominent period of silence and also rise of 

amplitude however, would favour the detection of an affricate. 

 

The discrimination of place of articulation was proven to be robust by calculating 

relative amplitude in discrete frequency bands. This metric is easily implementable to 

the FUL speech recognizer. FUL distinguishes labial and alveolar obstruents by the 

corresponding phonological features [LABIAL] and [CORONAL]. It is highly assumable 

that the implementation of this metric improves the recognition accuracy of the 

investigated obstruents in FUL because place is coded by the F2 value at present.  

 

The approach of relative amplitude calculation, as it was presented here, is rather 

basic, but since very good results were achieved to determine place of articulation, 

there was no need for modification. Still, modifications of this metric gain a high 

potential, also for other tasks than place discrimination of the investigated obstruents. 

It was revealed that particular frequency bands played a different role in place 

discrimination for the investigated manners of articulation. For example, concerning 
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word-initial stops, the discrete frequency bands between 3-4 kHz up to 7-8 kHz 

showed extremely robust results. According to that, two issues would be extremely 

enthralling to investigate with respect to relative amplitude in discrete frequency 

bands. First of all, how does relative amplitude perform discriminating other manners 

of articulation? For example, nasal consonants also belong to that group of sounds 

that are rather difficult to distinguish in automatic speech recognition. Here, relative 

amplitude might achieve good results in discriminating them, because nasals have, as 

obstruents, a very characteristic energy distribution. Secondly, an automatic speech 

recognizer has not only to discriminate obstruents for obvious reasons, but also other 

sounds. Thus, it would be worth a try to combine the results that were gained from the 

separate frequency bands into one vector. For example, the discrete frequency bands 

between 3-4 kHz up to 7-8 kHz showed extremely robust results. Accordingly, the 

results from each of the five discrete frequency bands can be bundled in a vector, 

resulting in an even more characteristic mapping to a sound or unit. The energy 

distribution of the sounds would be even more accurate, as if only the energy of one 

particular frequency band is used for analysis. 

 

About the usability of particular frequency regions, the perception experiments had 

revealed that automatic speech recognition of German obstruents is also possible if 

only a limited frequency band from zero to 4000 Hz is available. Conclusively, the 

results of the present experiments are also applicable to automatic speech recognition 

systems that have a limited bandwidth, as for applications that are operated over 

telephone lines. 

 

This thesis introduced a comprehensive work about German obstruents. The subject 

matter of this thesis is rather complex and therefore not complete. For future research, 

the above metrics should be evaluated within an automatic speech recognition system, 

especially of course the FUL speech recognizer. Moreover, it would be interesting to 

know, whether amplitudinal information might contribute to distinguish manner of 

articulation or complex sounds such as lateral or nasals. 
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

In der vorliegenden Dissertation wurden die deutschen stimmlosen Obstruenten [pf, 

ts, f, z/s, p, t] untersucht und neue Einsichten in ihrer Unterscheidung in der 

menschlichen und automatischen Spracherkennung gewonnen. Der Schwerpunkt lag 

dabei auf der Unterscheidung dieser Laute in Artikulationsort und -art. Dabei wurden 

unterschiedliche Ansätze berücksichtigt, angefangen von rein linguistischen 

Überlegungen bis hin zur Thematik der automatischen Spracherkennung. 

 

Die Arbeit gliedert sich in eine Beschreibung der untersuchten Obstruenten 

hinsichtlich akustisch-phonetischer und phonologischer Gesichtspunkte, gefolgt von 

einer Beschreibung ihrer historischen Entwicklung. Weiterhin wurden theoretische 

linguistische Modelle diskutiert, sowie das Prinzip der automatischen 

Spracherkennung erklärt. Exemplarisch für unterschiedliche Ansätze wurden hierbei 

ein gängiger stochastisch motivierter Spracherkenner und einer, der auf rein 

phonologischen Merkmalen basiert, vorgestellt. Der Kern dieser Arbeit wurde von 

zwei unterschiedlichen Experimenten gebildet.  

 

Das erste Experiment wurde durchgeführt, um zu untersuchen, wie bestimmte 

Merkmale aus dem Sprachsignal automatisch extrahiert werden können, die zur 

Unterscheidung der Obstruenten in Artikulationsart und -ort beitragen. Dabei wurde 

die Dauer der Phoneme und Segmente gewählt, um die untersuchten labialen und 

alveolaren Obstruenten hinsichtlich ihrer Artikulationsart zu spezifizieren. Zur 

Bestimmung des Artikulationsortes wurden zwei unterschiedliche Maße gewählt. 

Zum einen wurde die logarithmische Distanz (log10) zwischen den Formanten F2/F1, 

F3/F2 und F4/F3 berechnet. Dieses Maß ist ein statisches, weil es eine 

Normalisierung zwischen Formanten zu einem bestimmten Zeitpunkt tx vorsieht. Das 

andere untersuchte, dynamische Maß zur Bestimmung des Artikulationsortes wird als 

relative Amplitude in diskreten Frequenzbändern bezeichnet. Dabei werden zwei 

Werte, die temporal aufeinanderfolgend sind, zueinander in Relation gesetzt. Konkret 

bedeutet das, dass zwei Fenster aus dem Sprachsignal verwendet werden, das eine aus 

der Mitte des jeweiligen Obstruenten, das andere aus dem angrenzenden Vokal. Eine 
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FFT erlaubt es, die Amplitude in bestimmten Frequenzbereichen aus dem 

Sprachsignal zu extrahieren und dann für die beiden Fenster (Obstruent und Vokal) 

miteinander in Verbindung zu setzen, woraus sich dann die relative Amplitude für 

bestimmte Frequenzbänder errechnen lässt. Es wurden zwei unterschiedliche Maße 

zur Unterscheidung des Artikulationsortes gewählt, um zu testen, ob statische oder 

dynamische Relationen die besseren Ergebnisse erzielen. 

 

Der zweite, experimentelle Teil dieser Dissertation wurde zum einen durchgeführt, 

um die Ergebnisse aus der Produktionsstudie zu verifizieren und zum anderen, um zu 

testen, wie sich limitierte Frequenzbandbreiten auf die Spracherkennung auswirken. 

Dazu wurde ein Sprachperzeptionsexperiment durchgeführt, bei dem zunächst die 

Erkennung von VCV Stimuli (die aus dem Sprachmaterial des 

Sprachproduktionsexperiments generiert wurden) getestet wurde. Diese Stimuli 

enthielten die Frequenzen von 0-8000 Hz und wurden sowohl hinsichtlich ihrer 

Konfusion als auch der dazugehörigen Reaktionszeiten untersucht. Im zweiten Teil 

des Perzeptionsexperiments wurden dieselben Stimuli wie im ersten Teil verwendet, 

allerdings einmal hochpassgefiltert bei 4000 Hz (so dass die Stimuli nur die 

Frequenzen zwischen 4000 und 8000 Hz enthielten), und dann tiefpassgefiltert (hier 

enthielten die Stimuli nur die Frequenzen zwischen 0 und 4000 Hz). 

 

In dem Produktionsexperiment zeigte sich, dass die Dauer der Phoneme die 

Affrikaten, Frikative und Stops robust unterscheiden kann. In wortinitialer Position 

waren Affrikaten zwar signifikant länger als Frikative und Stops, aber nicht strukturell 

unterschiedlich. Bei der Daueruntersuchung der jeweiligen wortmedialen Obstruenten 

zeigte sich, dass Affrikaten nicht nur signifikant, sondern auch strukturell 

unterschiedlich sind. Sowohl labiale, als auch alveolare Affrikaten waren ungefähr 

doppelt so lang, wie die respektiven Stops und Frikative. Dieser Unterschied zwischen 

wortinitialen und -medialen Obstruenten in ihrer Dauer, der von den zehn Sprechern 

meines Experimentes gemacht worden war, lässt sich anhand historischer 

Entwicklungen erklären. Die wortinitialen Affrikaten [pf] und [ts] entwickelten sich, 

sprachhistorisch betrachtet, aus den einfachen Stops [p] und [t]. Die wortmedialen 

Affrikaten [-pf] und [-ts] hingegen, entwickelten sich aus den Geminaten [-pp] und  
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[-tt]. Exakt dieser historische Ursprung der deutschen Affrikaten spiegelt sich heute 

noch im Sprachsignal wider. 

 

Die beiden Maße zur Untersuchung des Artikulationsortes zeigten jeweils sehr gute 

Ergebnisse. Allerdings erwies sich das statische Maß, welches die logarithmische 

Distanz bestimmter Formantenfrequenzen untersuchte, als deutlich weniger robust als 

die Bestimmung der relativen Amplitude in diskreten Frequenzbändern. Die 

Bestimmung der logarithmischen Distanz zwischen den einzelnen Formanten 

erforderte eine gewisse Feinabstimmung mit unterschiedlichen Parametern für 

wortinitiale und -mediale Obstruenten, was natürlich für die Implementierung in einen 

automatischen Spracherkenner wenig praktikabel ist. Die relative Amplitude in 

diskreten Frequenzbändern hingegen erwies sich als sehr robustes Maß, um den 

Artikulationsort in den untersuchten Obstruenten zu unterscheiden. 

 

In dem ersten Perzeptionsexperiment, in welchem labiale und alveolare Stimuli mit 

einer Bandbreite von 0-8000 Hz bezüglich der Unterscheidungsmöglichkeiten in der 

Artikulationsart untersucht wurden, zeigte sich wie erwartet, dass sich die Affrikaten, 

Frikative und Stops gut unterscheiden lassen. Es zeigte sich außerdem, dass 

wortinitiale Affrikaten häufiger verwechselt wurden, als die Wortmedialen, was den 

Befund eines strukturellen Unterschiedes aus dem Produktionsexperiment unterstützt. 

In den Reaktionszeitmessungen spiegelte sich dieser Befund hingegen nur bei den 

labialen Affrikaten wider, hier brauchten die Versuchspersonen tatsächlich länger, um 

die wortinitialen Affrikaten zu erkennen, da diese eine größere Ähnlichkeit mit den 

ebenfalls zu diskriminierenden Stops und Frikativen hatten. In wortmedialer Position 

hingegen war es einfacher, die Affrikaten von den anderen Obstruenten zu 

unterscheiden, weil hier der strukturelle Unterschied vorherrschend war. Daher 

konnten Affrikaten in wortmedialer Position schneller erkannt werden als solche in 

wortinitialer Position. Dass sich die gleiche Tendenz nicht auch bei den alveolaren 

Affrikaten zeigte, ist darauf zurückzuführen, dass wortinitial das stimmhafte [z] 

anstelle von [s] untersucht worden war, da [s] wortinitial im Standardhochdeutschen 

nicht vorkommt. Die Stimmhaftigkeit des einen, wortinitialen Obstruenten [z] ist 

dafür verantwortlich, dass auch die anderen schneller erkannt werden können. 

Insgesamt waren die Reaktionszeiten für alveolare Stimuli deutlich kürzer als für die 
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velaren, was der Annahme einer Unterspezifikation coronaler Laute entspricht (cf. 

Lahiri & Reetz, 2002). Diese beinhaltet, dass die Extraktion des Merkmals [LABIAL] 

eine Aktivierung der Merkmale [LABIAL] und [KORONAL] nach sich zieht, da letzteres 

Merkmal unterspezifiziert ist, während hingegen [KORONAL] aus dem Sprachsignal 

tatsächlich nur das Merkmal [KORONAL] im Spracherkennungsprozess aktivieren 

kann, weil eine „mismatch“-Kondition erreicht ist. Dadurch ist der 

Spracherkennungsprozess für alveolare Laute erleichtert und kann somit schneller 

erfolgen. 

 

Im zweiten Sprachperzeptionsexperiment zeigte sich, dass die hochpassgefilterten 

Stimuli sehr schlecht erkannt wurden, die tiefpassgefilterten (0-4000 Hz) hingegen 

relativ gut, Frikative und Affrikaten dabei deutlich besser als Stops. Im Detail zeigte 

sich, dass bei den tiefpassgefilterten Stimuli die Erkennung der labialen Obstruenten 

besser war als die der Alveolaren. Bei den hochpassgefilterten Stimuli zeigte sich, 

dass die Frequenzen zwischen 4000 und 8000 Hz allein kaum brauchbare 

Informationen zur Perzeption enthalten. Auch wenn diese wichtige Anhaltspunkte zur 

korrekten Perzeption eines Lautes umfassen, scheinen diese nur in Kombination mit 

anderen Merkmalen aus den niedrigeren Frequenzbereichen eine erfolgreiche 

Spracherkennung ermöglichen. Nahezu alle präsentierten, hochpassgefilterten Laute 

wurden als Alveolare erkannt (also auch dann, wenn es sich um Labiale handelte). 

 

Insgesamt konnte diese Arbeit aufzeigen, dass eine Bandbreite von 0-4000 Hz 

grundsätzlich genügend Informationen enthält, um Obstruenten zu unterscheiden. 

Dies ist wichtig, weil viele automatische Spracherkenner nur eine limitierte 

Bandbreite haben. Weiter wurde gezeigt, dass Merkmale aus unterschiedlichen 

Frequenzbereichen zu einer korrekten Perzeption beitragen, was dafür spricht, 

unterschiedliche Merkmale miteinander zu kombinieren. Weiterhin wurde anhand der 

eindeutigen Ergebnisse der Daueruntersuchung und der relativen Amplitude in 

unterschiedlichen Frequenzbereichen im Sprachproduktionsexperiment gezeigt, dass 

diese Merkmale auch auf temporaler Ebene miteinander in Bezug gesetzt werden 

sollten, um eine verbesserte automatische Spracherkennung zu gewährleisten, die 

robust gegen Variationen im Sprachsignal ist. Eine Implementierung dieser 

Algorithmen empfiehlt sich auf der Ebene des akustischen „Front-Ends“, also dort, 
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wo das akustische Signal verarbeitet wird. Lexikalische Prozesse sind davon nicht 

betroffen, da diese erst auf einer höheren Ebene einsetzen. 

 

In dieser Arbeit konnte ich umfassende Erkenntnisse über die akustischen Merkmale 

der deutschen stimmlosen Obstruenten [pf, ts, p, t, f, s] erlangen, die in der 

automatischen Spracherkennung wertvoll eingesetzt werden können. Die guten 

Ergebnisse der hier vorliegenden Untersuchungen erlauben die Annahme, dass einige 

Erkenntnisse auch auf die Erkennung andere Laute, wie Nasale, angewendet werden 

können. Außerdem wäre es in Zukunft sehr interessant, die untersuchten Maße in ein 

reales automatisches Spracherkennungssystem, wie dem FUL System, zu 

implementieren und dann im Rahmen dessen zu evaluieren. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A 

Words containing target sounds in word-initial position from the production 

experiments 

 

V/C [pf] [ts] [p] [t] [f] [z] 
 Pfiffe Zipfel Pille Tinte Finne Sitze 
[¤] Pfingsten Zinker Pinne Tipper Finken Sitte 
 Pfirsich Ziffer Pisse Tische Filme Siffe 
       
 Pfeffer Zecke Pelle Teller Felle Seppel 
[”] Pfennig Zelle Petze Teckel Fette Sessel 
 Pferde Zettel Pepper Tester Faesser Setter 
       
 Pfaffe Zander Panda Tante Fakten Sache 
[a] Pfanne Zacke Panther Tatze Falke Sand 
 Pfarrer Zapfer Pappe Tasse Fackel Sattel 
       
 Pforte Zottel Polle Toffee Vollen Sorte 
[—] Pfote Zobel Posse Tonne Vogel Socke 
 Pfosten Zone Popper Topfen Foto Sonne 
       
 Pfoetchen Zoellner Poebel Toepfer Foene Soehne 
[›/8] Pfoertner Zoepfe Poekel Toeffel Foeten Soeldner 
 Pfoestchen Zoegling Poette Toene Foerde Soege 
       
 Pfuhl Zunge Putte Tusse Funde Summe 
[¦] Pfunde Zucker Putzer Tunnel Funke Suppe 
 Pfuscher Zupfer Puffer Tupfer Fummel Sultan 
       
 Pfuehle Zuechter Pueppchen Tuepfel Fuesse Suesse 
[¥] Pfuetze Zuender Puerzel Tuecke Fuechse Suende 
 Pfuendchen Zuenfte Pueffe Tuerme Fuelle Suelze 
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Appendix B.  

Words containing the target sounds in word-medial position from the production 

experiments 

 

V/C [pf] [ts] [p] [t] [f] [z] 
 Zipfel Hitze Kippe Mitte Pfiffe Risse 
[¤] Wipfel Witze Wippe Ritte Ziffer Wissen 
 Gipfel Sitze Tipper Sitte Siffe Pisse 
       
 Schnepfe Petze Pepper Setter Neffe Naesse 
[”] Naepfe Hetze Steppe Fette Treffer Sessel 
 Aepfel Netze Seppel Zettel Pfeffer Faesser 
       
 Apfel Katze Pappe Ratte Affe Tasse 
[a] Stapfen Tatze Rappe Sattel Waffe Kasse 
 Zapfer Glatze Kappe Natter Pfaffe Masse 
       
 Opfer Glotze Kloppe Zottel Koffer Rosse 
[—] Topfen Rotze Popper Motte Stoffe Bosse 
 Stopfen Kotze Koppel Schotte Toffee Posse 
       
 Toepfer Goetze Kloeppel Spoetter Loeffel Stoessel 
[›/8] Schoepfer Kloetze Moeppel Goetter Schoeffen Floesse 
 Zoepfe Doetze Koeppe Poette Toeffel Groesse 
       
 Tuepfel Schuetze Knueppel Huette Bueffel Nuesse 
[¥] Huepfer Pfuetze Krueppel Muetter Pueffe Schuesse 
 Knuepfer Suelze Schueppe Schuette Trueffel Kuesse 
       
 Kupfer Nutzen Kuppel Kutte Muffel Busse 
[¦] Tupfer Putzer Suppe Putte Puffer Tusse 
 Zupfer Stutzen Schnuppe Mutter Knuffel Husse 

 

Sometimes, the short vowel had to be replaced by a long one because no respective 

short-vowel obstruent combination was found. Note that the IPA symbols in this table 

refer to the short vowels only, even if a long one was used! (cf. chapter 4.3.1)  
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Appendix C.  

Glossary 

This glossary provides a list of some German words containing the affricates [pf] and 

[ts] in word-initial and -medial positions and their historical origin. If the OHG or OE 

form was not available, another reference, for example, ME (Middle English) was 

provided. The abbreviations used in this appendix are explained at the end of this 

section.  

 

German English OHG OE 

Pfad path pfad pæþ, pæth 

Pfaffe cleric pfaffo  - 

Pfahl pale pfāl pāl 

Pfalz palatinate pfalanza, pfalinza,  ME. from L. palatinus 

Pfand pawn pfant ME. Paun of OFr. pan 

Pfanne pan pfanna panne 

Pfarre parish pfarra Gr. pároikos 

    

Pfeffer pepper pfeffar pipor 

Pfennig penny pfending pening, penig 

Pferd horse (h)ros hors 

Pferch hurdling pferrih, pfarrih pearroc 

    

Pfingsten pentecost fimfchusti pentecosten 

Pfiff whistle pfīfōn pipian 

    

Pforte gate pforta, porza from L. porta 

Pfosten pole pfost post 

Pfote paw MLG. pote ME. powe, pawe 

    

Pfuetze puddle pfuzza, puzza pytt 

Pfuhl puddle pfuol pudd 

Pfund pound pfunt pund 
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Zacke cusp MHG. zacke - 

Zahl number zal(a) talu 

Zahn tooth zan  toð 

Zander zander MLG. sandāt(e) - 

Zange gripper zanga tange, tang 

Zapfen gudgeon zapfo tæppa 

Zar czar from L. caesar - 

    

Zeche bill gizehōn, MHG. 

zech(e),  

teoh(h) 

Zecke tick zehho, zeck(o) ticcia 

Zeder cedar zēdarboum, 

cēderboum 

ceder 

Zehe toe zēha tā(he) 

Zelle cell zella heolstor 

Zelt tent (gi)zelt teldan 

    

Zimmer chamber zimbar timber 

Zimt cinnamon zi(na)mīn, cinamon ME. sinamome 

Zink zinc zinko tind 

Zinke tine zinko tind 

Zinn tin zin tin 

Zins interest zins, zens from L. census 

Zitze teat tutto tit(t) 

    

Zoll duty zol toln 

Zopf braid zopf top(p) 

Zorn wrath zorn torn 

Zottel shag zata, zota, zato NE. tod 

    

Zucker sugar zucker from arab. sukkar 

Zunft guild zumft - 
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Zunge tongue zunga tunge 

Apfel apple apful æppel 

Napf cup (h)napf hnæp, hnæp(p) 

Stapfen footprint stapf, stapf(e)o stæpe 

Zapfen gudgeon zapfo tæppa 

    

Schnepfe snipe snepfa snite 

    

Gipfel peak LMHG. güpfel  - 

Wipfel treetop wipfil - 

    

Hopfen hop hopfo hymele 

Opfer victim opfar offrian 

Pfropfen cork pfropfa Ger. pfropfen 

Tropfen drop tropf(o), troffo dropa 

    

Kupfer copper kupfar, kuffar copor 

Tupfer dabber tupfen dyppan 

Glatze bald head glaz - 

Katze cat kazza, kazzo from P.Gmc. kattuz 

Tatze paw MHG. tatze - 

    

Fetzen frazzle LMHG. vetze - 

Ketzer heretic MHG. ketzer - 

    

Hitze heat hizza hæte 

Zitze teat tutto tit(t) 

    

Nutzen account nuz nēotan 
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE TABLE ABOVE 

Ger. Germanic 

Gr. Greek 

L. Latin 

LMHG Late Middle High German 

ME. Middle English 

MHG. Middle High German 

MLG. Middle Low German 

OFr. Old French 

OHG Old High German 

P.Gmc. Proto-Germanic  

Span. Spanish 

 

This glossary was created using the Kluge, Etymologisches Wörterbuch der 

Deutschen Sprache, (2002) and the Oxford concise dictionary of English Etymology, 

(1996). 
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